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REFERMICE AND NOTES 
Reference to the Old Testament is to the text of R. Kittel's 
Biblia Hebraica (7th edn., Stuttgart 1951). 
Reference to other literature is by citation of author's name 
or, where necessary, author's name and year of publication. The 
Bibliography., which is listed in alphabetical order by author's name, 
provides details of all works thus cited. Standard abbreviations of 
jourma. 1s, seriesp etc., are used (see, for, example., those listed in 
Bissfeldt, 1965: 854-61). 
Notes are marked in the text with a number,, on the line, set 
off by slashess thus: /I/. The notes themselves-are-printed at the end 
of the vol=e. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE NATURE AND PURPOSE OF THE NARRATIVE- 
The literary quality of the "Succession Narrative" has been 
the subject of almost universal agreement amongst critics, It is a 
fine piece of story-telling (von Raa,, 1966 : 189-91; Pfeiffer, 1952: 
356; Eissfeldt, 1965 : 50,276; Fohrer, 1970': 222). Curiously... 
howevers in bxtenao discussions of the nature and purpose of the 
narrative this observation has tended to play a relatively small role. 
That is not to say that such discussions devotelittle space to the 
. analysis of 
the narrative as a skillfully constructed story. The 
contrary is perhaps true (See, e. g., Rost; von Raa.. 1966;, - 'Whybray, 
1968). But rarely has a clirect link been drawn between its literary 
qualities as a story and its purpose; rather the tendency has been 
to infer purpose from an analysis of the actual subject matter (e. g* 
the claim that it tells a story about the succession to the throne of 
David, or simply that it recounts events in the life of David)., or of 
sme ideological traits discovered in the author's Twnne-r of presenting' 
this subject matter (e. g., his bias for or against the DLviaic dynasty; ' 
or the nature of his understanding of God's action in history., or his 
attitude to, the cult). 
1.1 Thus in recent years t: ie most notable characterizations of 
the narrative have been in terms of historical writing (von Rod, 1966), 
theological writing '(von Rsa., 1966; Brueggemann).. political propaganda 
(Rost; Whybray, 1968; ILAekat) and didactic literature (Whybray., 1968; 
Hermiss6n ).,, or sow combination of these. My purpose -here 
is to 
bring the focus back upon the narrative as story-telling.,, as a work. of--,, 
art and entertainment. 
. A. 
Historiography, theology, a novel, political prcpaganaa 
ana didactic wriL Un 
2. The Most thorough-goiýg discussion-of the . character and 
purpose of the "Succession Narrative" in recent years is that of 
Waybray (1968) and it is with his argument that I am chiefly concerned 
here. 
-2. - I 
2.1 Ybr a start, I agree substantially with his, criticisms (11-19) 
of the view that the narrative is irimarily history writing and with his 
conclusion (19) that "The Succession Narrative, althoUgh its theme is an 
historical one and it m6kes use of historical facts, is not a work of 
historý'6ither in'intention or in fact. The author's interests lay else- 
where 
ýI 
Sa opt this as a working hypothesis and do not prcpose to discuss 
it fuither'in anyaetail 
2.2 -'PurtherMOre.. like him (0-50), 1 cannot accept that the narrative 
is basically shaped in terms of 6 religious purpose. This is not to der; y 
that there is a theological dimension to the narrative; but I would argue 
that reference to Yahweh is so fragmentary and the nature of his involve- 
ment in the action so barely sketched that to designate-the work as 
essentially theological in purpose or interest is to lose all sense of 
proportion /2/. Critics' such as Meyer were not so far from the truth 
when they wr'ote'of thenarrati-ýe as "secular" in character (285-6; cited 
by von'Rea, '-1966 : 197'and Whybray, 1968 : 50 n-55; cf Pfeiffer, 1951: 5). 
2.3 Much , of- Whybray' s chapter on "character ahd purpose" is an 
examination, of the narrative as a novel (19-0); he analyses the work in 
terms., of categories such as theme., structure,, 'use of dialogue, charaot- 
erization and style. Indeed he arrives at the conclusion (47).. "that the 
work is a novel albeit a historical one - rather then a work of history, 
properly'speaking". Again-with the large part of his discussion-I., would 
, agree; though whether the term "novel" is quite the best one is a- matter, 
to which I shall return at the end 'of this chapter. 
2.4 Having reachedý this conclusion, however, 
new iurn" (the''emphasis is Mine): 
the argument tqýns a 
But ... we are still some way from a 
full unaerstanding of [the 
narrative'63 character and purpose. No aoubt purely literary 
ana artistic aims ana 
- 
the aesire to entertain'the reader occupiea 
an important place in the author's mind. But it is extremely. 
unlikely that -these were his only., or even his main,, -aims, 
He would not have chosen so recent a period of history as the 
setting for his story if he had not some other, more practical, 
purpose* We are., therefore arivento an examination of other 
possibilities. 
What has intervened at this point is a conviction that the work comes from 
a period nearly contemporary with the events portrayed. This leads 
'Whybray to develop Rost's widely accepted view that the real cohoern of 
1 
the narrative is with dynastic politics (the theme is Solomonic 
succession) and that the document was -written to the greater glory of 
Solomon. Whybray concludes (54-5) that the narrative was written 
during the early years of'Solmonts reign, soon after the events des- 
cribed, in I Kgs 2.. and while the regime was still threatened by dis- 
affected parties: it is primarily a political, document intended to 
support the regime by demonstrating its legitimacy and justifying its 
policies (so also Vriezen, 1948). . 
2'05 In the-remainder of his book (chapters 3 and 4) Whybray 
argues that the author was strongly influenced by "wisdom" literature 
and that the narrative has thus a marked didactic as well as political 
-character. Here too the assumption of a Solomonic date plays an 
important role: as Brueggemam has rioted (1 9728 : 5)., the arguTent 
starts from, and develops, von IhdIs thesis of a Solomonic "enlighten- 
ment", (1966 : 203-4; 19U : 48-55; cf 'Whybray., 1968 : 1-7s %) and in 
broad outline resembles that critic's analysis (1953) of the Joseph 
story as a product of tenth century "wisdom7 writing. 
B. The date of composition and the interpretation of the narrative 
3. This assumption of the contemporary., or near-contemporarys 
provenance of the work is almost universally accepted (cf. Whybray, 
1968 : 11) 131. It has been of some importance.. moreover, -for the 
understanding of the narratives as. the case just mentioned well 
illustrates. From the-assauption about date stems some degree of 
confidence about our knowledgb of the narrative's general cultural 
context and of the relation between the two. In fact almost every 
recent study of note has linked an analysis of the narrative with a 
cultural or political description of the tenth century and the Solomonic 
period in particular (see e. g. von Raa, 1966 : 192-4s 203-4; 
Brueggemanns 1968; 1971; 1972 abo; 1974). But what if the narrative 
were not written in Solomon's lifetime? What if it were written in 
the time'of say, Jehoshaphat or Uzziah or Hezekish, or even during the 
exile? , Clearly lshybray,, for one, would have to modify considerably., 
if not abandon, his argument that the narrative is political propaganda. 
3.1 The fact of the wtter is, as Eissfeldt recognized (1965 
i4o-i)., that there is not a shred of hard evidence to support this 
assumption-of near-contenVorary authorship, 
/4/. Perhaps the most 
I 
commonly deployed argument is'that which refers to the wealth of circumstan- 
tial detail, as though this, in the absence of external controls.. 
ýsomehýow 
demonstrated a near-conterporary,, or even "eye-witness", author. So, for 
exampleý Bewer (30) writes: "All this C Ea. the story]'is told by a man 
-who had been present in all these situations, with all the variety of 
graphic and intimate details that bears the stamp of veracity on its face" 
(of., e. g., Driver,, 19138- : 183; Weiser, 1961 : 165) 151. To the reader 
of, say, the ilisa, the Chanson ae Roland, ýTjkssaga, or a modern historical 
novel., the 1, worthlessness of this argument will be immediately apparent 161. 
3.2., "Rhybrayl s own ascription of the work to the Mrly years of 
Solomon's reign has cogency only on the prior assumption of Solomonic 
provenance; and this is a matter to* which he devotes little more then a 
sentence in a*footnote (54 n. 70). He follows Rost (233) in claiming 
that the author reveals no knowledge of the disruption of! the kingdom; 
thus it-is argued., the work must be dated to the life-time of Solomon' 
(so too., e. g., Gran. 1970 1 18). But even if it were true that no 'such 
knowledge is revealed (and I doubt this very much, though it is too capplex 
an issue- to be dealt , with here "/7/) it is far from' self -evident why'this' 
should be e)pected in a story that is not about the. division of the kingdom 
and is' set in time well before this event. 
3.3 An undeAring reason why a Solomonic date has so readily been 
assumed by sorpe recent writers (esp. von Bad, 11hybray,, and Brueggemann) 
is that it fits with their conception of the tenth century as a period' of 
blossoming intellectual andliterary life as well as an ere of great 
economic and political expansion. Along; ide major developments in wisdom 
literature, the work of the Yahwist and the ""Succession Narrative" have 
been, important planks in this hypothesis (Alt, 1951; von Rod, 1962 -. 
48-55; Richter., 1966b; JUppert, 1967; Wolff, 1966; Scott, 1970 33-6; 
Brueggemann., 1968; 1971; "1972c esp. Chapt. 3). 
3.31 But whether or not the period was actually one congenial to 
literary activity (it may well have been); the evidence for locating part- 
icular literary compositions in it is fragile, there e#stent. (a) The 
dating'of IIJII to the tenth century rests on no more solid ground then does 
the similar dating of the "Succession Narrative". There is nothing in 
the documents whatever its extent (ar4 this is itself a question fraught 
with problems /8/) that demands a terminus 2d__Suem in the 
Solomonic period 
. ?, -2; lUssfeldt,, 1965 : 194; Wagners esp. 122,125 , 
8hrers 1970 : 151 -30). 
I 
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Ihe move from the star4sra ninth., c'entury'aate, ., its'elf based on little 
enouEti evidence,, must be seen as-essentially a matter of convenience in 
-Vie interests of. bn hypothesis and not aý, a matter of evidence. (b) 
Few scholars- would wish to assign any particular and substantial piece 
of extant "wisdom" literature to the S61cmonio period -7 an acknowled- 
gement that there were other periods when literary. activity flourished. 
(c) A serious consideration of such other periods is noticeably neg- 
lected by those who have. most., conf idently pressed the hypothesis (as 
von Rad., Brueggemarm)o 
.-ý I', - -i 
tI. tI. 
3.4 This brings one back to my original question: what if the 
I'Succession Norrativell, were, written at some other time, possibly several 
centuries after the event? If there is no internal or external evidence 
requiring a Solomonic. da, te for the narrativ6, neither,, I would argue.. - 
is there anyý, inherent, improbability in almost any d ate - from then to 
the exile. 
- 
The only substantial objection I can see arising-is-, the 
claim that the later the date'the greater the influence of-an idealisea 
"Davidic" theology (of. e. g. Kittel,, 47; Rost, 232-3; lbuchline., '240)/ý/ 
and the less likelihood of the rather down-to-earth presentation of the 
king that we actually find in the "Succession Narrative". But this is 
toessume a monolithic view of Israelite literature., T+ ltýis perfectly 
reasonable to postulate a =ltiplicity of traditions and ideologies 
existing side, by side., perhaps sometimes in competition., over a lchg 
period_of time; ana in this connection it. As Vitally important that vie 
keep the Old Testament in a, proper,. perspective here - we have., of course., 
absolutely no means of knowing how representative it is, of Israel's 
lit erary - (sna' ia oologice'l) hi ýtox7' 
3.5 Now it is, not my purpose -here to, press 'a case for any`ýart- 
icular date or historical context for the narrative. i doubt that that 
could be done with the prospect of inspiring any more conviction than 
does the uncritical acceptanc6 ofneaz-contemporary authorship. Rather" 
I wish to strsss how hypothetical is the nexus between the iexf and th6 
generally accepted setting. -'Ana because it is hypothetical., the more 
the historical pel; ýggective becomes'an integral part of our understanding 
of the text the greater the chance that that understanding my be grossly 
aistort , ea /10/. Cut the nexus., and pexhaps the narrative may appear in 
tones that are not only different but possibly in some 6ases more 
-. 6- I 
faithful to the text itself. This, I am sure, is the case where the 
. 
11political prcpgganda" characterization is concerned. 
3.6 As already indicated, the Solomonic date plays a key role. in 
1hybray's analysis (and this is true also of von 133a), magnifying the 
significance of the political subject matter. If the story touches 
directly on theaco'ession of the reigning monarch (and the intrigue that 
led. to this) how could it be other then embroiled, to some extent at any 
rate, in contemporary politics? Accordingly., Rost and 'Whybray look for 
a manifesto and locate it basically in the outcome. Solomon is the winner; 
the story is told, therefore, in justification of his succession /II/`. - 
3.. 7 Novr it so happens that about the some time as Whybray's book 
appeared,,, Delekst published an article 'which challenged head-on this 
longstanding claim that the narrative is written from a view-point 
favourable to i)avia and the Ebvidic house. Again he assumes (27) 
without question that the work appeared during Solomon's life-time and 
again he is much concerned to relate text and (reconstructed) historical 
, setting., the letter having no little bearing on his exegesis of the 
former. Starting'frcm the Bathsheba episode.. undoubtedly the most unfavour- 
able account of David in the -whole of the bld Testament, let alone the 
"Succession Narrative", he argues' with considerable skill that an anti- 
Davidic-and anti-Solomonic ýolemic informs the whole piece. Thus the 
logic'of the "political propaganda" characterization ensures that the 
swing of, the'pendulum is total. If the document is not pro the royal 
house,, it must'be anti; if the tone is not white, it is black. 
3.8 It is clear., on the one hand-., that no exegesis can afford to 
ignore Delekat's euphasis /12/. His general perspective is pertinent 
andýmany, of his particular observations illu: minating. Yet I remain - 
unconvinced-that he has accurately put his finger on the tone of the 
narrative. -Have a Ibbst of critics been totally wrong 
in det4oting an 
underlying 
* 
sympathy for David,, despite his undoubted short-comings. (eg. 
Wellhausen, 1885 : 262; Kittel, 175-6; von Rad,, 1966 : 195; '. Hertzberg,, 
341s 378; McKane, 1963 : 276; Auzou, 42-.; 3p 408; Muchlinej, - 240)? 
I doubt it, and shall develop the point in Chapter 1171,, -below. - 
3.81 But whatever the precise attitude of the narrator towards the 
dynasty what is absolutely clear from this timely clash oý judgements is 
that if there is a particular political tendenz in the narrative it is by - . -A. 
no means obvious what it is . 
/lh/. And-while this is no knock-down 
I -ý-7- 
evidence against the'propagancla characterizationjlý/ it - certainly cAls 
it radically into question. Thus Hermisson (148 ni. 16) simply comments 
that it is lleine,, These., die angesichts der distanzierten Haltung' des 
Verfassers so kaum zu halten sein wird. 't Indead this täkes us back ' 
to a characteristic of the writing-which has been irsýoh observed, part- 
icul6rly in connection with discussions of iit- a's "history writing", ' 
viz. the so-called "objectivity" of the author (Montgomery and Gehman, ' 
69-70; Weiser, 1957 : 164-5; Caira, 866). /16/ 
3.9 would argue., -therefore., that 'the" rubric "political prop- 
agaInda*" has little'to commend it as a definition of the charact; r or 
purpose of the narratives and even less if it is conodi-vea of as 
political Rropaganaa in justification of Solomon's'succession. 117/ 
-And I would suggest that the argument only gets'goJ; ng becauie' of an 
assumption a. bouts, and pre-occupation with., . 9, contemporary or near- 
contemporary date. 
3.91 This is not to say that I deny any political interest, in 
the narrative, For from, it. But we are talking about the primary 
nature and purpose of the work. Shakespeare's "historical" plays 
are clearly "political" in terms of subject matter and themes explored, 
and, 
-, 
few in an Elizabethan audience could have failed to appreciate 
the undercurrent of comment on contemporary political life and 
institutions; yet they are above all plays, works of art for the 
purpose of serious entertainment, and-least of all are they "propaganas". 
The colours, cf, political propaganda are strident. The oolours of this 
literature much too subtle, The-same, I-would argueo is true of the 
"Succession. Narrativell /iS/. 
C. 'Whylzay : the narrative as didactic writjýg_(wisdom literature) 
and political literati-=d 
4. Significantly, 'whybray himself senses the incongruity between 
the characterization "political propaganda" ana his own-keen apprec-' 
istion of the literary qualities-of' the'narrative. -'. ' Despite'his 
conclusion (55) that the work is "primarily a political document" 
he finds it necessary to begin tie next chapter with the statement 
(56) 
that this desoription3 though accounting for "much of the content" of 
t Ifis b his narrative, . ardly sufficient 
lo account for itu literary 
character or its psychological intere-As. 
" 
-8- 1 
4.1 But again the question of date interposes (56, )":, for'in order 
to account for the literary character "we rmst return to a more detailed 
consideration, of the milieu inwhich the author lived". By way of the 
hypothesis of a specially trained "cultural elite" surrounding David and 
Solomon (MaKene, 1965 : 23-47; Scott., 1971 : 13-15) 1191 we are rapidly 
brought to the Book of Proverbs, 'four main souce of informationabout this 
educational and scribal ideal". 
4-11 T here follows a comparison of the "Succession Narrative" and 
Proverbs which leads to the claim that "on many fundamental matters 
the Succession Narrative agrees closely with the scribal wisdom liter- 
ature as represented by Proverbs rather then with the'sacral tradition of 
Israel as reflected in - for example - the other Daviaio stories in the 
Book of Samuel". This conclusion encourages the writer to press his 
case further, which he does,, first, by examining more'correspondences 
between the "Succession Narrative" and Israelite , didactic literaturell 
(the author "was himself a wisdom teacher in the sense that he set out 
deliberately to illustrate specific proverbial teaching for the benefit 
of the pupils and ex-pupiiý of -the schools"; 95)., and., second, by a 
comparison with Egyptian political (arO wisdom) literature.. 
r 4.12 This hypothesis, which has gained som9 measure* of accept . ance 
(of. Scott., 1970 : 34-5; Mauchlinei 240-1; Gray; 1970 : 21-2; 
Brueggemann, 1972& p- 5-6; 1974 : 175). hos been vigorously attacked by 
Crenshaw (137-40)., and in my view Crenshaw's fundamental argument, that 
the book fails to specify stylistic peculiarities, themes or elements of 
subject matter., and ideological traits,, that are found primarily in wisacm 
literature,, is fair and devastating /20ý. Like Crenshawo then, I am 
totally unconvinced by this part of the book (i. e. the "Succession 
Narrative" as Egyptian influenced didactic literature). Nor, to the 
best of my knowledge, has his attack been the subject of a carefully 
considered rebuttal - for it is not enough simply to shrug it off as do, 
for example., Brueggemann (1972b : 97 n-4; - 1971+ : 175 n. 1) and Hermisson 
(148 n. 16). Nevertheless., at the risk of repeating ']points made by 
Crenshaw, I wish to explore the matter a little further, 
The narrative and Proverbs 
4.2 Crenshaw has commented upon some of the problems of def , 
inition 
raised by this and o-%er studies of "wis4om literature". though it is not 
obvious that his own prolrerred definition, "the quest for self-unaerstanding 
I -9- 
in terms of-relationships with things, people, and. the Creat_or" (see 
esp. 130ý-2), in any way settles the matter /21/. For present purposes 
it is sufficient to make the followIng observation. 
First., in view of the breadth and generality of Most working 
definitions of "wisdom" in connection with,, Ma Testameni literatures 
/22/ I. do not think it unfair to suggest that at the most -what is, being' 
defined is an' "approach to reality" (von Rod) or, "world view" (Brueggemann) 
that is non-priestly or cult-centreas perhaps.,, in. some cases., non- 
prophetic., and perhaps even non-theooentric (Brueggemann) .- 
which. is not 
to say in any strict sense "secular". Cbviously, then., "wisdom's,, 
ý-representatives and answers" (Crenshaw., 
- . 
131) nust be manifola; - so that, 
to identify a piece of literature as reflecting- "wisdom" influence is 
to tell us virtually nothing about, its purpo6e or milieu (including 
period)y except that it probably does not belong in a priestly or 
prophetic setting, which is'likely to have been obvious anyway. 
In fact., howeve 
* 
r, in the main section of his book Whybray 
makes it clear that he is talking of , wisdom literaturell. as didactic 
literatuie /23/s (i. 'e.., meant to instruct, having the manner of a teacher): 
the author of the "Succession Narrative" was himself a teacher or 
eaucators and the work is deliberately aesignea. as teaching material. 
(72,, '95,111). My criticisms, therefore, are directed against the 
characte I rization of the "Succession Narrative" as wisdom literature 
in'this particular sense'. 
4.21 Most-of-the correspondences between the narrative and Proverbs 
are merely generaMy stated the 
, 
mes which might belong to almost any piece 
of -literature giving an account of -men' i lives in almost any period of 
Israel's history. ', There,, -is barely a theme listed by INhybray (or 
Hermisson, for that matter) which cannot be "illustrated" by material 
froms say., the patriarchal narratives or those stories in Samuel which 
Whybray considezis, "not to belong to the "Succession Narrative". In 
Appendix As below., I give a long list of exanples- /24/, 
4.22 Moreover. ' some of Whybray's conclusiens rather obscure the, 
real nature and extent of the evidence that he has previously examined. 
Let me take the crucially important conclusions on P. 71. 
4.221 (1) He concludes that there is a "stress" in 'ýoth Proverbs 
and the "Succession Narrative" oii 
"the imp. artance of ethical conduct, 
-10- 
humility and private prayer. " But whether or not this is an accurate, 
description-of Proverbs., where is this stress in the "Succession Narrative"? 
All Whybray has in fact shown (57-71) is that certain situations arise in 
the narrative that raise for the reader serious problems of moral evaluation 
-- 
(quite a different thing from the' ranks of pre-packaged ethical p3, ptitudes 
that confront the reader at every turn in Proverbs), that humility is an 
emotional ingredient in the story, and that there is one occasion when a 
character offers a private prayer. 
4.222 (2) It is concluded that in both blocks of material there is 
"importance" attachpa to "human wisdom and counsel both in public 81-4 in 
private affairs". This looks impressive until we turn back to the argument 
(57-60) and find that the selection of evidence is virtually indiscriminate. 
Most of the material cited from the "Succession Narrative"- 
is subsumed under the following claim (58): 
Every incident illustrates either the application of wisdom ' 
and/or counsel to a particular situation, or the consequences 
of not applying itj the folly of acting without it. 
Examples are then given of acting without wisdom - David'Is 
adultery, Amnon's rape of Tamar, and Adonijah's request for. Abishag. 
But this has become virtually meaningless as a specific characteristics, 
for it is clear from the examples given that any action whatsoever thet- 
a reader judges to have been "not wise" may come under the headings since 
the element of actually taking counsel is optional. By the some token 
one could say, for example, that Abram's action in trying to pass off Sarah 
as his sister (Gen. 12) was an extreme case of acting without wisdom 
(though ironically /25/s he thought he was being clever) which would have 
ended in disaster had not*Yahweh providentially (another so-called IViie'dom" 
theme) stepped in., as he did in the matter of Achitcphells counsel, and 
made life difficult for 1-haraoh /26/. But does this really make the 
story in Gen. 12 an example of "wisdom" literature? 
Having cited these cases of acting 'Athout wisaom". 1hybray, 
vontinues: 
But in almost every other incident in the book the characters 
act only after they have calculated their chances of 
success ana the. probable consequences. 
E=mples given-are as follows: Daida's killing of Uriah; 
Amnon receiving counsel to rope Tawr 
(but the consequences were not 
. ly calculatec 
joabls use of the women of Tekos (an, example of 
Joab's wisdom); Absalom's skill in stealing tile hearts of the men of 
I -11- 
Israel; David's action in, senaing back to Jerusalem, Hushai arli the" 
priests; Joabls rebuke to David after-the death of -Absalom. This 
time th-e criterion looks more. specific. In f act it conceals possroly 
even greater breadth then the previous one,, Ios, may be illustrated by the 
iirst 
case listed., viz. David's killing-of Urish. From, this exanple- 
we see that for an action to come under this generallBad it is ., not 
necessary for the calculation of the chances of success and the probable 
consequences to be actually expressed in,,. the text. 
, 
We need,, only guess., 
that the I re was some such calculation. Moreover,, a glance at the- 
actual consequences of the actions exampled makes it clear that these_.., 
may-fall within the range success to failure (judged by whatever 
standard the reader cares to nominate). In this, case, therefore, 
almost any action taken by a charecter, in any Situationwoula qualify 
for inclusion, 
4.223 (3) It is concluded that 
on many funaamental matters ... the'Succession Narrative agrees closely with the scribal wisdom literature as 
represented by Proverbs rather than with the secral 
tradition of Israel as reflected in - for example the other Davidio stories in the Books of Samuel. 
The fundamental wtters (two of which I have already 
discussed above., pars. 4.221., 4.222,1 in addition, "the unseen, * all- 
embracing purpose of God and 'of his retributive justice" and "the 
relatively swil attention paid to the cult") are all clearly non- 
I'sacral" eaphases. - . 
Now the'claimed correspondences between Proverbs 
and the "Succession Narrative" only really gain force in the argument 
by this contrast with other material. The term I'sacral" used to 
describe all other "tradition" loads the conparison, Obviously., 
neither of these two mrks is 11specral" (Cf, or for sacred rites); yet 
there is any amount of tradition in Genesis and I Samuel., for example., 
which might have been used by way of comparison and 'which is equally 
non-sacral in character. In fact the only, comparison with any material-, 
that has been made in the section to which these concluding remarka 
belong has concerned not "many fundamental matters" but merely one 
of the four win points, viz. the attitude of the author towards tZe 
cult. Specifically (pp. 66-71)., the "Succession Narrative" ar4 Proverbs 
are singled out from "the other stories about David" by virtue of the 
relative attention paid to two 'aspects of cultic life., viýz. the ark_ 
and the Ojecle - both of which are, Of course, mentioned 
(albeit 
br iefly) in the "Succession Narrative" /27/, and neither of which plays 
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any part at, all in 'the bulk of the "other stcýies"'(e. g.. David and Goliath 
I Sam. 17; David and 'Michal,, 1 Sam 18-19; David and Jonathan, I Sam 20; 
David sparing the life of Sa! il., I Sam 24 and 26; David and Abigail., 
I Sam 20; David and Achish,, I Sam 27 and 29). As a basis for any serleus 
comparison between Proverbs'and the "Succession Narrative" on the one 
hand, and "other" literature on the'other, this is insecure,, to say the 
least. 
4.224. (4) The suggestion (72-6) that there migtit be some parallels 
of function between the characters and situatiorB of the "Succession 
Narrative" and the "dramatization of gnomic teaching" found in Proverbs 
(e. g.., Prov 20: 13.., 20: 4,, 19: 24 etc.; the description of the good wife, 
3100-31., or the "strangio woman"., 2: 16-19,5: 3-8,6: 24-5,32,7: 5., 25-27; 
the contraiting pictures of the woman of life and that of death, 1: 20-33, 
Chapt. 8; the autobiographical recitation, 4: 3-5; or the examples given 
by the teacher of his observations of othe3r, 24: 30-36,7: 6-23) is hardly 
compelling. Formally speaking, none of this material in Proverbs is 
remotely like the "Succession Narrative" (cf e. g., length, plot, named 
characters ard dialogue). But the most pertinentdifference is simply 
that the "ararotizations" of Proverbs all draw a clear moral. In most 
cases the teacher makes the lesson absolutely explicit (e. g., "Ana now, 
0 sons, listen to me ... let not your heart turn aside to her ways,. * 0 
7: 24-5). This is obviouslZ didactic literature. Nothing could be less 
like the "Succession Narrative". if there is one thing the author of" 
that work never does it is explicitly to draw a moral (see further beýov, 
Chapt. III). 
ptianpolitical literature The narrative and Egy 
4.3 A similar problem to that lost meAtioned besets the comparison 
with Egyptian literature Which occupies Whybray's final chapter. 
4.3 1A characteristic political genre is the K8nigsnovelle (Hermm; 
Herrma , nn)., which, however,, is totally unlike the "Succession Narrative" 
in that it is essentially an elaborated and crude form of royal flattery. 
Henoe'Whybray himself concludes that the "Succession Narrative, " "is 
obviously not itself a royal novel in the Egyptian sense: it corresponds 
with it neither in form nor in contents, and it is much longer" 
/28/. 
4.32 But when we are directed towards literature that has a little 
more in common - he instances in particular the Story of Sindhe we 
find-ourselves back where we started: for there is no more evidence that 
I 
this story is in any important, sense either didactic or political 
literatuýe (or both) than 
_there. 
is in the case of the I'Succession 
Narrativett. Mile Whybray (104) is welý able to-characterize it as 
having "great entertainment value" the evidence that it is wisdom 
(didactic) literature appears to consist largely of thq fact that it 
is about a courtier and depicts, inter alia, a king who is 11foarsome,, 
yet capable of great beneficence''* courtly caution before this king 
the "themes" of "wealth, filial piety ... old age and a good burial", and 
a central aharicter who is "a mixture of vrisdom and folly" 
(but is 
, 
this 
not an oversimplification of the d%aracter? ) and -who suffers changes in 
fortune. It is simply not clear why this should be held to constitute- 
the marks, of didactic literature, /29/. 
4.3ý Even weaker is the evidence adduged to show that it is in any 
siýnificant sense a work of political propaganda. - this consists of 
nothing more then the fact that the story presents Sesostris, the 
Pharaohýin a favourable light 1301. 
4.34 Finally, we come to a coaparison with The Instruction of 
Amenemhet. Yet once again., as soon as we move back to literature that, 
is more obviousiy didactic and political we move. away from the "Succession 
Narrative"s Whybray (111) almitsAhat-"Ameneffiet seems to be in every 
way a totally diff erent kind of work from the Baccess ion Narrative: ' 
it is short, it is autobiographical, it is not a novel, it makes no 
psychological study of character, it does not express, witlBom teaching 
through narrative, but simply sets the two. genres side by, siae". - 
What then have the two works in common? Virtually nothing, unless 
one is alreadý convinced of the preceding, thesis about the "Succession 
Narrativelt Thus it is claimea, that the author is, -like the authon 
of the "Succession Narrativ'e ".. "s man who combined the roles of educator, 
eaministratar andpolitical 
i 
propagandist"; , 
the historical situations* 
in Which the two books were written (i. e., early in 
- 
the reign of the - 
second king of a new 
dynasty) were identical; each has a political 
aim and is in one sense or another a "political testament" justffý4. ng 
the, old regime and the claim of the successor; the portrayal of 
Amenemhet is very "human"; there is wisdom instruction in Amenemhet; 
there- is a hint that some conspirators against Amenechbt belonged to 
the king's most intimate circle. ' 
4ý35 Accordingly, in my view,, none of these comparisons with 
Egyptian literature add anything whatsoever to the case for describing 
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the "Succession Narrative" as either didactic literature or political 
propaganda. Cn the contrary.. the closest parallel is to be found in a 
literary piece,, the Story of S indhe., which may best- be described as a 
work of entertainment (Peet., 40-1; Harris, 232; 'Whybray., 104)., 
Conclusion 
4.4 To conclude, it is my contention that no convincing case has 
-teen made out which would warrant characterizing the "Succession, Narrative" 
as didactic literature. The stance of the author is not that of a teacher. 
If the'im'Psct of his work upon us has an aspect that might be -termed 
"eddoational" this is only so in the sense that the reading and appreo- 
istim of any literary work of art vbich is one of "high seriousness" 
(Arnold) may be termed an "educational" experience. Nor do 71hybray's 
comparisons with Egyptian literature in any way advance his argument 
whether it be. concerned with the narrative as didactic literature or 
political propaganda or a combinaticný of both. 
The narrative as "story" ("saga") 
51 have rejecteVas inadequate descriptive categories historic- 
graphy, theological writing,, political pýopaganaa and didactic literature. 
Uhat then is my awn'suggestion? 
5.1 Take away the argument concerning political propaganda and the 
bulk of rhybray's discussion of character and purpose in Chapter II ' 
remins an eloquent plea for classifying this narrative as a novel. I am 
constrained to ask, therefore, why not IA this, or some Similar charact- 
erization stand? 'Why should not "literary and artistic aims and the- '7) 
desire to entertain the reader" (47) occupy not merely "an important place 
in the author's mind,. " but the irportant place? In other words, why not 
accept the narrative as first and foremost a fine piece of story-telling 
and not as essentially something else? 
5.11 The suggestion is neither original nor radical 1311; it merelJr 
constitutes a Pa to critics to take seriously as the eszence of the , .' 
composition the one aspect of _thVffork 
that has been the subject of the 
most widespread agreerxnt, viz. its quality as a stor 
5. -2 'Whether the term novel.. or even novelle., is precisely right for 
this kind of literary creation is a difficult questiorL 
I 
I 
We my certainly recognize in'the work mo-st of the ingredients 
of the novel that Whybray (19), "lists. - thematia'and structural unity 
/32/ (but I differ on the details; see below., chapters II and III); 
convincing and lively dialogue; credible characters., corresponding in 
their complexity to the experienced realities of human nature; and 8- 
lively and flexible, style capable of conveying to the reader mood's 
feelingsj, atmosphere, irony arB humour. Yet the term "novel" implieSý 
certain circumstances of composition that I am less sure about. "It 
implies an essentially literaryas opposed to oral genre., and o'high 
degree of autonomy of the author over his style-and subject matter. 
Thus Whybray (19), like von Rad (1966) sets the narrative over against 
the "earlier sagas" and the'Yahwistic history" and speaks or it by 
contrast as a "free composition. " 
HJ1, and N, K. Chadwick, on the other hands- with a'-vast 
array of comparative liter4ture, to provide some control., find no 'such 
obvious discontinuity with the earlier parts of the story of David ard 
suggest (II/636)_+. hat the'term "saga" would be appropriate for a work 
of this style and subject matter (see also Schulz, 1923 : 17; 
Schulte, 175-6) 1331 
it is. worth noting--that the narrative bears' a' rather 
close resemblance to the 'Sagas of the Icelanders' and 
to some stories in the (Icelandic) 'Sagas of Kings' *, * Thes 
- 
e, sagas'show the,, same, verisimilitude ana-liveliness., 
together with fullness of detail., and in general... though 
they contain a large imaginative element, the may-be 
regarded as historical authorities .... 
/34. 
The-aifference between' "novel" and "sags" lies essentially 
in the traditionalýrchsracter 6f*the letter: "The word tsagal 
should apply-to the Icelandic family 'sagas and other realistics novel- 
lengths traditional prose narratives like them. The key word is 
Itraaitionall, for otherwise the sagas might be indistinguishable 
from novels" (Scholes and Kellogg, 50) 1351. 
5.3 Since I am persuaded (below Chapter IV) that -there are 
clues in the "Suocession, Narrativell which point to it being rather less 
of a "free" composition ("the earliest work of its kind in Israelite 
literaturetl- 1hybrays 1968 1 19) and more of a traditional comp6sition 
then 'Whybray allows, I should prefer the term "sags" to "novel". Thus 
I align myself with the Chaavdcks and with the view that sees the 
possibility of the work as narrative coqposition which i's shaped by 
"long established conventiorsaeveloped in oral tradition" 
(porters 22) 
1361 and by "techniques [which are] present and - discernible 
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in the final stages of legend copposition", (Jackson.. 195; cf. 183-5) /37/. 
The "Succession Narrative" stands squarely in a tradition of Hebrew story 
telling that we see else-where in narratives from Genesis to Kings /38/- 
5.4 Nevertheless, at the risk of using a term that is much too 
broad, I shall prefer to refer to the narrative simply as a 11storyo, a 
piece of narrative or a tale of any length told or written in prose or 
verse of actual or fictitious events 1391. This hvs the one great 
advantage of not prejudicing the question bf the precise circumstances 
of its couposition, which is the aspect of the work about which we know 
least, while conveying, I thinks its essential literavy character /40/. 
E. Thesis. 
6. My thesis., then, is that the "Succession Narrative" is a story 
(sags) which camiot in any primary sense be termed historiography., 
political propaganda (tendenz literature) or didactic (Wisdom) literature; 
rather it is best appreciated as a story,, told for its own sake told, 
that is, because like the best of mankind's literary artistry it con- 
stitutes serious entertainment. It is a story, moreover, that in terms 
of both craft and materials stands in a stoxy-telling tradition that is 
represented elsewhere in the prose narratives of Genesis to Kings. 
6.1 In Chapter 17 1 examine the question of the precise boundaries 
of the narrative; in the process I re-open the question of the centrality 
and significance of the Itsuccession" theme. In Chapter III I offer an 
interpretation of the narrative with particular reference to its thewtic 
structure and to the narratorts. perspecti-ve; this essay assumes the 
"story" character of the narrative and in itself tests the argument already 
advanced that the narrative is neither didactic nor propagandistic in 
tone or intention. In the remaining chapter I discuss some evidezice'thDt 
may contribute to our understanding of the narrative as one which belongs 
to a (possibly oral) story-telling tradition. 
I. 
C H, A. P,, T r . 1ý -v j", 
71) 
THý BOTIMARIES Jý TIM, rýýL' 
hs long'been 66C6ptea that the narrative contained in 
Sam 9 20 + Kgs-lý-2 -is largely a 661her6nt unit f rom, the pen'of a 
single' auitlior (Wellhau66n., 1878 2244; Driver., 191,3a A 82-3 - 
7 uments'concerning, Eissfeldt 1965 276., ý r r, ' 19 0 /1 Aýg 
f, "Jr 
style., outlook (world-view) and th e'M'3 st6rý-ýlirýe (plot) or interlocking 
S. P, subject matter, have all'p I art"in prýaucing týis consensus. 
But while there is th'a tf 1-%'s 2'=-'rk: 3: the end'-6f" the 
narrative (Schulte., 169) /2/'ýiieire'ekisi'S Considerable unoertainty'about 
the point where the, doCumont'beginS (Wellhsusen, 1878 230; ''-1885 262; 
17'ý! 1. ý 89, ý " Eissfelat, 1965 : 137; Tlhýrn on, -190; Tfhýbray., 1968: 8; Auzou., 
364; Schulte., 138-9). 
14y purpose in t1he following chapter is to argue that'the bulk 
of 2 Sam 2-4 should also be'includ6a`inýý]ýe'ýorrý ive. '*as'ha's been 
recently argued by Schulte' (ijý-80)-, qýna 'Segal (1_ý6ý-5_ 323'-4) 131s' 
though whether Chapter 2 itself pro , vi'd6s a ý6rtain, beg - inning 11 must 
leave still an open queSiibrý. "-_ 
A, The beginning of theýstory : f12., Sam-, 2-4-),:, ý 
2.2 Sam 9 is w., 116'ely'' &'ao'pltfea'ýý*6t least for practical" purpose's., " 
as a starting point f or- the, narrative"DS' O'Whole (e. g. 
_B6n#en., ' 1/244; 
tii !If . 1ýolh 222; 1 7* Y31 eý., i 00" Bright., 453-4; de VaukP r 
19726 1"54)-. " 'Apart from' similarities 11buchline 240-1; Brueggemann-ý" a 
of style it is closely" lii'ikea vith, _'2: 'S3m ý5-20ý1ýy'tlie 116phl'i-bosheth 
sUb-plot (Carlson, 131; Segal, 1964-5 319). On the other' hana., 
the previous chapter, 6, "wit1i-'its'm6'ýhanic3l., annalistic'reh6orsal of 
r DDvid's victories and'iti`la6ký-foi &xaý'nip_lej'ý6f 'dialogu'e"6r"fo6ds*UP-ori""7 
character, has no" slgn: 'Lfic'tinit "connection whatsoever with, i4ý, qf-foll'=s 
V. 
as I have alreacliindi"afcd, 6 is Yet c -1'ý , is, h6rd to'find a scholar iAi' 
preparea to defend chapter -9 as 6' certýain, even'satisfactýrý), 
0 beginning to the siýry'ý-h'a_t 'f ii'. Mr: 
'. *ý'fý st'arts-o'brupily 'o-nd vrltiý a 
question that .. 5eems, to' 
imply -son, epre%! A, ou sly - narrated, even1t. -- Its %S t 
adoption as al. beginriing-,, islargoly,. tho:,. result,, -. of Tailure -to find 9-con-r,!. T:,, 
sensus ou an aiternbtive. ^ý, It is', -(so' to,, speokii-, ac--1o1Y0st., Po'Am=1 
d enomina t or 
II 
2.1 Rost, in his influential study of the narrative, could only 
suggest (212-6) on this pointi and then almost solely on "thematic" grounds 
(on which see further below,, para'7. - 7.41), that the lachal episode in 
2 Sam 6: 20 - 23, and perhaps an original dynastic orpcle in 2 Sam 7 (vss. 
11b., 16), preceded 2 Sam 9 and had been woven into the ark narrative 
(6 1-19, following 1 Sam 4-6) 151. Bat he admitted that this mpterial 
was fragmentary., end he was certainly unwilling to press the cliapter 7 
connection (see esp. 215). whic-i is hardly surprising since it is quille 
the weakest part of "is argument 161. 
2.11 The thematic connection -. 
that is claimed between these verses 
in chapter 7 (whose separation within the chapter is itself highly debat- 
able) /7/ and the "Succession Narrative" proper is that the promise of a 
Ibvidic dynasty is, then follovied by the vicissitudes of Davia, s actual. -, reign: thb tension is resolved by Solomon's entbronemept and lltheýproblerp 
of the succession to the throne Cis] solved" (von Raa, 1966 : 202; cf. 
Rost,, 213-4), 
This is to confuse two related yet distinct themes which may be 
expressed in the questions (a) "Will David be succeeded on, the throne 
by Lnz of his ci7n sons? " (the dynastic theme), and (b)"phich of, D3vid's 
sons will succeed him? " (the succession theme proper). The question IlTho 
shall sit on the throne of David? " (1 Ktis 1: 13) 'Maich Rost employs to 
state his theme of "succession" is clearly equivalent in I Kgs I to 
IIWH_-h of David's sons shall succeed him? " , 
And inasnuch 93 a I'succession! ' 
theme. is present in 2 Sam 9-20 it must also be stated thus, at least in 
the bulk of the narrative (that concerning Adonijah end Absalom): it, 
cannot be stressed too much that there is never any real question in this 
matcrialthDt.. the throne will go to some 
, 
one other then a Davidide., the 
only possible exceptions being the distinctýy minor character; Ilephibo- 
sheth, and Sheba. 
Accordingly, t%e promise in chapter 7 Vnich ensures David of. 
dynastic succession-is simply irrelevant as a source of dramatic tension 
to the follawing stories about David and his sons. Rost's attempt to 
single out a verse and a half end join it to a large connected narrative 
beginning some chapters, laters on the groina of a thematic link-as fragile 
as this one, must be rejected as totally unsatisfactory. 
2.111 Recently Ridout (see esp. his chapt. V) hos re-opened the " 
question of chapter 7 and pressed for tie inclusion of the v. bole of the 
driapter (with Vie exuc -13a 3nd pos DS ption of ves., 12b ssible 31so vs. 16) 
t1he introduction to tbe norrative. But while mnzr of his observations 
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are valuable for the study of the, reaactional compilation of 2 Samuel.. 
I find it impossible to accept that these chapters originally had aný 
intimate connection vdth each other, if for no other reason then that 
they are fundamentally different in chars9ter and in Cie stanoe of the 
author: the one (chaPter7) is ideclogicilly obvious, platitudinous 
and boring; the other (2 Sam 9-20 etc. ) a subtle and compelling story 
of deep human interest (Jackson, 185-6) /8/. 
2.12 
, .. 
To come back to Post's other sugge3tion, concerning chapter 
6 and the ark story: it must be replied that it is in no vray clear 
why the author should have wanted to begin his own story witri the ark 
narrative in particular, a story that has nothing to do with the 
Itsuccession" theme, has. no obvious link with the content of 2 Sam 9-20 
and I Kgsl-2., spart from the mention of the ark in 15: 24-9, and., as 
Rost himself urges (e. g. 218-24),, is of a W-rkealy different literary 
style and general outlook. The suggestion., therefore, does little if 
anything to resolve the problem of a beginning to the narrative. if 
the LUchal story in chapter 6 originally belonged to the "Succession 
Norrative" and not to the ark story it is highly unlikely thDt its 
present location vms the work- of t%e author of the "Succession Narrativell 
(Ilowinckel, 10). This leaves us 
, 
with the fragmeXit of a story (Michal 
in chapter 6) v&ich6 gain., like 2 Sam 7. has on the "succession" argument 
no, primary thematic connection with the bulk of 2 Sam 9-20 and I Kgs 1-2 191. 
2.2, If chapters 8.7 and 6 offer no satisfactory solution to the 
problem of-a beginning for the story.. no more does chapter 5. Again 
like chapter 8 (though it has not quite the same secular,, '-onnalistic 
f lavour) -and unlike the. "Succession Narrative" ý it is essenti any a ais_ý 
Jointed corpilation of separate-incidents or notices, sparsely narrated' 
and with little interest inor observation of, the participants as ,'ý, 
2epple. Also unlike the "Succession Narrative" there is no'development 
of plot or tension., dialogue is desultory., and the rather simple minded 
religious focus of the Failistine anecdotes (consulting thq, oracle and., 
receivin3 a direct reply; the idols of the Ehilistines;. expressions 
such as "David did as Yahweh commanded him") has no parallel in the 
otIner material. 
2.3 With chapters 2-4., on the other hand, the-picture is quite 
different. Here we have, at least from-2: 8 or 12, What ir. generally 
recognizea as a long coherent aild f1m7ing story of how David came to 
be in .9 position to receive the cr(;., m of 
Isroal, with only 0 fCIIr 
I)assoges (e. g. 312-5) that mi. ght be conside-eed extraneous 
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(Wellhousen., - 1878 : "*222; 'Driver. - 19133; 182; H. Smith, 267-8; Buclae, 
1902 : 207-6, -'" Nowack., XIX-XX; Gr'ess'mann, 126-33; H81scher. - 374; 
Carlson, 41, "49-51; Ward, 140-1; Schulte.. ' 140-2,165-6; contra,, Cook., 
147-50; ' Rost,, 238). Moreover., it appears to have-many of the literary 
qualities of'2 Sam 9-20 and I Y%ýs 1-2: it is relatively extensive and 
elaborated, its primary focus isýupon the dharacters involved ond-their 
inter-relations (Luther, 194-5), and it makes superb use of direct 
speech /10/. Vsuggezzt, therefore, that there is 9'. prima facie cas'e 
for considering, this material further. 
B. Narrative thread 
3. One P os sible line of enquiry explored by Rost (192-3) starts 
from a 'c'onsid0ration of 2 Sam 9: 1 - "And Davi: a said, 'is there still 
anyone left of the house of Soul that I may deal loyally with him for 
Jonathan's sake? "' Does this presuppose the story of the Gibecnite3l 
revenge., now in 2 Sam 21 ? 
A common answer to this question is that this or some other 
version of this story i6resupposed 
, 
(so., e-g. $ de Vaux., 178; Hertzberg., 
299., 38i). Some scholars would further claim, that at one stage in the 
history of the book 21 1-14 actually preceded chapter 9 (so, e. g.. 
Buade . 1902 : 244., 304-6; Schulz, 1923 : 6; Caird, 
859j, 1092; Carlson. 
198 - 203; Auzou, 364) /11/. on the other hand., f evi have been prepared 
to argue that this episode formed an original part of the "Succession ' 
Narrative" itself-/12/. It appears to differ in its religious outlook 
and, as it stands, is clearly linked throut the plague motif wi-Lh the 
story of David's census, v&ich only takes us mmy from chapter 9 and the 
following episodes rather than forming a connection with it. Such VMS 
Rost's conclusion and this is n7 twn view (so also Maybray, 1968 : 8; 
see further Wellhausen., 1878 : 224., 228-9; Ridout., 41 n. l., 163 n-1)/13/- 
3.1 A nuch simler solution is to link 9: 1 with t%c end of 
che, pter 4 and hence with the large narrative of chapters 2-4. What 90 
basically requires as an antecedent is an account of the death of any 
surviving sauliaes of public or political standing (i. e., Whom, in terms 
of the narrative, David would be expected to know about,; cf Kenneay, 234). 
The rwrrative of chapters 2-4 appears to take it for granted that 
Ishbcs7rc. th is in fact the lost such Saulide /14/. Vith Lho story of - 
ishbosheth's death. therefore., we haw. precisoly 'uh(, Atuation presulyrosed 
by 90 (Seg. 11,1918-9; 54-5; r-f 72) 1151. 
Il I 
3.11 One savantage of this hypothesis is that it accounts simply 
ana naturally for 4S4 being where it is 1161. The author is anxious 
to f oreshadow the forthcoming episocle (chapter 9); at the same time 
it enables him to fill in some of the b3ckground of the new character 
(Mephibosheth), thus removing some contraints on his construction 
of the scene in chapter 9. 
3.12 The other obvious link of plot between chapters 2-4 and 9-20 
+I Egs 1-2 comes in I Kgs 2 in the account of Joab's death (Segal., 
1964-5 : 324; Schulte, 142). In David's instructions to Solomon 
(2: 5-9) and in the 
* 
ensuing account of Solanan's implementation of the 
instructions (2: 28-46) evexy character and every incident mentioned is 
found in the body of the "Succession Narrative" os it is cormonly 
demarcated, except the killing of Abner (2: 5,, 32) /17/. This, theref ore, 
must count as a particularly strong piece of evidence in favour of the 
inclusion of 2 Sam 2-4 within the boundaries of the narrative. 
3.13 The mention of Abner raises a further point, With 2 Sam 
2-4 the reader of Samuel must notice at least one significant change 
in the subject matter,, a change which concerns the characters in the 
stories. Previously., the focus has been directly upon David and Saul; 
now although the action has a profound bearing on David., end in that 
sense he remains the true focal point, he actually stands on the 
circumference of much of the action. On the other hond., Joab and 
Abner, men rho have played only minor roles in the stories in I Samuel,, 
become leading figures. The whole circle of people involved in the 
narrative also broadens (Schul, tes 14.0-8). This state of affairs is 
precisely Parbllel to vlh6t we fina in 2 Sam 9-20, the respective roles 
of David and Joab,, in particuiar., being strikingly similar, 
3.14 If., then., vie saa 2 Sam 2-4 to the rest of the narrEktive the 
resultant story is a coherent one of how D"via gninea the throne of all 
Israel, of how he then nearly Icst , ana of hor ho f innlly relin- - it 
quished it; it is a story of accessiont rebellion ana succession /18/. 
This coherence will be more fully e. -ýolorea in Chopter III w. belo 
3.2 on the negative side I see only two serious objections to 
the suggested link. In cha#-. r 4 DDvia is based in Hebran., while. in 
chapter 9. if, vs, 13 is not a gloss (as suggestea by ff, Smith., 311-ý2; 
Pfelffer A. * 1937t 315; Hertzberg, 301; Flanagan, 1971 : 49; c' 
Titkin, 50), lie is app3rontly living, in Jcru. -., 31ýým, and this is certainly 
the case from diapter 11 onvrards /19/. lurthermore, from chDr. tor 10 
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on-7vards it gradually emerges that David is now king of ', all isrsel" and 
not just juaah as is the case in chapters 2-4. These diff-*. culties., however., 
are not insuperable as I shall now attempt to show. 
3.3 2 Sam 9-20 +1 Rgs 1-2 itself falls into qdite distinct blocks 
of material (e. g.., chapters 11-2., 13-4,15-20., 1 Egs 1-2) and at leas t in 
the case of 1 KErs 1-2 there appears to be a radical break in iime b; tvreen 
this and the preceding narrative. Ibreovor, it cannot be said that the 
narrator has taken rrucIi trouble to bridge the gap (conmare the carefvl 
statements of the lapse of time in 2 Sam 13-20, viz. 13: 23,38s 14: 28, 
15: 7 (reading 3rbc (6n(y)m) with LXK); so, also Zybray, 1968 '. - 30) /20/. 
3.31 Nor is the setting of the action in 2 Sam 9 or 10-12 in the 
least important for the story, and only after the account of Abs3lom's 
rebellion is well under way does it play a role of any significance in the 
narrative. All Tie might expect., therefon, is the briefest indication 
of the change-of scene. This raises various possibilities. 
3 (1) ge know that the -Miole complex in Which the story is now . 311 !,,,, 
embedded (I and 2 Somiuel) has undergone a redactional process: it 
is quite 
possible-, therefore, that the inclusion in the complMC of the story of the 
taking of Jerusalem (5: 6-9) has le""a to the omission from'the. I'Succesal an 
Narrative" of a brief clause, now redundant, to the some effect 
/21/. 
3.312 (2) It is noticeable that until the last verse of chapter 9., 
the story'of I. Tephiboshethl s reception makes no mention of a particular city; 
ply "you shall eat at my tsb[le always"., not the reiterated 'phrase is sinT 
as we night perhaps have expected if the scene were act in Jerusalem., 11you 
shall eat at my table in Jerusalem, always. 11 It is only with vs. 13., 
'which"together with vs,, 12 hos sometimes been seenp on other grounds, as a 
gloss (noted above, pars 3.2), that we are told 1'ar4 Mephibosheth chrelt 
in Jerusalem. " j- The option is cpen to accept vs. 13 as 'a gloss, and to 
connect c7iapter 9 initially (primarily? ) with daDpters 2-4 rather than 
10ff., assuming its precise setting (which, I stress again, is of no 
significance to the story: the point is that MýphiVosheth vss, vihere David 
was) to be still-Hebron. Thus the next major episode., the account of 
-David's sclultery and the nurder of Uriah., 
begins (10: 1) with a fornule 
(wVhy -, Vy 1m) v4iich, marks a major division., just as-it does, later at the 
beE., inning, of the next major episode, in 13: 1. - 
Follavring licst's analy. 3is (184-91) of chapter 10 1 would then 
suggest omitting vss. 6b-19 as not originally fraa th, 3 ". 1kiccossion Narrative" 
(so also Ftona, gan., 15,71 : . 
50; cf; -1972 : 175-6)., but un3ike him, I would 
11 -23- 
find the . cofttinuation of 10: 6a in instead of 11: 2ff. /22/ý 
The'v , erse is closely linked., ironically (Ridcut., 152-3)., with -r-rhat 
foll6vrs and it provides, is Ridout (65) observes, "the datum Teai6h makes 
possible David's cohabitation with the wife of Uriah" (sce, also Mae., 
1902 : 250;, cf, "Carlson, 146-8). Setting the scene for Vic win 
episode, therefore /23/., is a brief prelude (the quarrel with th e 
A=onites)"v6ich ends (1ý0) with just the kind of simple indication 
that the setting is now Jerusalem thatYre were looking for: "Ana 
David was i1welling in Jerusalem" (-wdwd yulb . byrvV8.2m : normally takený' 
as-, "But Davia-remainea in Jeruselem"(cf. RSV): on ny interoretation the 
clause obviously serves a double function). 
3.4 Finally, the change in David's status thatwe find in ch I apter 
13 onviaras (i. e. that he is now king of all Israel) need be no problem. 
It my simply be a matter of cultural background. - we may quite reason- 
ably assume that by doing,. no nore than. indicate that th6 scene had'in 
fact changed, that David wDs now. dwelling-in Jerusalem; the author could 
be sure that his audience or readers would be in possession -of the wider 
significance of that move. Hevcrtheless., -this is not the only way in 
which t1in s particular objection may be met. The question of David as 
king of all Israel prompts a closer look at the -precise boundaries of 
the stcry in chapters 2-4. 
C, The 1: )recise bouna3ries of the Davia/Ishboshqth stor 
The Ending 
Does the episoae relating to the deati-I of, Ishboshet7a, end., 4. 
4- 
not vdVh the burial (4: 12) but with al, 'Iccoulit of , 110-6rormning of Dovi(3 
as king over all Israel as Schulte suggests (165-6; cf., e. g., H. Smith., 
286; Nowack, XX; Gressn-am, 131-3)? lie takes the passage 5: 1-3 as a 
conflation of tyro sources (so., -e. Es' R. Sraith, 286; Idttel, 46; Buddr., 
1902 : 218; 11buchlinc., 215; Flanagan., 1971 : 47)., one of vid& he sees 
as the aoncluding account of the Ishlboshoth story, the other as the con- 
tinuation of a David History running through I. Sarmel ona founa also in 
2 S,,, )m I (ib-4., 11-12 +? 19-27) and 2: 1-7 
(see 105-180) /24/. 
4.1 -the precise 11'erits'or 
- othelwise of Schulte's analy-sis 
ji, docs demonstrate that -Div. story of D&vid, Abner an(3 Ishbo-sheth in 
e ey- h d, it"s ciapters 2-4 can be removed from its 
i'Maedi3t cOnt t (vlit 't". L 
ling 
only loosely associatea) and 
3inkea with tile major episoacs in the succeed 
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chopters, -without disturbing any of the win threads of the preceding 
narratives /25/. That is to say, while to link chapters 2-4 with 9-20 
cuts across many conventional 'analyses of thid part of 2 
6, omuel., it does 
so in a way that allaas relatively simple moaificatioq of most ofthese,, /26/. 
4.2 The status of Schulte's particular argument concerning 5: 1-ý3 
is more difficult to assess (the details are on pp. 165-6). 
Whereas most commentators who hove seen a doublet here have 
simply. divided vss. 1-2 from vs. 3, Schulte takes- vss. 1,, 23 and 3b ("and 
they anointea D3vid king over all Israel") as the continuation of the' 
Dovid/Saul history (i. e. it links with 2 Sam 2: 1-7). 39 as the conclusion 
to the story in chapters 3-4 (of - the 
"eld ers of Israel" in 3 '017 a nd the 
"covenant mking" in 3: 21). and vs. 2b as a Doutermomistic gloss (cf. 
I Sam 2.500). 
IC-oinst this I would argue., first., that the passage is me Pf 
those where undoubted repetition cannot with cozý, plete confidence be cited 
as evidence for source divisions since the repetition may equalD wall be Y 
understood os a deliberate rhetorical device (Oarlsong 55); second, that 
in particular., Schulte's analysis (8) requires the arbitrary discarding of 
the phrase., gm ')tm7l gm, 916wm, in vs. 29, as a gloss fx*om 3: 17, and 
(b) fails to ; b-serve th; t the speech' in vss. Ib-2 has more connection with -T 
3: 17-8 then this phrase alone. 
4'3 This latter point (b) is of sow signif iconce for ony hypo- 
t1is concerning the composition of 2 &qmel and therefore warrDntns some 
attention. 
4.31 The speech in question (5.01ýo-2) has a certain structural 
parallel 77ith 3: 17-8: 
(1) In times post (Ep (, )trwi gm 515irm: occurs only here and in the 
- 7=cn 7-.: 2) parallel pa. -. -=3gc.. I Chron I 
i) ya-i have been seeking DDvia as king 
(ii) you (David) were in efrect king (" it r, 3s you vdio led out ond 
brought in Israeli') 
(2) Yahweh said to (David: 
1you (David) : 
((i) by. -Lhe hancl (yd) of my servant Do-vid, I -will ciave my people Israel.. 
frmi the h3ni of the Xhilistines, and from tho htinl of 93.1 their 
enemics. 
(U) ; Loa ohall shephera my people Iarar, ýls 
_end 
you shall be prince (ngyd) over 
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41 32 The close affinity of these two speeches is further under-. 
scored when their relationship to several other passages4n Samuel is 
seen. 
2 Sam 19: 10-3 
And all the people were at strife throughout all the tribes 
of Israel, saying: 
"The king delivered us from the hand (kp) of our enemies 
M) of the-r-hilistines and saved us from the hand (k 
but now he has fled out of the land from Absalom. 
And Absalom, whom we anointed, over us is-dead in battle 
+ vss. 12-3: 
And king David sent this message. to Zaaok and Abiathar, the priests-. 
"Say to the elders of Judah 
You are my kinsmen, you -are my bone and flesh 
qm + bgr in Sanuel only here and 5: 1 /27/) 
I Sam'9: 16 (Yahweh to Samuel., concerning Soul)-: 
ancl yu sholl anoint him to be prince (ngya) over 
]2epple_ 
-Israel., 
And he shall save my ]2eZRle from the hand (yd) of the 
Philistines ... 11 
10: 1 (M : see Driver., 1913b : 77-8; H. Stath, 69; Hertzberg, 77) 
'(Samuel to Saul) 
"Has not the Lord anointea you to be 32rince (ngyd) over-his 
people Israel? 
-Ana you shall reign over the people-of the Lora, 
ana, you., will save them from the hana (ya ?) of their enemies 
round about ... It 
2 Sam 19', 6010 1 ff. is, linked with 'both 3: 17-8 (D3vid will Savo the p, eople 
frcm the hana'(but note ip, not yd in 19: 10) of the Ehilistines/enemies; 
ona there''is con'su1tatijn7with the "elders") and 50-3 ("all the tribes 
of Israel"; "'your bone ancl flesh"; "anoint" as king); ana all, three 
p, 36s8ges find at least partial parallels in 1 San g. -16 + 10: 1. 
3 It vroUld seeia iD me, *. erefore, that this rather complex 
inter-velationship of the pDsgavs n-, qst make any atte=t to describe D 
reaectional history here hazaracuu in the ezkreme. 
I 
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4.34 Nevertheless, there are several points rhich may be borne in mind 
if an attempt is mode to exp]. ore the relationship. 
(1) In contrast to the other passages, 2 Sam 19: 10ff. contains 
no hint of Yahweh's presence or motivating power behind the king'saeliv- 
erance (in 2 Sam 19: 10 the people say, "the king delivered us ... 
2 Sam 3: 18: "Yahweli said to David., 1By the hand of =j, serv, 3nt Davýd, I 
will save pZ pecple... "'; 2 Sam 5: 2 "and Yahweh said to Yous 'You shall 
shepherd pj people... 
(2) 2 Sam 19: 10 has kp for "hand" and not yd as -in 2 Sam 5: 18, 
1 Sam 9: 16 and 10: 1 (probably). 
, 
(3) The line about. deliverance in 19,,; 10 has a different bqlance 
from that in 3: 17 and strikingly so from those in i Sam 9: 16 and 100, 
, qhic'i have no poetic structure at all. 
- 
(4) In '191,1 Off. Da via Is claim to a 11 bone and f lesh" relation- 
A% 
.p with 
Judah (and A, -wsa) seems clearly to be in con ad shi-C tr jýction to any 
relationship he has with Israel; yet in 5: 1 it is the northern tribes' 
who make this claim. 
(5) 3: 17-19 sits a little awk-mrdly in its present oontext 
and makes Abner's conversations with David in vss. 20-1 seem out of 
place (Ii, Smith, 278; 
ýNdwack, 
MIII; Managon., 1971 ': 46). Moreover, 
the inforr. otion in 4: 1 that when Ishborheth heard the newi oý Abnerts 
death his courage failed and all Israel was dismaZed hardly seems to 
suggest thst Israelw3s eagerly seek1rig to switch -allegiance to David. 
, 
(6) It has been argued by sore that the passqre3 in I Sam 9 
and 10 come from a redactional stage in the formation of the material of 
these chapters (see Miller, 1974, and literature cited, there). 
4.4 All these observations proMpt-the following tentative eug-est- 
ions. 
(1) Schulte's division of 5: 1-3 is unsatisfactory in ti-Ic liglit 
of 3: 17-9., let alone the other parallels. 
(2) 3: 17-9 may not originally have belonged, in ita present 
context; on the other hand it seems closely connected Ylith 5: 1-3. 
9here is sane ground, therefore, for suggesting that nei-Vaor passage may 
originally 'Love belonged to the main narrative of chapterz 2-4. 
(3) Furthermore.. given several significant points of, aistinction 
between these passages (ancl those in 1 Sam 9 and 10) on the one hand anq 
2 Ssm 19: 10 ff. on the other, it is conceivable that the corposition oC 
3: 17-9 and 50-31 especially the latter (with "all the tribes of lGrael", 
'Une and fleull") h3s been partially influ=cecl by the Dccouat of negoti-Itions 
ii ý-27- 
, people 
in 19: 1 Off., (Yihere the "bone and fie I between David and the sh 
motif appears to be more securely anchored in the story). 
(4) If the passages in 1 Sam 9 and 10 are indeed the result 
of a'reaactional overlay, it is possible in view of 'the affinities_ 
between these passages end 3: 17-9 + 5: 1-3(but note the more prosaic 
structure of'the passages in I Samuel) that the some redactor is at 
woric., his ýbject being perhaps to show the central role of Yahweh in 
the designation (end in Soul's case, rejection) of the king. 
4.5 
- 
There is some ground.. therefore., for linking 307-9 and 
5: 1-3 with 2: 1-7 (+ 3: 1-6? ) and for taking thin material as either. 
the continuation-of an original sourceInarrating David's rise t6 power 
to be found also in I Samuel and perhaps in 2 Sam 1 /28/, or for seeing 
it as a redactional overlay tying the parti-edlar story of David and 
- Ishbosheth into a broad history of Soul anq David that is presented With 
a certain theological tendenz. 
4.51 On the other hand, it imst be'clear that the foregoing argument 
-is for from definitive and can be advanced on a tentativebasis only. 
Lbreover it seems to me that the judgerwnt the't locates the ending of 
the episode in the coronation segment is zubstantially correct: the 
story from the first struggle between Ishbosheth's and Davia, s men 
onwards is wholly directed tmards, and has its point in, Ishbosheth's 
doimfall and Davial. s gain of his throne. 
This leaves three possibilities: (a) Schulte is right after 
all; (b) Schulte is right to locate the ending in 5: 1-3 but his 
analysis is vxong and the corrrention3l one should be followed: 
(c) 
the passage as it stands is redactional 
* , 
as I have suggestda, but it 
replaces, or is a careful reshaping of, the wording of an original 
end I ing. In the litt of the foxegoing discussion this lost naturally 
ccramcr4s itself to me, 
4.6 There remains, however, s further co=, licotion for this 
assessment of 3: 17-9 ana. 50-3. This concerms the possibility of 
link between 511-3 and the 11iohal story in &apter 6. . 
4.61 It has-for sorm time been customary for scholars., though by 
no =, iris all., to distinguiah., as Rost dicl.. between, two separate 
trqa- 
itions in chapter 6. viz, the story of tho ark ana that of 1-lichal's 
daildlessness (Rost, 150., 212-5; von Rod, 1966 : 176-7; Hertzberg, 277; 
Malar, 61; Flanagan, -19'1"1 .: 
43). 1, fje. giebal story is usu,., lly fTaaecl 
in viio. 16 ond 20b-23; but if we are to work on the basis 
a this 
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h. vpothesis of two integrated traditions a rxre rýfined an'alysis' my be 
made as follows. 
4.62 Vs. 
_20a certainly 
belongs to the ark narrative, providing a 
nest inclusio. The episode. opens with the blessing -of Obed-Wom and his 
household., and ends with. the blessing of Dqvid, ts household. Vs 16b ("and 
she saw King David leaping and dancing before Yahweh") requires vsz 14, 
Ctend David danced before Yahweh with all his_ nught") and this in turn 
appears to demand -%, m. 5 ("And David and all the house of Israel were 
making-merEý before Yahweh with all their migýit with songs Erdg. bk1 cz 
(w) b5yrym cf. vs. 14 and I Chron 13: 8 ancl see Driver, 1913b : 26C, --- 
l'itkin, 46J and lyres and harps The ýxclusion of these verses 
(5 and 14a) leaves the thread of the ark narrative undistarbed. Ch the 
other hand we now have a separate and coherent story of David and all 
Israel making merry "before Yahweh", of David in part-Walor dancing and 
leaping "before Yahweh" with all his might, of Michel despising him (for 
"shoving off" (91h); not necessarily "uncovering himself" literally) /29/, 
and of David insisting that it was done in honour of Yahweh *("and I will 
make merry before Yahweh"). 
4.63 In this material about Michal the only clue to the story's 
original context is to be found in vs. 16a ("And the ark of Yahweh came 
into thebity of David" 1301), a clause that could well be either re- 
dactional 1311., linking the two narratives., or belong to the ark narrative 
itself. If sos the only remaining connection between the two blocks of 
material is that each entails a situation of rejoicing "before YahvIehil 
oe my fairly-consider,, therefore, whether the present contextualization 
of the 1-Tich3l story is not an artificial one. 
4.64 This brings us back to 5: 1-3.. 'the coronation of David at Hebron, 
"befoxb Yalzvehll (vs-3). Here too we expect a scene of rejoicing just as 
we find if vie turn back to the story of Saul's coronation in 1 Som 11: 15 1321. 
So all tile people Went to Gilgals and there they m3de Soul 
king before YAweh in Gilial. There they socrificea peace 
offerings before Yahweh., and there Saul and all the men of 
Israel rej ý: iceLýpreatlj., 
Moreover, in David's speech to Michal (vs. 21: "It was before Yahweh, who 
chose me above your fatherp and above all his housep to appoint me as 
prince, (ngya) over Israel., the ]2ecple of Yahweh") we find direct echoes 
of the langmage of the promise in 5. -2. 
ii 
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4.65 My suggestion, therefore., is that - the Michal'story of chapter 
6- my originally have" belonged af ter 5: ý -3', ' but h3's'been re-located in 
thelark-story as part of'a process of focussing the whole complex of 
material in 2 Sam 1-8 upon chapters 6 and' 7 (see 146C3rthy, on chapter 7): 
Ibvid's greatest moment of rejoicing is to be found in his bringing of 
Yahirah's ark to the great cult centre., ' icrusslo:,, an adt which Iaas in 
turn to-Yahvieh's promise of dynastic security. 
4.7 Tbe complication for the analysis bf the DaviaAshbosheth 
story in chapter s'ý 2-V and the relationship of these chapters to 5: 1-3 
lies in the fact that if the Michal- story of chapter 6 really belongs 
with 50-3s as I have indicated may be the'cose, then it certainly 
seems to' pre-suppose knowledge of some such story as 3: 12-6 (i. e. the 
bringing of Michal to-David). It'therýby must count as evideince-'for 
the inclusion of 5: 1-3-(or something very Iýke it), and thence 3: 17-9. 
in the main narrative about David and Ishbosheth 1331. 
4.71 Again, however$ it is-as we 11 to 
, 
be cautious about any 
conclusions. ' Me relationship between the T-UoIhal material in chpp, ters 
'3 and 6 may be accounted for in other ways. ' For e=mple., thn an'IMrent 
dependence of'the one episode. (chapter 6) upon the other (chapter 3) 
may be explained,, just as I suggested might be the case with 5: 1-3 in 
relation to 19: 10ff. (above., para 4.4)-, if the chapter 6 material were 
seen, as seconaary to that in chapter 3., representing a stage of redaction 
when the main narrativd of chapters 2-4 was subýectecl to expansion and 
Such arý hypothesis would fit with integration into a larger complex9 
that of Schmidt (58-102) concerning the Place of- the Samuel-oracles in 
, the story'of Saul's rise to'k-ingship in I Samuel 9 and 10 (followed by 
Miller., 157-8; - see also Schulte.. 108-9; , Carlson,, 52-5). Yet it rust 
also be said that any such, hypothesis- involves a large measure of 
speculation. Perhaps the most that can, be said vrith, any certainty 
about the redactional history of all this material is that, it is 
prob3bly complex and it has lea to some degrce of interweaving of 
ocrutponent sections. 
4.8 In the face of: these uncertainties and complications's 
therefore, my inclination is to accept an origiral "oonnection ýetween 
5: 1-3 and the preceding narrative v&-hout being prepared to specify' 
preciselywhat forza that connection took, and to allow (v, -Ithout wisliing 
to press; the issue) that the coronatiora scene- itself MDy possibly have 
concluded with the incident involvIng Michal whidi is zio7, -#- woven intýo 
chapter 6. 
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The beginning 
5.. 
-I now pose 
the question Whether the story -that begins in, 2: 8 
or 12, (Schulte, 165) may with any certainty be accounted the beginning 
of the whole narrative with -which we are concerned,. -71hile I believe (with 
Schulte) that it constitutes a for more satisfactory biYginning than does 
chapter 9. let alone the Michal story in chapter 6 (Rost)., it re=ins 
possible that it was itself preceded by earlier episodes in the present 
books of Samuel. * 
5.1 The immediately preceding segment recounting the coronation at 
Hebron is uncharacteristically (i. e. for the "Succession Narrative") 
sparse 7 unless it presupposes a more broadly spun tole of the. eventd-ý 
leading up to it., as., for exauple., the story of David.. - So-ul and the- 
Pýilistines in I Samuel - and the oracular consultation (2: 1) is atypical 
of the "Succession Narrative" (including now 20,4: 12 or 5: 3) but typical 
of some narratives in 1 Sarruel (e. g. chaptexs22,23 and 30). In addition 
2: 4-7 presupposes 1 Sam 31: 8-13 and seems thus to be firm1y linked to 
the Saul narratives of I Samuel, whereas the story leading up to, -the,, 
coronation of David as king of Israel appears to make a fresh beginning. 
5.2 - on the other hand, Carlson 
(51) rightly noticen "a striking 
correspondence between Cthe3 account of the murder of Ishboýheth and that 
in chapter I of David's treatment of the killer of Soul. - The agrcement 
is further accentuated by the fact that both muxders are carriea out by 
fcreigners, an Amalekite and two Beerothites respectively. " FUrthermore, 
similarities of style.. bnguage and compositional skill might suggest a 
recon. 9ideration of chapters such as I Sam 25 (David and Abig3il),, 2C) 
(David ond Jonathan and -the arrows) and perhaps to a lesser extent 24 and 
26 (Soul at the mercy of David) 
5.3 With -this material, havever, we again come face to face with 
major quentions about the composition of I Samuel and these are questions 
vhich I do not propose to enter into here 1351. Rather my purpose in the 
present chanter is simply to re-cpen the question of tý,, _- boundaries of 
the "Succession Narrativell and to u., 3ke a specific, if li-rdtod., suggestiall, 
viz. that,, the bulk of the story in 2 Sam 2-4 (+ 5: 1-3) shpuld be corsidered 
an belonging to the narrative, providing in fact the direct (ar almrost so) 
anOcedent to chapter 9,, and furnishing, I would argue.. a Mucl? more satis- 
factory begir, ýAng to the narrative than either chr; pytcr 9 or chapter 
6. , 
.,, 
ir, est I nuw propose to provide some bankirP, " fo): this. nc 
. )f the su of chc-l:: e- chspters 
(2-4) ion thrcu& wn omr-nination, first -y2. e 
ana socand, of their thematic relationshin to 2 S3m 9-20 +I Kgs 1-2. 
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D. , Style 
6. A major aspect of Rost's definition of the "Succession 
Narrative" was his argument f or the stylistic unity Dnd distinctiveness 
of these chapters in relation to other material in Samuel (see esp. 
218-26;. - cf Whybrayq -1968 - 45-7), In the m3in I thoroughly ngree 
with his. designation of stylistic characteristics"ana his , delineation of 
signif ic3nt dif f erenoes in the material he dealt with (mostly the ark 
narrative in I Sam 44, and 2 Sam 697 and 8). but When one examines 
closely his treatment of the chapters in 2 Samuel prior to chapter 6, it 
is fairly clear from its-brevity that he had already decided the question 
of s ccpe on the basis of the I'succ6ssion" leitmotif which, had led him - 
to chapter 6. 
6.1 'While he goes to considerable length to illustrate the undoubted 
stylistic differences between the "Succession Nbrr3tivell ar4 the ark 
narratives 
'' 
h, is comparinnn, with. the. material in the earlier chapt=6f 
2 Samuel is cursory (Blenkinsopp., 1966 1 46)ýand is confined to a 
comparison with what he'aee ms., with no supporting argmtent., to belong to 
an early source giving an account of D3vi(lls reign., viz. 1 Sam 23: 1-13, 
27: 1; - 28: 2-3 290% - 30: 26v 2 Sam I.: I,, 2: 4as 3: 20-9.3: 31-T, 4: 1a, 5-12., 
5: 3v 17-25 (+ chapter 8? ). 
This idiosyncratic analysis is for from self-evident (see 
the studies cited above., n. 26; also the charts in Mr.. X= - LXVIII., 
and Noviock., TJX - XXXIV), ana, in, my vieu., as will be apparent' from my 
observations aboves lumpz, together-material*that-is as different as-ch. 11k 
o, Ld cheese. For exanple, on the -one hand we have'the narrative vAlich 
concerns us here, the skil fully develcped story of 2 Sam 2-4(from which 
Rost arbitrarily selects bits and pieces), 'and the sparsely narrated 
notices-of the fighting with the Philistines in 2 Sam 5: 17-25 (and 
similarly with the, capture of Jerusalem.. 5- 5-9) 
1361 which are best - 
cam. ared with the stories in 21 : 15 ff. and 23 :8 ff. (and cf. chapter 8 
and 10 o. 15-19) which Rost takes for granteis rightly in my viae, as 
not belonging, to the "Succession Narrative".. C-i. vcn the presence ý of 
this latter type of narr3tiva in his source one is, hardly surprisea to 
find him concluding (e. g. 239) that the source lacks the breadth of 
style so characteristic of the "Succeission Nerrativell proper., 
6.11 , In eff ect., then,, , it iei faif 
to - sa y that Rost's Ei tt4ay, of tbe 
"Sucoession'Narrative" Dicks any, proper -corporlson with the c. -. -tencled 
narrativ-- of chapters 2-4.. " In the present s-cotim I shall e. --ýwnAnc 
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this material ana show that it is stylistically homogeneous with chapters 
9-20 +I 1ý-, s 1-2 /37/. 
Inclusio 
6.2 In his characterigation of the style of the "Succession Narrative" 
Rost (221 ) particularly singles out the abundance of what he terms Pl oke 
(ring composition or inclusio; see also Schulte, 139.. 31'n. 61; and esp. 
Ridout 3$ 36-47, and cf. 47-71+) and notes the relative frequency of slýdjoý 
r-are in the Hebrew prose of the old Testament. ' 
6#21 In chapters 2-4 we come across both simile, (cf Schulte, 142,,., 
arguing the same case) and inc]Lusio with the Abner story barely begun, 
The simile - Asahel was as swift of foot as the wild gazelle (2: 18). 
The inoludio (there are two together in fact): 
And there went out 
1. Abner the son of Ner ar4 the servants of Ishboshoth the 
vVI son of Saul,, from 1-khansim to Gibeon. - 
12-3 And Joab the . sorý'Zeruiah and the servants of David 
vrent out. 
2. And they met /38/ at the pool of Gibpon together (yhdvr) 
vV. (details of contest) 
13-6 And 'they fell to ether (yhdw) 1391. 
6.22 'While 2: 18 is., as it happens, the only-simile in chapters 2-4. 
the use of inclusio in these three chapters is striking., 'particule'rly'in 
the speeches. Rost and Ridout betweai them list sixteen examples iý 
the whole of 2 Sam 9-20 +1 Kgs 1-2 (though there are more examples thazi- 
they cite). That it is possible to find at least ten cases of this 
''t hS stylistic device in the story of David., Abner and Ishbocheth suggests 
in this re--Pect'-the two blocks of narrative are highly comparable'. As 
with the cases cited by Rost and Ridout those in chapterz 2-4 V'Ory from 
the quite simple-and rather mechanical to the highly subtlo; s Meti fries 
. 
parate the ring elements., sometimes a number'of only a few clauses se 
verses. Rirther details are given below in -Appendix B 
/4,0/. 
other forms of repetition 
6.3 Ridout's analysis (Chapters II and III) nukes. ', clear that ,", 
save-ral. other forms of iepett ion plav an important role' In the "SucoessiOR', 
Narrativell author's tecionique of compositionAi/: (1) the repetition of 
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worcls.,. 'phrasess or even sentences or groups of sentences as key motifs 
, or 
for emphasis (see also Rhybray, 1968: 26); (2) chissr. us; (3) repetition 
as a means of linking successive episodes, by significant phrases (etc. ) 
appearing at identical places in each segment. Again parallels abound 
in chapters 2-4. 
6.31 (1) Riaout's analysis (97--102') of' t'h'e 
iounct, ion of b6r 9 
times) and rug (12 times; observed also by Rost; 226) in the messenger 
episoa6 of 2- Sam 18: 19-31., or of ý'ý (11 times) and -'Wt (8 times) 
in the Tamar story in 2 Sam 13: 1-22, can be matched., for exanple, in 
the story of pursuit (going "after" someone) in 2 Sam 3: 19-30 by the 
persistent and subtle2 and in the death scene-In vs. 23 ironic., 
variations -on 3'hr 
(14 times): e. g... rap 3hry; -nth/swr m1hry; 
b3hry hýnyt ("with the'. butt. of his spear. " .- see 
Driver, 1913b: 243; 
41); mlhryw ("from his back"); ancl even b*3hrwnh ("in the encIII). cf. Titkin 
Also noticeable in this sttryis the way in which thedeath 
scene moves rhythmically to a climax through the reiteration of the 
phrase "turn aside", expressed in a variety of -rroyzA2/., roughly 
speaking diminishing in length as the climax in approacho. d, so that 
what starts (vs. 19) as "and as he went he turnerý (nth) neither to ilhe 
right hand nor to the left from following Abner" ends (vs. 23) incisively 
195 "but he refused to turn aside 
(swr)" /43/. The insistence on the 
-ive phrase serves not only to control the rhythm and pace of the narrat 
it is also obviously hermeneutically significant; it dravrs'attention 
to the fact that Asahel quite deliberately took'on Abner,, so that'even 
if there is an element of deception, in Abner's move of killing him 
(see below, chapt. IV, para, 7, I)s it is made crystal clear to the reader 
that Abner Nvas pýessea into tiking this action. Tle are immediately 
reminded of the similar technique in the U3ýiah story (with the key phrase 
"to Zq aovm to his house", in 2 Sam 11t6-13) or in the story in 2 Sam 9 
bf Mephibosheth's reception at court (of. "to deal loyally with" and "to 
eat bread at the king's table always") both. disc(v: sea by Ridout (10.21-7 
ana 109., 117-8; of. lbs, t., 226). 
6.1311 Nor in this the only case of key wora repettion in 2 S3 m* 2-4-0 
Anothcr excellent example occurs in the account of ýbnerl,, - death (11and- 
he sent him off ana he vient in peace") in 3: 20-7 which is link-A with 
the repetition of 51h throughout-the Whole episoda. Notice also the 
. Z. 
iroixic play on "knoo/not know" (foiir tiraes) ih vss. 25-6.1 
6.32 (2) Onu'of -86veral cxorplco of chiasmur. in chapters' 2-1+ (see 
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further, Appenaix B)., is the speech of David to Abner (3: 13) X/ 
"Gpocl, I will make a covenant with you; - but one thing I requiro 
of you., namely. - 
b 
c 
bt 
at 
You shall not see my face 
unless you bring (bw'>) 
laohal the daughter of Saul /45/ 
when you come (bvo) 
to-see nW face. 
6.33 -'(3) Ridout (74-87) discusses several cases where repetitions 
appear at identical piýaces in succeeding narratýve units and serve to 
relate the episodes together as part of a larger unity; sometimes the 
repetition is at the beginning (anaphors), sometimes at the end (S2iphora)/46/. 
6.331 A clear case of anaphora my be found in 40-12 (5.97): 
And they vmnt - (hlk), the sons of Rimnon. 
and they carm (bwl), about the heat of the day,, 
to the house of Ishbosheth 
(+ account of death of Ishbosheth) 
7. And they vient (hlk) by vray of the Arab3h,, 
(bw2) the head of Ishbosheth, all night, and brou&lLt 
to -David at Hebron 
(* account of death of sons of_Ri=on). 
6.322 on a larger canvas a concluding notice of burial links-the three 
major-episodes in chapters 2-4: 
2: 32 Ana they took up Asahel -and buried him in the tomb of his 
father, which was at Bethlehem. 
3: 32 They buried Abner at Hebron. 
4: 12 Ana they, took the head of Ishbosheth and burica it in the 
tomb of Abner at Hebron. 
Again the irony (or is it pathos here? ).. so typical of the 
narrator in chapters 9-20 +1 Egs 1-2 (Chapt. III., below; Ridout., 
Chapts. III and IV)$ ought, not to be rdssed., and inaeea the repetition 
draws attention to it. Asahel is buried in the family tomb. By 
contrast, Abner is laid to rest in the heart of his cpponent's te=itorY 
(one miCit say that his hand carie to be with David (3: 12) rather mro 
perwncntly than he bargained for) while poor lshbcsheth, the pami in 
-al but ill the the wh6le storjs is interred not only in his rivalls capit 
to-mb of -Uie wry man who bettayed hir, % 
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Vocabulary and Rhraseology 
6.4 Finally in. - conm ction with an . argument frm 3 tyle -3. t is 
wort1h comparing the vocabulary stock of the two complexes as, well 
particular phrases or formLilas that miEýit be clistinctive (see also 
Segal, 1964-5: 324). 
6.41 (1) A COMPS rison of vocabulary shows consid3rable homogeneity. 
I reproauce in Appenaix B. below,, some of the more striking items; 
this list rwy be comporea with Rost's treatu-nnt (130-8) of the vocabulary 
stock of the ark-narrative in comparison with 2 Som 9-20 +I 
-Kgs 
1-2. 
6.42 (2) phrases, expressions and larger units: 
(a) 2 Sam 4: 9,1 Kgs 1: 29. 
"As Yahweh livess who has redeemed 'my life (pah >t nplnly) from all 
adversity. " 
These are the only occurrences of the expression in the OT. 
The phrase pdh np5 is f ound apa'rt fran here in Job 33's 28., 
Ps 34: 23,49: 16,5509j-ý71: 23. 
(b) 2 Sam 3: 39,16: 10.19: 23 (the speaker-is, 1)3vid), 
III. am this day weakj, though anointed Icing; arA these 
men,, *the sons of Zeruiah, - are too hard 'for riell (3: 39). 
"What have I to do with you, you sons of Zeruiah? 
If he curses because Yahweh has said to him 'Curse David, 
who then shall say. 9 "Why h'3ve you clone so? 
"I (16: 10), 
"What have I to do with you, you sons of Zeruish, that. 
you shoula this day be as -an adversary to ? 
Shall any m3n be put todeath in Israel this day? 
For'do I not know that I am this day kin , over 
Israel? " 
(19: 23) 
(0) 2 Sam 2: 23., 3t27,4: 6 /47/9 20: 10 
ým5 meaning (? ) "b'elly" only occurs in the 0, T, in these passages., 
and- then only in a single formla YrIth nkh: 
vrjkhvr b. .. 21 h4ms Yrymt 
(2: 23p 20: 10) 
; ýJý-ff 9, m hýmys lvýrmt (3: 27) 
Wkhvr 311 bbm5 (of vs-7: ymth,. 7) (4: 6) 
(cl) 2 SaM 2: 28,9 1806'.. ' 20: 1-2., 20: 22 
The expression "to blair the trumput" (tqý btpr) is iiseq/only here In 
in the O. T. in connection vvith the withdravrol of troor's (vac bolor, 
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Chapt 17., para. 8. -'8.2). In'three of the cases (2: 28; 18: 16, 
20: 22)9 moreover, it is J69b who is the subject of the verb, 
`ý -I-- I- The scene in 2: 23-ý32., the death of Asshel., is closely parallel. ea, by 
20: 10-22, the death of Sheba. For a detailed analysis, see belaaý 
(Chapter IV,, esp. para. 7. - 7.2) where Iargue'that . the correspondenzes 
between the episodes are probably due in general'to their being" 
patterned on a conventional (traditional) narrative model. ý'the 
same time the use of some of the particular linguistic items 
(e, g. ým5 and tqý b5pr) suggests the possibility of identical 
authorship /48/. 1 
Foreshadowing ana i=n 
6.5 Another device employed with great skill in 2 Sam 9-20 -+ 
1 Kgs 1-2 is that of foreshadowing (Rost., 226-31., asp., 230; - Mlybroy, 
1968 - 25-31). A particularly fine example in chapters 2-4 occurs in 
the remark , made by Abner to Asahel as the culminating point in his attempt 
to dissuade him from his pursuit: Thy should I strike you to the ground? " 
And he adds, with superb understatement as it transpires: "How thcn would 
I lift up my face to your brother Joab The author. then cleverly allows 
the point to lie dormant; its force only hits us much later When wo 
suddenly find Abner dead at the hands of Joab (3: 27). In that scene, 
moreover, we are not allowed to know for certain Joeb's intentions in 
calling back Abner until the actual deed is done - yet al: Ythe time we 
possess, from the previous episode., the clue io the inevitable outcome /49/. 
A further case of foreshadowing., if chapters 2-4 are indeed part', 'of, the 
"Succession Narrative", would be theýmention of Mephibosheth in 4: 4 
(see, above., para. 3.11 )., though this is executed with much less skill. 
6.6 11'articularly in recent years attention has been focussed upon 
. the use of irony in the "Succession Narrative" (Ridout, 122-70; Delekat;, 
Whybray., 46-7). 1 have already indicated in the present chapter that 
some'strong ironies underlie the story-telling of 2 Sam 2-4 (see above.,, 
Para 6.311,6.332); this will also be evident in the discussions in 
Chapter III, belowd 
Conclusion 
6.7 To sum up., I submit that haa Roit properly* consiclered the 
major narrative in chapters 2-4 he would have been obligea-to, conclude' 
that it Llwrej thos u faaturas of style that he (and others) have seen. Ni 
characteristic of thu "Succession ITarrati. %r-11 and cin that occount cannot'. 
be diff erentiatecl Pow, it, 
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E. Theme 
7. The argument of the preceding sections brings us haia up 
against, the major aspect of Rost's analysis, viz. his argument (see 
esp. - 217) that the "theme" (Thema) of thb Whole work is posed in the 
question in I Kgs ij, IMho shall sit upon the throne of David? " To 
borrow. 71hybray Is words - (21 ), 0 the narrative t1s'hows how., 
' by the steady 
elimination of the alternative possibiIi ties., 
_it 
c ame elm ut that it, 
ýwas Solomon -who succeeded his father on the throne of Mzroel. " 
Clearly if this is indeed the over-archingý'theme then 2 Sam 2-4 has, only 
the'most tangential association with it-. the best we could say is that 
it shows how'Davia come in the first place to have a throne on which 
to be succeeded. In my view, however, the centrality and significance 
of this theme of Solomonic succession has been grossly overstated 1501. 
Methodology 
7-1 First, there is a methodological diffioixlty in too great a 
reliance on the thematic methoa of aefining the bounaeries of a narrative 
sud-i as this, since it entails a large risk that"the crucial definition 
of the theme will-come., logically-speaking$' before the boundaries of the 
material are known. This is in, fact what happens*in Rost's analysis. 
Yet it is quite obvious that the reverse procedure 'ought to be followed. 
Hcrr con, a, critic be to any degree certain that he has 'accurately 
characterized the theme of a, piece of lit erature., at any-time a 
delicate and in tricate business., unless he knovis what that piece of 
literature consists of? 
The. 
-II-succesaL orý'therne 
7.2 Even so.., the link, between the bulk of Post's narrative I ancl' 
this theme of "succession"- is at best fragilee" 
7.21 -Although I cannot wholly accept Flanagan's, recent thesis that- 
the Bath'sheba inciaent in chapters 11-12 ana the occount of eolvants 
succession in I Kgs 1-2 were later redactional additions to 2 Sam 9-110,,, _-, 
13-20 (see above n. 20)., his focus upon the nature of the individual 
episodes in the narrative is salutaxyo It is hard to deny thot the 
bulk of the story (i. e. le--s the Bathsheba and Solomon episodes) is 
more readily described as conc-, rnea with "the_difilculties- Lind challenges, 
that David freed in mintoining his control over the kingdom of Jud3h 
anl Israel" (1972: 177)., thanwith the matter of I'succcscsi, ý7,0 an SUCho 
"the most cevere threat to his ple celitral fasture of the m3teriol is 
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sovereignty.. " the rebellion of his own son, Absalom, 
7.22 Unaerlining, this ýheme of "rebellion'. 9 is, of course., the Sheba 
episode which finally punctuates the vjhole Absalom story with a lost 
the 
momentary focus upon fragile loyalties and/tenuous nature of 31bvid's hold 
on the throne, If there is any sense in rhich this segmnt, my be, claimed 
to be designed to show how it was that Solorron come to be Idng 1t -is 
e. -"ceeaingly remote (see also Jackson, 194). Thisinciaent (and alswthe 
Mephibosheth sub-plot) only comes into focus as "succession" material by 
allowing the interpretation to slide from one distinct understanding of 
this theme ('-which son shall rule? ) to another, (#ll David establishýa- 
dynasty? ) as we'saw also in the case of 2 Sam 7 (above, p3ro, 2.11) 1511. 
7.23 Likewise., if one were to consider the Bathsheba episode in 
chaptera- 11 and 12 one would be most unlikely'to claim that'its eissence 
lies in its connection with the theme of (Solomonic) succession found in 
some later sectiorsof the story. By virtue of its mention of the birth 
of Solomon it does have this comection but itýhas a far more important 
connection with the xr-t of the narrative then-this. As is widely recog- 
nized, (e. g, 11; Smith; von Red, 1966 196; Ifertzbcrg, 313-4,322,377-8; 
'Whybray, 1968 : 23-49 37; Auzou, 379-80; Gray, 197OH9), it is spelt out 
in Ilathan's words of conaemation to Ibvids "Now therefore-2 the sword 
shall never depart from your house" (12: 10), and "Behold.,. I will raise up 
evil against you out of your own house; - and I will take your wives before 
your eyes., and give them to your neighbour., - and he shall lie with your 
wives in the sight of the sun" (12: 11; cf. esp. 16: 20-2) 
/52/. 
There is a pattern of behaviour here that is repea ted in the 
following episodes and we are invited to see it as someho"ur causally 
connected with What happens in chapter 11,, As such it leads us directly 
to the rope of Tamar., the rmrder of Amon and the resulting estrangement 
between David and Absalom, which, in turn introduces the account of the 
lifting up of Absalom' ,s 
swora against his father. , 
And the Tihole story 
ends with Solmon reliving the circumatances of his ovm birth. - his 
accession is wrked by intrigue,, deceit and mirder 
(within his cVM house.. 
the victims are 
moreover Ihis brother and ccusin) Which he eaploys as the . 
best mans of 
protecting his mm interestsp just as David had 
done in the matter of 
B3thsheba (see below, chapt. III., pars. 13. - 13.43). 
7.24 I'-viould srLýic., therefores that Vic primarY nonnection between 
-me B3ths-heba story (li-, 121 and the story of Abs3lom 
(13-20) has nothing 
to ao with "succesaion": rather the first epi, -,. c4e crit, )blishes an ircnic 
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connection between the themes of rebellion and David's ovm privr3te 
lif e. Similarly *ith 1 Kgs 1-2., the mc)st imp , ortant connection vdth 
2 Sam 11-12 is not the fact that the key figure in a kind Of elimin- 
ation game ("Succession") is introduced there - thiS-could have'been 
done quite brief ly with much less embarrassment to all concerned 1531 - 
9, but that the pattern of circumstances surrounding Sdlom6nIs bir',, n" 
provides a measure of the circumstances-of his succession, which brings 
our focus back from Solomon and affairs of state to Ibvid and his 
private life. 
ý7.3 
This brings me to my major criticism. To claim that the 
theme of the narrative is the question "Who isholl-succeea David? " 
is in fact to chift our focus away from its natural centre of interest 
throughout the whole story. It is to'suggest that ultimately it is 
Solomon vjho is, the protagonist, since the whoie'story apparently bears 
on his accession., encl that "deuteragonists" are the Sons Michal 
did not haves Mephibosheth, the illegitimate child of Ba-thsheba, Amon., 
Absalom, Shimeis Sheba encl. Admijah (see 'Whybray, 1968 : 21, on the 
"succession" theme). On the contrary., this is above all else a story 
obout. D3vid encl not any successor or potential su ccessor. It is David 
, 
isode who stands in, or behind every scene and David around Tdiom evary ep 
ultimately revolves /54/. 
Nors I would maintain is- the final episode any different. 
The story, reaches its climax not wiih the establishment of the kingdCm 
in Solomon's handss-as Rost and so many have claimed (195-7., 230; cf. 
e. g. Bright, 453; 'Whybray, 1968: 21-3s 29; Grays 1970 i. 16;. Ridouts 217) 
1551., but with the death of David and the circumstances 'of that death 
(I develcp this point in chapt. III, below). 
By contrast Solomon is one of the less substantial figures 
in the story., since like Amnon or Adonijoh he exists only in-relation" 
to a very limited segment of the narrative. "Effe. 3 cnn ho-raly-be said 
to be more than a minor characters" notes Whybray (11,168 - ý9) 
1561. 
For a story vAiich is meant to reach its climax in the fact_, that he 
succeeds'Dovid this is a curious state of offairs. After the brief 
notice of his birth in chapter 12 we do not even find him, lurking in 
the wings as the draw progresses. He'simply drops out of' sight 
/57/,,,,, 
and until 1 Egs I the story-teller does nothin to bring him into focus 
even in the background of events. This is of 'the utmost significance, 
Folloidng Rost., 'Vbyb-_a'Y (IC-68 
': 22) cloims thaý of ter 2 Sam 12 7.31 
the narrative , is devoted to the rival c-c-naiaote3 for the thrones 
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Solomon's half-brothers Amnon., Absalom ana. Adonijahs and their elimination 
leaving the field clear for the tritinph of Solomon at the very, end"s or 
again (20-1; of. Auzou, 364) -that the narrative"shaas how., by the - steady 
elimination of the alternative possibilities, it came about, that it was 
Solomon who succeeded his father on the throne of'ISr3el. 11 
The narrative itself, howevers conveys no such impression: 
we get no hint Y&atsoever that we are to view either Amnon or Absalýmas. 
Solomon's rivals., nor that what is taking place in chapters 13-20 is a 
steady movement bringing us significantly nearer to the point T&ere only, 
Adonijah ("the remaining rival candidate") will stand 'between Solomon 
and the. throne. Solomon's ranking amongst the many sons of'David is never 
mentioned in the Absalom story /58/,; nor for that matter-i'S'the ranking 
of any other son vdth the possible exception of Amnon (LXX 3t''16: -21 
note's that Amnon was the "first-boin"). 
Any indication, therefore., of a line of succebsion.. ("the 
alternative possibilities" to Solomon) with or without Solomon simply 
does not exist in these L-hapters. It is not until I Kgs 1-2, then the 
z theme of succession does at last-emerge prominently (of M. Smith)s that 
Solomon and his candidature comes into views but even here we never learn 
how many sons other than Aacnijah stood between Solomon and the throne. 
The narrator is only interested in making it clear that Solomon was not 
expected to rule. Aaonijah was not only an older brother but possibly 
the eldest for he was pojpularly expected to be king (1, Egs 1: 6s 2: 15,22). 
Thus in terms, of the narrative itself-Solomon arrives quite 
une=ectealy on the scene. 
7.4 So to reiterate nV earlier point: in the bulk of the' story* 
Solomon has virtually no literary presence whatsoever. Nor, I may now 
add., is there in the story itself any not: ýceable formulation of the theme 
of "succession" such as might convey a clear sense of significant develop- 
ment or direction in the narrative or constitute the primary source of 
any ara ma tic, tension, 
7.41 This is not to deny that there is anj such therm at all. A- 
certain progressive element in the elimination, of elder sons is undoubtedly 
there in the story., particularly -when one looks back from Vile perspective 
of i kg3 i,, Where Adonij3h is mentioned as born "next, after asalomtl. 
Rather it is to argue strongly that this is but one theme in the story, 
linking at a qubordinate level one series of epi-. 3odes. 
7.42 7herc is a neca., therefore, to look again CI "LlIc question. of 
themo an(I structure in the 
- narmtive mi certainly 
it moy no longer be 
ii - 
claimed that Rost's argument from the "succession" theme to the 
definition of the bounaaries of the story is in aly sense truly 
definitive. 
F. Monclusion 
8. On grounds of both plot (narrative thread) and style 2 Stun 
2-4 (2: 8 or 12 to 402 or 50). may be connected with chapters 9-20 + 
I Kgs 1-2., This provides a more satisfactory beginning to the 
narrative then does chapter 9 (or 6). Rostvs thematic argument, that 
the story is primarily a "succession" history., is method ologic ally 
secondoxy to the above considerations and in any case is itself open to 
serious questionp since in the great bulk of 2 Sam 9-20 (let alone 2-4) 
the theme of succession has no bearing upon the primarj, fo. cus of the 
narrative, viz. Davids and provides no clue to the central dynamics 
of the story. It is at most a subsidiary them providing a limited 
level of cormection between certain parts of the narrative. 
90 In the following chapter I explore an alternative inter- 
pretation of the story, some indication of which I have already given 
in the present chapter. I assume the inclusion of 2 Sam 2-4., 
and would suggest that my account of the coherence* of the resultant 
narrative itself constitutes oaditional Justification for this 
inclusion 1591. 
MISSING 
PAGP-tv, 
NOT 
AVAILA. L 
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I. -ý I -, tf, -, CH A'P TER 
'AN INTERPRETATION DAVID AND THE, GIFT OF M EINGDOIA 
. A* The essa 
1.2 Sam 2-4 pivots on the question of David as alternative" 
ruler of, Israel, to the house of Soul (luzou 232). 17here Abner is 
cheated in his attempt "to bring over all Israel" to, D3vid (3: 12. t 2-I)s 
the sons of Itimmon succeeds if only indirectly: rhether or not the 
beginning of chapter 5 (Vss. 1-3) belongs in precisely-its present form., ý 
it is quite clear that the gift of IshboshethA-0 head is at. the Same time 
the gift cf the kingdom (Kittel., 149; Hertzberg,, '265-6). 
2e --There is thus a curious ambivalence about Davia, s response' to 
this action of Baanahýand Rechab, On the one hand there is something 
appealing in his,, refusal to countenance the violence done to his rival; 
we are reminded of David's relationship with S3ul in I S3m 24 and 26 
(of. also 2 Sam 1) (McKane, 1963:, 198-9.1. This fccusses our nttention 
on. the remarkable fact that David, despite his obvious position of powar, ' 
has made absolutely no attempt to'seize by force the throne of Israel. ' 
Indeed it is noticeable in the plot, that all the key initiatives are 
taken by characters other than Dovid, viz., Abner., Jo3b and the sons of 
Rimmon (Kittel, 147-8; Luther.,, 187; Auzou,, 235)/l/. 
2.1 On the' other hand,, David Ia role in not entirely passive. 
It remains the case that the gift of the head is extracrdinarily coný- 
venient (Pedersen, 188; Hertzberg., 261., 265): as rýe hove seen in tho 
negotiations with Abner (3: 12-3., 21) and as ", shall sec in the final 
segment (5: 1-3)_, Davia in for from being averse to the thought of gaining 
the. kingdom. Indeed there is more than a hint of a public relations 
exercise in his dramaticcbspatch of the bringers or the gl*Xt., just as 
there in in his elaborate dissociation from the killing of Ahner. Does 
, 
he protest, too, much?. r Perhaps his anger, against Joab is directecl not 
simply againstan "evildoer",. -but against the mmn vdio had to all extdnts 
sna purposes put an end. to hopes of a ptraightfonv3ra transference of 
power to himsolf (cf. Hertzberg,. 261). 
2.2 The stark contrast he draws betwo-eii Abn,: ýr., the "prince"' onfl' 
IIE. raat mqnlý,, ana joab., the "ovildoer" arA "wickocIll man b,. nfo-YC T. hom Lbler 
hal fo: Llm.,, prcmpts som roflection. Has this 1=-a a story cf' 
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greatness and wickedness? After all, Abner had killed Jo9bIs brother and 
himself recognised (2: 22) that this was a serious matter bearing aireatly 
upon Joab (H. Smith, 27 ; Napier, 143)., Moreover-rhereas. from David's 
point of view Abner may well have gone from Hebron ! ir; peace"s as the narrator 
is at pains to observe (3: 21, ý23,23)., things may haýo lool, -ca different 
to Joab vvho appears on the scene in the contaxt of war (3: 22; cf. 3: 1,6) 
which was also the context in which we had last seen him (ch-Opter 
where, of courses he was to be found fighting D3vid's battles and against 
Abner no less (cf. Mauchlines 211). Ana rhother or not his"woras to D3vid 
in 3: 25 ("You know that Abner the son of Ner cam t76"acceivo you, and to 
know your going out and your coming in") indicate'a motiv Io playing o 
genuineýpart in his killing of the enemy captain.. the fact that they'could 
be, utterea at all confirms this impression that the context my still be 
seen as that of war, Perhaps., then, from Joabls perspective the incident 
is merely an extension of the battle at Gibeon. And-w6uld Ebvid have 
complained had Joeb killed Abner on the hill of Ammsh? 
2.3. As for Abner, even if we decide that pique and D iecn'sensO* 
of Ishbosheth's ingratitude /2/ is Ibner's predominant mtivýation for'4S 
conspiracy we ore still left with his claim (3: 9-10; cf. 3: 17-9,5: 1-3ý 
that Yahweh had promised David the throne of all Israel, On the other 
hand, in the broader context'of the previous defeat and its indication of 
David's growing strength (cf. also 3: 1) we m9y fairly wonder Whether the 
quarrel is merely a pretext (Kittel., 146; McKane., 1963 : 194; Auzou, 233). 
Is Abner deserting 9'sinking ship? Is this talk of 2oynlty ana ingrat- 
ituao merely a cover for his own skin-saving disloyalty? Are we then to" 
echo with unreserved enthusiasm David's view of Abner (or is this merely 
for public consumption? ), that "a prince and a great man has follen-this 
day in Israel? " 
2.4 Against'a simple scheme of contrasting worthiness'ana v7ickedness,, 
therefore, the narrator has set other perspectives which put Ithe characters 
in shades of grey rather th9n block and white: there are el"ements of self- 
interest =3 dec3it as well as of loyalty azyl self-restraInt in this 
narrative, Far from being polar opposites, 6s Davidts spcech 
might'suggest., 
Joab and Abner share much in common for both belong,, par excellen2p., to 
the grey rorla of pcm7er politiess expediency., and tha ruthless initiative 
(on Josb' in similar terms,, see Iffspier., 114-1.14.7-4; MaKare, 1963 257-8.9 
2699 275; Uhtoray, 1968 : 40-3): they or-- the. party inanagers. - The only 
differenca is thot JoablDppens to be on tho vln; aing sido. 
2.5 I)avtl., for his part, also bs--- SOM share In- thia world. 
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Nevertheless., it,. remains the case that his restraint in the 6atter ;f 
gaining the kingdom is remarkable. It is something rhich cannot 
easily be assimilated to a doctrine of political crpeaiency., D3 vid 
is prepared to risk allcnving the kingdom to be the gift of others 131. 
It is this that sin gles him out qualitatively from the others. 
3. The gift of S3Ul's kingdom to David is'foUcwed by D3vid's 
gift of Saul's land and servants to Maphibosheths, Saul's granasoii, as a 
token of-his loyalty (ýsd) towards Jonathon. ' At least that is ostcn- 
sibly vhat it is about* Yet again there are indications in the text 
that suggest another possible, perspective. The gesture is'perhaps lessý' 
magnanimous than David suggests: it is not merely-vdthout cost to-himself 
(since he is giving away someone else's land and labour) but, it is, also 
likely to result in a healthy subsidy for the court (of. 9: 9-10) /4/ ancl 
it will-enable him to keep this lost scion of, the house-, of. Soul under- - 
perpetual s- urveillance (Kittels 166-71 von Rod.. 1966 : 178; Auzou, 369; 
Mauchline, q 241 There is then a. delicate irony, in the possibility that 
in 1604 Ziba's gesture of. generosity to the'dispoEsessea David may be 
no less devious than Dovia's to the dispossessed 11. ,. hiboshoth 151. 
Characteristically., howevers the narrator refuses-, to ollC`67 urs the luxury 
of making simple judgements, Vh are left with alperception of tae- 
ambivalence of events 161. 
4. The gift to Mephibosheth is follcm7ed byL_the offexing of con- 
solation to Hanun (and notice again the parallel theme- of This, 
hcwevers is rebuffed and war ensures. The incident establishes the tone. 
as well as the setting of the following cruciol, episoac., the. story of: - 
David., Uriahý and'Bathshebs, The direction of the plot., then, is from 
gift offered and received., througli gift 'rebuffea, to the polor opposite 
of giving, grasping by force, However precisely one interprets Nathan's 
parable in relation to its setting'(Simon; Hoftijs. er; 'Dolekat. 32-3;. 
Seebass) it is--absolutely plain-'that' it encepsulst-cs the essence of David's 
aealing 7dth Bathsheba;, 'the -episode is the story of the rich Mn who 
toe, c the poor rmn's lamb. ' Tile ironic contrast with 2 Sam 2-4 13 m3rkea.: 
the king who woo content to be given'his kingaom Lmst seize by, fo. 6re 
(bgsinst Urish if not Bathsheba) a wife. Mrom NDthon's perspective +, 
6 
it was Yahweh who gave the kingdom. Yahweh in turn issue, is clear* 
will not'then let his'king's not of violent taking poss'witijout conseqaences 
for hi-ri kingdow 
Ta e immediate tokon of thG consecluonacs im the -taking MID, 
(forcit, ly, as it were) of the child cr eaultery. But the rebl inrul- Will 
9, 
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lie in the events of the succeeaing, chapters, with the onset'of-'s pattern 
of events that continually harks back to the thi of "seizure" in this 
episode. 
5 
. 11ow it is tempting to 
find here a straightforuarascheme, of 
retribution in line with an qnqualified conae=nation of %vid by the author. 
Certainly the ironic treatment of David in connection rith the dea'th of 
Urish is the most scathing in the whole narrative (Ridout, 63-73P 102-7p 
, 152-8; Delekst, esp. 26); yet a clear-cut perspective is blurred by 
several fectors. 
5.1 Folst,, the stunning simplicity of David's responm to Hathan /8/ 
- "I have sinned against Yahweh" - funotions powerfully to reinstate him. 
in the readerts'estimation (Luther, 190-1); * and indeed Hathon's reply 
"Yahweh also has put away your sin" - reinforces this emotional trend. 
Dramaýically this sets up a certain tension with the long tem outr7orking 
of. the pattern of violence, 
Somthing similar is effected by the way the episode ends, -, 
ýwhat he David'is ablep but with apparent impunity nowp to do precisely -had 
done to set the story in motion:, he can have sexual intercourse rith 
Bathsheba, the wormn of his desire (11: 4,12: 24). The outcome is the 
birth of Solomon, of whom we are told, "Yahweh loved him! ' - bleDrly,, for 
as every reeaer knows this child eventually becomes king. From the 
perspective of the end of the episode (which projects to the end of the 
whole stox7) Urish becomes merely a disposable pawn. 
5.2 But what then of 
*Yahweh's role in the whol6rocess? -. Delekat's, 
observation (32-3; but cf, Seebass, 206 n. 6). that one t-ay of "casting 
Nathan Is parable is to give Yahweh the role of the rich wn, in which case' 
David is the guest and Urish the lamb (both of wTiom are hillea)... offers an' 
ironic viewpoint that ties in here. It is all very we3.1 Yahvrcli being 
"displeased"., for ultimately he must bear some measure off meponsibility; 
David is the one whom he has chosen and protected,, and will continue to 
protect (1704). Moreover., from at least one point of -,, riea YchTreh in 
eff ect bloszos 3)3via Ia action in the course of ti: zie ithrough Solomon' s good 
fortune. on the other hand., as I shall presently arguop, . 0olcmon-olso stands 
at the centre of the final oubiorking of the pattern of seizure and violence 
within Da%rid'. 3 house (and bearing directly on thi kingaom), Nfij. ch 5s net in 
motion by the present episode, Thua the tenoi(ra, batman 
(blesuing) an4 retribution is never finally re. racivel, The namitoVis 
treatmant of Yahivoh as a character in the Storl" 170t3ins -, neo3ure cf 
ambivalence if not an undercur: rent of irony 
19.1e 
III 
6. An appropriate link between the Bathsheba episode and the, 
major ones to follow is provided by the resolution to the account of the 
h=onite war (12: 26-30)j, which provides not only an ironic comment on 
David as king (cf.. similarly 11: 1 - see"Ridout., '153., 157; Schulz., 1920 
113) but also a striking symbol of what han gone before and the soon, -, 
that ir=eaiately follavs. The assault and caT pture of the city give_3 
way to the seizure and rape of, Tamr,, and that in turn to the taking of 
Amnon's'life (see esp. Jackson, 189-91). ' 'The theme of giving., trans- 
formed now into its negative fona,, is dramatically illustrated here, 
Then there is in eff ect a, long pause. Absalom is returned, to Jerusalem 
ar4 the king's presence. 
7. The next scene (Absol6m'sna the'men"' of Israel) sets" iri motion 
another major episode. Although -the scene'is ostensibly Absalom's it 
very much constitutes a question about, if noi a coamcný on, David. 
Absalom's return to Jerusalem has movad to'a climax with the 
prince aemanaing access to the king. His concern to be-re-samittea to 
his father's presence is movings 
Why have -I come from Geshur? It would be better for me 
to be there still. Now.. the=fore, let m-- see the face 
of the king; and if there is guilt in me., let him kill me. /10/* 
And the force of the appe3l is underlined with brilliant simplicity in 
"Then Joeb vrent to the king the narration of its impact on David /11/: 
and told him; and he summoned Absolour, rhat other could David have 
done or said in the f ace of such,,, a cry. The reader is likely -b find Z 
himself emotionally reinstating the prime; and to lose sight: of the 
aggression of the fie34-burning inciaent, or the acute problem raised by' 
"if there is guilt in met', /12/ is. easy. Such, features in. the narrative- 
only come back into focus with the ensuing scene which effects, aýsudacn 
shift in perspectives -we find Absalom engaged in. conspiratori. 11 activity 
against his father. I. I. I 
Yet in turn the rapidity with which we find ourselvers reading 
that "the conspiracy grew strcug., and the people with Absalom kelt 
increasing. Ana a messenger came to D)v-id,, saying., 'The hearts of the 
men of Israel'have gone after Absalom"' (15: 12-3) prompts reflection. 
Mat kind of conspiracy is this that could so rapidly griin, popular 
support? Just -what was David doing all this ti=? Is itIpossiblIe 
Uiat tt., a king viho sant uthcrs to f ight his worz for Lim - while, he obnrsecd 
his privilege as king - h, )a also failed tuo pro,, )Idc prcperly 
for the 
caminintration of juntice in the Ivna 
(B[ittel.. 171; HoKsne,, 1963 : 249; 
Dolekats 35)? 
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7.1 We are not allowed a final answer to our query; any juagemmt 
we make about the conspiracy ftust always contend with''the fact tliatlt 
cmtsins one significant variable in the foreground, But rhiie m ore 
invited to see the rebellion ass in some way consequential upon the 
Bathsheba/Uriah outrage (e. g. as the sin of the father working itself out 
in the son: cf. Hittel, 168-9; Jackson, 189; Vhybrays 1968 : 22-3; 
Monagano 1972 : 172) the extent of our sympathy for him, at this further' 
deprivation is subject to the suspicion that he my indeed be =1pable in 
the present instance as in the former one. 
8. If the nuances of the scene tease us., the main direction of 
the story is clear: the strongly adverse sequence of events initiated in 
the Bathsheba episode culminates now in rebellion. The them of giving, 
transformed in. that episode into a them of grospings comes fully to 
expre ssion here in its originals political form: Absalom "steola the 
hearts of the men cf Isreal" sz-4 their gift of, tho kingdom to David is 
revoked (15: 1-13), The kingdom is now taken from him. 
9. The rebellion puts David -back rhore he started. Thin., however, 
has a curiou3ly positive effect. From the Bathsheba enicode up to this 
point the king has stood large3y in the background, bruchoa in, with only 
the lightest of strokes. Now his presence is strongly felVagain., but it 
is not the presence of the grasping "rich man" of the Bathsheba story., 
, 
it 
is much more that of the man vdio was content to be 'given the kingdom. 
If now the kingdom is taken from him David is prepared to lot it go without 
a struggle. This creates once again a certsin ambivalence in the port- 
rayal of the character. ' it has a comic and critical Drpeot. Yet it its 
also a source of appeal and energy: some of David's best moments occur in 
the narrative of the progression from Jei-usalem to the Joraen (Napier., 
139-40; Hertzberg, 378; McKane., 1963. - 253-4., 257-8; Brueggemb=., 19729o. 
1974) - moments characterized by his readiness to allow the matter of the 
thrme, to rest ultimately in the hands of others 1131. 
10. In the story as a whole there are strong undercurrents of 
criticism in the presentation of David. This is commonly acknowlcagad.,, 
C)n the other hand,, the varying qualities of these critical, und ert me a 
sliould not be overlooked. The author's stance is not uniforix, zipgly a 
reflection ofs say, the more trenchant ironies that charooteriXe his , 
telling of' the Bathsheba story, the episode that provides D,, -Ickot vrith a 
key to the wholo (it is an Linti-lb-. -Idj. c/Solcknonic/monnrchic polemic). 
III 
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10.1 Mora often the critical ii6 Is muted, Sometimes it tokes 
the form merely of a suspicion (compounded by tho reit I oration of the motif 
of acception) that is allowed to n3g the observer -a suspicion that tho 
public face Of D3'Vid-moy not be entirely, ýenuino., as for example in his 
lament over Abner, his offer of hospitality to I. ToZ Z? hiboshoth, or his 
granting of permission for Amnon to go to 
' 
B331-Hozor (Iddout, 147-8). 
At other times it is expressed in terms of, (usu&13. y quite 
gentle) comedy. This is the coso with the rather absurd compromise- of 
his judgement between Me and Mcphibozhethq or, his fatherly inabili , ty 
to fina fault with. Adonijoh (I 1ýgs I t6: '71is father had never at any 
time displeased him by asking., 'My, havo ycu clone thus and 'so? '"). 
it particularly emerges in the -incongruity boft--en nome-of"his most 
im portent actions and those on- might have -expected of a king or hero. 
For exam. le, he is the king thos as we hovo, scon,, -in'tho season then 
kings go out to war sends Joob to boseigo a tioighbourJng kingto cppital'.. 
while he stays behind and takes his neid, ibour Io Mfo instead. - He is'thio 
hero.. the smiter of the Philistinen, (3: 18., 19: 10), whose immediate 
response to threat is to abandon his city and his-crorn. Ridout (158) 
rightly stresses the irony in this poss3ge (cf. Pedersen, 266); ana we 
may also note the attendant irony'in-the controst-betmen the David of 
Hushei's speech to Absalom,, viz. David. the enraged bear robbed of its 
cubso and the real David fleeing for his life, rather more like a cub 
robbed of its bear (von Reds 1966 : 185; Jacksons 193 n. 32). or he is 
the king who rmekly says to his trocps mhen they Euggast'vith cloying 
flattery that he is an object of great risk (to thcmselves. 1) in battles 
"Whatever seems best t6you I will do. " And he is the king rho gives 
away hin crown. 
11. Yet desite these incongruitieso indeed Cometimcs because of 
them, D3via remains the hero of the storys albeit comething of on anti-; 
hero. It is rhen he stands in radical opposition to the norm th3t, his 
appeal is greatest (Brueggemann, 1969 : 48,4, -91., 1972c: : 29-38., 19743 181) 
as for example in his xuaction of hostility to the Maraer of, his rival$ 
Ishboshethj, and his initial refusal to behave as a Lcin 
_1%, 
at, the news bf 
the death of Absalom the rebel. 
1161 In thislast case, particularly., a highly ambiguous situotion 
is createa. , 
Davia's behaviour dravis the bitter critici--m by Jcab,, ' 
"You have toaay coverea with si, ame tile fboon of all your zerwritrn 
because you love those who hato you ana hate those N-. ho love you' (19: 6-7). 
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Eut es Dalekat obaerves (30) arawing attention toýthe, -Sermon en the"Mount/14/. - 
Joabs Grundsatz t'du sollst deine Freunde lieben'uncl- deine 
Feinde hossenu is allgcmein-m--nschlich, aber Ibvids 
ohnmgchlige tuf'lehnuný. 6-egen dieses Gesetz erscheint Dla , ii', Luflehnung der rahrcn% 24enschlichkeit., die sich in diesem 
Gesetz gefangen fählt.. 
In other words Joab's attack carries force and conviction; yet the very 
terms in which it is expressed effect., however momentarily a, : zift in, S' 
perspective which forces samiration instead of condemnation for the man rho 
could so step outside the confines of convention., here, the boundaries of 
political necessity. 
Ana the ambivalence accurately reflects the quality of tho 
immediately, preceding scene. David'a reaction to the n=s of Absalom's 
death is possibly the most remarked upon passage in the rhole narrative. 
Yet to define it either in terms of the genuine humanity of tho king or of 
his self-indulgence is to underrate the com, lexity of the writing. It is 
characteristic of the authorts skill that the passage functions in both 
WOYSO The negative function needs-no elaboration. Joab's speech does 
that. admirably. But there is something positive here. There is genuine 
grief, The narrator brooks his habit (Schulz, 1923 s 197-9) and confronts 
us directly with the inner emotion of the man: "and the king I was deeply 
moved" 1151. And genuine grief has a magnotic attraction: the revaer 
is cola indeed who can eliminate sYMPathy from his own reaction to David 
in this passage. In its positive function, therefores tho poesago elicits 
our identification with the king as man at his most elemental 1161. -' 
11.2 Or to take up again the critical (comic) perspective on-the" 
flight from Jerusalem: barely has ýIie news of rebellion come and tho 
retreat begun before we find David in conver=Aion rith a powerful merconary 
captain, referring to Absalom as "the king" (Schulz.. 1920 : 184-5; Riacut 
159-60) encl., of-all things.. urging this ally of potentially vital importance 
to desert him, Yet rhile from the perspective of the kingly hero the 
parody is clear enough, from that of the anti-hero it is a m3tter of 
freedom,, Ittai is made no unwilling captive to a contract, imteaa 
the cpen-hanclea gift of total liberty from any bond of loyalty brings an 
equal encl opposite response of total commitment to just such a bond. 
Ittai will be his lord's servant in life or deaths "As Yohv7eh lives., encl 
as my lord the kinýg lives, wherever my lord the Icing shall be, thathcr for 
death or for lifes there also will your servant be. " In this co=itment' 
lies already germinated the seeds of Rjuld's restorotlon, ý Ittai, refuscia' 
to acquiesce to any simple logic of realisM 
(oftu_r all Livid hoo left the 
111 
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royal city and both it and the trappings-of kingship areýindeed Absalom's- 
for the taking): D3Vid is still his lord the I (Ridouts 159)., 'ona in' Lcks 
the event Ittai will play an important role in effecting the transform-- 
ation of this designation from ideal to actuality again. 
11.3 At several other points in the episode a similar pattern, *, 
emergest 'David is prepared to. allow that the kingdom is ýot his to 
grasp or,. cling to but lies in the hands of others to give /17/. 
Confronted with the question whether the ark should go on with him or 
remain in Jerusalem, he answers., let it rem, 3in 05: 25-6): "If I find 
favour in the eyes of Yoh roh, he will bring, me back ... but if he saysp, 
11 have no pleasure in you'.. beholds here I am., let him do to me what 
seems good to him. " mimei advances just, this letter perspective 
(16: 8) 1141ahveh 1z s given the kingd om into - the, hand of -your son., 
Absalom. See, your ruin is on you; for you are a mon of blood'. " 
Abishails violent response --"Vhy should this dead, clog curse my lord 
the king? Let me go over and take off his head" -,. establishes the normo-. 
Against this is set David's remarkable restraint - "Let him alone"and 
let him curse" - at. the heart of which is a strong sense of his being 
in the hanas of Yahweho whether for, gooa or i3-l. /18/. 
11.4 There is,, then, an underlying parallel between David here., 
where he no longer holds the kingdom., and in the cpen1ng'e, p, isoae, Cr 
the storys where Israel is not yet his. Prom the comic perspective$ 7 
there as here things "happen" to him /19/. _Althougla 
Abner's conspiracy 
to secure for him the throne of Israel goes badly awry., a fortuitous 
consequence of this leaves David with the throne in effect edcurea and 
without his hardly having lif ted a finger to further thi a end hi=alf 
Likewise in the present, cose of-, Absalom's rebellion., D3vials restoration 
is due in the first instance, at least, to tro factors vhich lic beyond 
his control - the persuasiveness. of Hushoi., and the victory of the army. 
(including Ittai who, as vie have seen, is there on his orn initiative), 
whidi pointedly does not include David himself. Even the fbct that it 
is at lea*st his decision thot puts Hushoi in a position to work his verbol 
magic on Absalom is undercut by the fact , that it, ' is Hushoi rho initially 
comes to met D3via (the , gift of Yahweh? ), not David rho sends for Tlushai/20/. 
Seen from another viewpoint, 
_ 
however, none 
lof 
this is f'.. md- 
amentally an sociclent but, stems from a life-style., howboit at odas with 
the norm., Which is 1)3sic3lly envigoratlng:, thore or, here.,,. he refuses to 
gra. -p violently rhat is not yet (or any longt; r) his., ha is'propLwea to., 
let the initiative p3sa beyona his control. Ili other worcls.. 
%, t 
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to return to our theme, he recognizes., homver mocentarily, that the kingdom 
is -the gift of others. lfq as Shimei urges, "Yal=eh has givenihe kingdom 
into the hands of Abselom"s so be it., says David. 
12. Thus the tide turns for him. But unlike the opening episode 
there can be this time no simple resolution. The parties to any PRssible 
resolution are too compromised by their involvement in the post events: 
nothing can be quite the samo again. The David rho at the first however 
ostentatiously# could mourn the dead Abner and cut down the killers of his 
rival, Ishbosheth., now finds the scenario more complicated he must now 
choke back his grief at the death of his own son and endure the scathing 
rebuke of the very man who had sped Absalom on his way to Sheol. Vith 
his appearance at the gate to review the trocps wo see that it in J03b's 
perspective.. the norms of political necessity., that has won the day. In 
terms of the kingdom it is obvious that it is the victory in bottle that 
has become the most important'factor in the sharing of events. Lny gift 
is now secondary. Likewise the fact that David has been dejosed cannot 
simply be glossed over. 
The prelude to restoration is thus a passage (19: 10-11) that 
exudes compromise and irresolution. Then follow negotiations and more 
compromise - the buying of support through the appointment of ý. mosa over 
the army - before the return proper can begin. I 
12.1 The fragility of the renewed gift is heavily underlined, 
Bespite a' momentary glimpse of the radical David (again With Abishoi Ond 
a, imei) it comes as no surprise to find that the scene of return culýýte3 
in the quarrel of the men of Israel - "Why have our brothers the ran of 
Judah stolen you away? " - and the wiihdrawal of their support frCM the 
king: Ile have no portion in David.. and have no inheritonco in the son 
of Jessen /21/. 
12.2 The lost scene in the story of the rebellion thus provides 
at best an uneasy resolution. David, given back the kinrcl=,, immediately 
initiates violent action against the ringleoaer of those (m3ny) rho hed 
chosen to have no part in the giving /22/. In the plot vdthin the plot 
joab echoes his erstwhile master's action: he eliminates his rival, 
Amasa, ani vdth him another potential scurce of dqnper to the po3itical 
status Sao. We need not speculate too much about the precise reosons 
for Amasals I crucial delay (Ifertzberg, 372; Napiors 14.3; JDaknon., 180; 
Auzou, 396). Mat little is said about Amasa both here tirA elsevrher. ro J. n 
the story Luggests that thu elements of' diýsloYaltYs treacbery -n(I incoraý- 
Petence belong to the configuration of thi3 wwo /623/. 
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12.3 The tone of the narrative4n this loot scene is remarkably 
flat-. there is little in-the presentation of the characters (David., 
Joabs Amasas Sheba) to engage us strongly for or against them, Th6ugh 
the echo of the violence and grasping that-emerged in the Bathsheba 
episode at the begimiing of the reign is clear enough them is a 
difference. Here is not the kind of act that Tdght finally elicit an 
acknowledgment of sin; it is simply what might be cxpected, indeed 
required, of 9"king in such a situation. Here is neither the appealing 
dissociation from convention of the king who was content to receive., 
nor the boldly despotic attitude of the adulterer and mn-dercr, merely 
the initiation of a-rather shabby act of political expediency. This 
sets the tone of the final major episode in the story., Solomon's 
accession and the death of David.. 
1'3. The pivotal action in the-finol episode., the giving away of 
the kingdoms may assume from. one position the appearance of being the 
Oct of a man who can recognize his inability to cope any longer (David 
is ncw vexy old) and can by, choice relinquish his hold over something 
that he can no longer claim with responsibility to be his, But this 
view struggles to hold its own. The'prea6anant perspeotivt-, s are 
negativee 
13.1 one MOmentwhen we do., momentarily at least, recapture an 
echo of af orre r spirit in the king is rhens occording to 'Jonathon s 
report, he receives the courtiers 
, 
'who come to congratulate him on 
Solomon's coronation (I Egs 1: 47-8): 
"Moreover the kingts servant's corm to congratulate (brk)* 
our lord King Davids- sayings 'Your Goa make the name'"of 
Solomon more famous then yours and make his thronc greater 
than yours. $ And the king bowed himself upon the bed.. 
Ana the king also said., 'Blessed be Yahwch the God of 
Israels who has granted one of my offspring [text: Gray 1970: 643 
to sit on-my throne this day., my oun eyes seeing it. "' 
in the simplicity of his response - no rhetorical flourish in return, 
just a bow r&ich serves both to acknazledge the visitors and to prefoce 
his brief thanksgiving - and the ascriptibn of o3_1 that had happened 
to Yahweh, there is a sense of genuineness and on appeal such an we mt., 
for examples in the king who fled frcm Jerusalem, Here is the humility 
of the man who places thVgift of the hingdom in Yahweh's hands. 
U-11 But the very r1ext vord in the nXfVative is výtrdv (113nrl 
they trembled"): 
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Then 03.1 the guests of Adonijah trembled 9ý4 rose, -, and eachvient 
his oTm wiy. And Adonijah feared Solomon; and he arose and 
'went and caught hold of the horns of the altar. 
We are sharply reminded of the context of the report, and rwde acutely 
aware of a new perspective. - the giving of the kingdom to Solomon is now 
an occasion not for blessing but for fear. Ana if the n3rrator conveyed 
a sense of simple spontaneity on David's part so here with a superb 
economy of words he creates a powerful sense of gut-reaction terror -/24/*- 
For Adonijah in particular the gift to Solomon clearly rwans de3th; and 
as we presently discover,, his intuition proves to be correct. 
13-12 This abrupt Juxtaposition of blessing ana tervor forces us to 
rethink our response. Is there not something strikingly ingenuous about 
David? Does he not see that 'the occasion of blessing, the granting of 
the throne'to this particular offsprings must also be ono of mourning for 
the death of the elder son? Mat kind of divine "gift! is thin that can 
create such a poll of fear, such a negative reaction (cf. Bruaggemnn,, 
1972b: 167)? -1 
A simple reflection makes it plain that the attitude expressed 
in the thanksgiving matches little the actuality, It VMs D3vid and 1'03%, irl' 
alone who made the appointment 0 -. 35): "for he shall be king in my stead; 
I have appointed hbg to be ruler over Israel and over Judah. " Iforoovar, 
the speech of thanksgiving contains within itself a hint of the tension 
here between the asceiftim of all to Yahweh 6nd the primry orientation 
of the speaker: "Blessed be Yahweh, the God of Israels rho has granted 
one of qy offspring to sit on M throne this day., eyes secing 
the phrase I'my throne" (or variations thereupon; 1: 13,0 17* etc) has 
punctuated the narrative, Any sense of the gift being, Yahweh's to give 
has in fact been almost totally subordinated. The dominant vim of the 
king is clear. - the kingdom is his to giva. Where.. ra moy ask,. looking 
back to earlier episodes, era the men of Israel now (cf. Fohrer,. 6; 
Delek-a t)? Even the cpportunity to express an impotent dirspproval is 
denied them. 
13.2 Bat the ambivalence of the pivotal action is greater then this. 
e a of th kingaom is in foot Ipp 1br frcm yet inother perspective David Is &Ivr 
illusory. ' Typicallys the narrator allows this, perhaps the most im-portant 
perspective of them all., to depend upon a crucial problem of intexprotation. 
"C-u in tt once to lUng David", says Nathan to B-jtbLhe1; 3 (10A. "and say 
to hims 'Did you not,, my lord the king, svear to your midscritant., caying 
Illsolomon youz- son tAiall reIgn after rpe., and he choll sit Upon tTj throne"V It 
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The question is# aid he-so, swear?, ,, 
11na.. therel are,, good, indications in', 
the w- rrative that the claim is to be., seen. as fabricated for the o=Wn 
(Kittel., 179-82; Ehrlich., 213-5; 
- 
Montgomery - and, Gehmaý n., - - 74; Napier, 
145; Gray, 1197P,: 88). 
13.21 Certainly it is remarkable that any otheý refernnce to 
this crucial promise, is rdssing from the story, Moreover the mr)nf%r 
of its introauction-here seems calculated to raise our suspicions. _ 
Nathanls, cpening words-to Bathsheba., tobviously-acsigned to gaivanizo her 
into taking desperato messures. 9 are,, not (as for -as we c3 
I n" judge in term3 
of the narrative) strictly true; despite o rather ominous (and teasing).. 
parallel with the circumstances of, Absalom's rob6llion (and the rmraer 
of Amnon) Adonijah's feast at Iýn-Rogel is not in fact a coronation feasts 
at least not yet (Kittel. 4 182;,,, von Rad., 1966 88; Napier., 145)/25/. 
Then it is noticeable that it is, Nathan, who plits the wo3: ds, of the alleged 
promise in Bathsheba's mouth, 6 There is nothing about Ba thshebo'knov-Ping 
or remembering such a, promisej, simply Nathan's instructions., "Go in at 
once to king Daviav. and say to him And Tinally the vr ay in which" 
he stage-manages an apparently independent confirm3tion appears highly 
contrived /26/. 
13.22 The straig possibility. exists; thýeref ore., '--that'wo are 
-witnessing an act of deliberate deception.,., an ingenious ploy by the 
solomonic party. 'Where David in his senility iwgines that he is 
bestowing the king3om., in actuality it is. being takený, from him,, not'by 
violence this time (as in Absalom' s case)., but taken oll,. the some. 
13-23 So Solomon succeeds where Absalom failea. 'Thýs #onically 
it is the son of Bathsheba who brings to final expression'the'theme of 
seizure established originally by Dayia, s taking of Bathsheb3-/27/. - 
14oreover,, David had taken Bathsheba and secured his positicm by effecting 
the murder of her husband; ' so now S(olomo-n takes the kingdom and re- 
inforces his hold on it by having the heir apparent (2: 15., 22) muraerea, - 
13.3 Any initial elements of rejoicing and blessing., rho-ther by 
the people (of Jerusalem), Solomon's lieutenant,, Benaish /ý8/, or Dovia 
himself, are appropriately undercut by the mood of'foar T,. hich introduces 
the lost movement of the story (1: 1+9 M)., a movcment towards death 
(David, Adonijph, Joab., Shimei)e 
, 
The sudden ehift of per-cipective from 
-thx, - gif t ts a source of blessing to tho gif t I% a solxcO of terror 
obligea_ us to reconsiaor our tnissessmnnt of Davla's role irý the rsttere-, 
8 Imilarly with Solomon, 9 for We are now presented Ivii-1,1 *5010mon Dn a person-, 
of speoch and inaiviqual declzien for Iha first time 
(1: 52-3). 
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13.31 At one level-his response to the news about Adonijoh, like that 
, of King David to the overblown rftetori ,a 
of his'courtiers_in_the immediately 
preceding segment, is apparently simple and straightforward, In factýit 
is for from that: King Solomon responds to a straig4thrward question ("Let 
King Solomon swear to me firat that he will not slay his servant with'the 
sworall) with evasion (". If ... if The audience may perhopo be 
reminded of the day of Davidts restoration afte. Absalom's rebellion: to 
Abishails demand that Shimei be put to death for his'6bposition the king 
could reply (2 Sam 1-9. #23)., with a flesh of that magnanimity rhicýh inarkea 
him at his best "'Shall anyone be put to death in Israel týiý-ýIoy? 
For do-you not know that I sm. this clay king over Israel? " The contrast 
now is savage. 
13-32 The reply is evasive not only because it is conditional but 
also because the apparent simplicity of the condition (if he prove good'he 
shall ýe'safe,, if bad he dies) is totally d'emptive. 17 hot precisely 
-might constitute "worthiness" and I%vickeanessli., Dna rho is to be the orbiter? 
The. reader has been too much made aware of the complexity of moral pers- 
pectives to-be taken in by the sham simplicity of the utterance. 11if 
wickedness is found in himp" says Solomon. Ana any surmise that thi3 
really means "found by me" will presently be confirmed in'the. course of 
events, 
13.53 Just as David clothea his deceitful involvement. in Urioh's 
de-6th-with public expressions of righteous indignation at the m3nner of 
the deaths so now we see his son putting a public face on the forthcorAng 
murder., with highsounding phrases of moral rectitude. ' Then the murder 
is finally engineered the motive is madc crudely apparent (2: 22)8' 
"And %by do you ask Abishag the 31hunammite for Adonijah? 
Askýor him the kingdom also; for he is qy elder brother# 
and on his side are Abiathar the priest and JoOb the son 
of Zeruish. 11 
Expediency is all. Here it demands that he first break his o9th to 
Bathsheba and then have recourse to violent means in order to provido 
himself with a more secure grasp on what he considers is now his to hold. 
Clearly we are back also vitbý, he tone of the dying moments of the Absalom 
rebellion., the attitude of Ibvid towards Sheba.. Joob tExards Amasa,, 
13.4 In the lost analysis,, then., David appeors domin3t--cl by a life- 
style that stands over ag, ýinot that which breathed life itito h3ja at 
earlier mome-ats in the story: it is an attitude YAAch camot risk snythings 
rhich-mr3t pczsc33 and go on possessing /29/6 
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As though to underline, this the narrator 'finally *punctuate" 
his story with the accounts of the deaths of Joab and -shimei, 1301, 
Mile it is Solomon who is the agent of death (through Benaiah) the focus 
lies upon David., the instigator 1311, the aore so since the stance of 
D3via towards Joab and Shimei is now fundamentally no cliff ezent fýrom 
that of Solown ta-varas Monijah. Solmon-is little more than an 
alter ego of Dayia. 
13-42 Having made, so he -irogines, the gift., D3vid'now tidies it'. 
up: -there is to be no risk of bloodguilt'on his throne 
(Pedersen,, 
4.23-5; Montgomery and Gehman., 89; Koch 1ý62)s nor con the Benjaminitc-- 
who, cursed him be allowed to remain as a living* reminder of a conflicting 
view-of David's claim (and so Solomon's) to the Idngdom. Those former., 
moments. of graciousness and 6eedom When a3via rebuked 'Aiishai for 
threatening Shimei's life are now annulled. JD6vid has now adopted 
Abishails view and it is merely a question of how to find 6 vray around 
his own oeth, guaranteeing the wn's life. The anm7er is a nice piece 
of equivocation (the effective revocation of ), in pronAco to Shimeil reminds, 
us of Solomon's broken oath to Bathsheba):. he himself is sworns his son 
is not. Solomon will find a suii6ble way to a chieve the dozirarl en-5. 
The case against Joab is similarly equiNbcal.. Joeb has 
murdered Abner and Amasa, "avenging in time of pecce blood -which had-been-, 
shed in war. " and putting "innocent blood" upon David (2: 5 [Gray, 197C: 983 
cf. 202-2 where Solomon elaborates). Once _ago-in 
(compare, the answer 
the case persuasive. to Adonijahs IS52) the moral categories are sirAple. 
Yet, as I have already shown ( para. 2.274., . 12.2)lin 
both inýtances 
. this is merely ones convenient, perspective. 11rom another the blood 
is hardly "innocent" nor the killings "without cause. " 
13.43 While, therefore, there is- a strong element of poetic 
justico in the nature of Joab's death --a fitting one for a =-n-rho 
epit=izea the use of violent means in the cause of political expediency- 
and wholvppen; 5 now to be on the losing - side 
(the story es - it concerni 
him having come full circle) -we, may pa3s no simple Juagomept-on him,, 
Heis no more villain thozAe is hero. The fraudulent blacks and vhites' 
against v&ich he is finally picturea serve only to highlight the', greyness"' 
of those who do the picturing. In reality., Divid, Solomon ond Jo3b all 
ftuir belong totally to the saw world, 
14. 'With the ex. t. inction of that crucial,, rsaical', differenoe that 
cheracterited, even if only mormentarily &nI p&rtlally., the carlier, IbVidj, 
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we see-in effect the extinction of the character himself. Death comOs"'to, 
him fittingly. 
B. COnOlusions : theme ana perspective 
15. The basic situation from which-the plot arises /32/ is-the 
giving of the kingdom to David,, Structurally the stor7 in sirýDlc: 
D3via gains the throne (it is given to him); it is tolrcen'a-. -My fr= himý 
but restored (though somewhat uneasily); and finally he himself gives it 
av7sy, or., as the event may alternatively be interpreted., it is agoin,, but 
now successfully., taken from him. The story is about a person., David.. 
and in the f! Uml analysis its major imp3ot is in terms of -. Dqvia the mn,, 
not. David as a cipher for some particular political philosophy or ins- 
titution (eý. g. David as dynastic founder;, cf. Dolekat).. lbvertholess, 
it is also about a kingdoms Israeli it is formally structured around 
certain political events (accessions =bellion, succession)' ile 
,qY: 
h 
political categories such as the relation between king end subject ploy a 
significant role in the telling of the story. 
Ana it is about giving and grasping. , This is the catalyst 
or source of aynando in the plot. Through it the narrator wcoves a subtle 
correlation between the private ana public life of Ydng David., so that 
curiously the Bathsheba episoae acminates the central political events of 
rebellion ancl coup that follow it. The king who is contcril. to bo givcn 
the kingdom, (2 Sam 2-4) nevertheless seizes with violence the romon of, his 
desire. The theme of seizure then crupts in the rope of T=3r.,, the 
taking of tznon' s lif e ar4 (#1 political f orm) the major incident of the 
rebellion of Absalom. With the loss of his throne we see again momýcntarily 
the radical, magnanimous David vdio will allow the matter of the kingidom to 
rest in the hands of others. His fortunes improve and he is rI estorcd, 
but the restoration is marked by compromise. The ena of the episode has 
a falling tone again. The final segment (I KZ3 1-2) ehor, 3 the ac3th of 
the king in the context of the norms of political life. The them3 of 
grasping is predominant and is expressed in telms of David os, well Ds' of 
others (notably Solomon). The kingdom is finally taken from him. 
Ironically the agent of seizure is Bathsheba., the benefactor her'son, 
15.1 The author., through the texture of his prose,, the significant 
jiixtoposition or parallel ing of events., speechen Ema dh3racterz,, ord in 
some cs.,, ca thr(ugh tho presontation of cruci3l incidents an a purely, 
inferential basiss is continually mqplorina the range of perepectivc3 q)cn 
III 
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to the participants in$ ana the interpreters of., the situotions- that 
constitute the-stuff of his story. We fina in the narrative no simple 
tenaenz or moralizing but rather a picture, of the rich variety of 
life that is often comic arx] ironic in its contrasting parzpectives and 
conflicting torms, Not that the author is amoral or irmorol; 
but his judgement is tempered by his sense of Vha intricacy and 
ambivalence of the situations that confront his characters. He 
has a powerful., 
' 
yet sympathbtic., sense of the frailty of mon., and this., 
I believe., sums up his treatment of David, the "heroff of the story. 
However bleak the final scenes of the narrative., however biting the 
irony of some of the earlier scenes (especially the Bathsheba episode), 
it remains the case that Dbvid is the -one truly engaging character in 
the story, However momentarilyg he confrontp us with a manner of 
action that breaks out of the mundane. 
To characterize such a vision as enscintislly propagandist 
or didactic is odd, to-say the least. This is thd work of no 
panphleteer nor teacher: the vision is artistic, the outhor,, above 
alls a fine teller of toles, 
MISSING, 
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THIE 
_NARRATIVE.., 
AS A T=ITIONAL CCMPOSITION' 
Narrative Patterns and oral tradition A-* 
number of passages in"the nor-rative', of Jiudges 
. 
and Samuel., 
including the story of King David with which we are concerneas mayý; 
o 
be 
,,., 
shown to-exhibit an'interesting measure of conventionality or stereo- 
typing. - -TMB'dharacteiistic., I shall argue, is not only likely'to' 
reflect, traditional composition but also quite possibly oraltraditional 
composition., 
-The Battle 
2.7 The first group of passages, all froml and 2 Samuel,, has, 
as'its subject matter the account of a battle: i Sam 4: 10., from the 
, fstory of the capture of the ark and the cleath of-Eli; I Sam 407a the 
report of the battle at Aphek by the messenger who comes to Elis 
I Sam 31: 1,9 the defeat of Saul at Gilboa; 2 Samý 1: 4P the description 
o. f th(i'course of that battle by the man vho brings the news to David /i/, -. 
`2 Sam 2: 17,. the confrontation between the men of David. -and 
those of 
Ishbosheth; and 2 Sam 18: 6-7. from the account of Absalom's rebellion. 
Theie is a special circumstance shared by these battles they are all: -ý, 
accounts"o, f defeats suffered by Israel (or' . the "men of Israei"). 
2.1 Three of these passages (I Sam 4': 10,, 2: Sam 2: 17 and 2 Sam 
18: 6-7) are cited by Richter (1966a : 262-6) as instances of an Old 
Testament literary "form" which he calls the "battle report". 
(Kaýpfber-lcht or Schlachtbericht) /*2/, the basic limbs or elementsof 
which are as followss 
(1) verbs'of movement (yq) , hlk,, bw-1 
(2) verbs of military activity (11sp.. bnh, nlhM),, 
(3) verbs indicating the outccme of the battle depending on the 
object (city: lkd, lqý; persons. -' nkh, ngp; often extended. 
to include fllýht: nws., rdp), 
(4) a concluding element indicating the extent of the war (mn + j1ace* 
name., Cd + place name) or a description of the defeat 
(mgph gdwlh., mkh gdwlh). 
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For. our present purposes, however, his d- elineation. of this "f orm". lile 
his discussion of particular passagess lacks sufficient detail or scope 
to be of real assistance. ' Suffice'to observe here that most of the 
passages prewently under examination may be said to; rit roujhly his 
loosely defined scheme, although given that looseness it is a moot point 
'whether this observation is of much significance. The fact is that 
there is room for a much more careful study of this-matter of the "battle 
report" than has been carried out to -date, with a wider scope and"more 
precise attention to the circumstances of particular passages before'any 
generall applicable conclusions about "forms", such asý. those Richter is 
inclined to reach, may legitimately be made. In this connection'the 
present discussion lays no claim to be more then another initial, contrib- 
ution to such a wider examinations since it is deliberately limited in 
scope ana, like Richter's analysis, selective 131. 
2.2 Cne other contribution to the discussion of "battle" passages 
vhich is of relevance here is an argument by Van Seters., who suggests 
(188)iýfurther to'Richter's "battle report"., that it is an, annalistio 
device, "a scribal convention of recording military. compaigns which was 
evidently widespread in the Near East Again the, argument is only 
briefly sietched and couched mainly in general terms. Nor does it 
spec , ific-illy't'ouch on any of the present passages. Cn the otherhand, 
his conclusions have about them an air of general'applicability following 
no doubt from the seemingly comprehensive terms of reference that Richter's 
of 
discussion tends to adopt. It is/particular interest in the analysis of 
the'present "battle" passages., therefore, to bear this , 
characteristic, of 
Van Seters' in mind. I also present a fuller discussion of Van Seters" 
argument in Appendix C,, below, 
2.3 Now to the passages themselves. There is first,, in those- 
accounts which are not messenger's reportso a simple statement., that-the 
battle' was joined, and second., in all passages,, (a) an equally brief 
mention of the outcome (in terms of the flight/dqfeat ofone siae), 
(b) 
a mention of casualties, usually described as large, on the side of , 
the 
defeated (cf Van Seters, 188., on the Assyrian inscriptions),, _and, 
(c) an 
account of the death of a person or persons of importance. usually on the 
defeated side, ' an exception being 2 Sam 2 where it is Asshel, on the 
winning side., whose death is detailed 
/4/. At its most basic,, this last 
elemiint'takes the form of a brief mention of the fact of the deat4 in 
I Sam 31 this is followed by a more detailed account, while in 2 Sam 2 
and 18 the elaboration alone is given without any initial summary 
expression 151. 
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2.31 In 1 Sam 4: 10 a-note about the ark comes between elements 
(b) ar4 (p) ar 0 interrupts a simple three-part sequence here (Of- 
i Sam 4: 17 where ifýfollows 2,, (o)). , On the other hard it does not 
disturb the basic analysis of the patterA: apart from'the evidence 
of the other passages for the postulation of a "regular" sequence the 
context itself indicates clearly that the presence of the ark at the 
scene of hostilities was considered quite unusual in this period of 
Israel's history. It is probably fair., therefores to characterize 
it as elaboration/6/o 
-2 
Ssm,, 2: 17, varies the-scheme somenhat,, perhaps because. of 
the-distinctive way in*which this battle opens. Whereas in 2 Sam 18: 6-7 
for examples the battle vignette is preceded directly by a sentence to 
the effect that the army went'out against Israel /7/, in 2 Sam 2 such 
verbs of movement are found rather earliers: An vss. 12 and 13; moreover 
there is here what can only be a aeliberate ambivalence: the obvious 
hostility of wYq'3, lqr3t (2 Sam 18: 6) in such a context gives way to 
wypg, Whether. or not a battle will ensue is thus w Nm (2: 13). 
yet uncertain. 
The account then details the,, pýculiar contest between the 
two groups of 
_twelve. 
But with, the men falling dead together 'VIC Ore, 
already# to a large extents dealing with element 2 (b) vfhere the details 
of the severity of the encounter are given. Hence in vs. 17 the 
"standard. " pattern is picked up with an element 2(b) clause ("And 
the, battle was very fierce that'asy"),, yet"one which at the same*, time, 
-through the bubtle use of the longuage.,. incorporates a standard element i 
expression indicating formally'the onset of the battle 
"Ana the battle took place"): 
-; N? j -137 -, Ivjp mn*wl lVil 1/2 (b)ý 
Element 2(a) then f ollows naturally., ivhether considered as, normal 
sequence_ý -or -9 simple case of reverse sequence: 
Ilona Abner and the men- of 
Israel were defeated by the servants of David, " 
2.32 As far as the linguistic affinities between-the various 
p instances"of týe pattern are concerned they are fair3. y-com: lex, as-,, may 
be seen in the following table of the central portion set out by 
elements /8/: 
I 
-64. - IV 
2(a) 
1 4: 10 
/q/ 
1 4: 17 . trrvýD 'zn ýM-v' , -MR ," vwl 1 "31 : 1-, 
MWIT -01 ., 2 1 :4 -MMI 
ý. 
It 9M -2 2: 17 
2 . 18: 7 
2(b) -- 
1 4: 10 
; *1-11 nbln MI 1 4: 17 
1 31': 1 
myn In h3 2 1 : 4-, 
Minn nrz -Imn 2' 2 : '17' 
OV --nni 2 18: 7 
2 (c) /10/ 
'nn 'ýV '31 4: 11; 
'M 1,22 1 4: 17 
OMIM 112CM 
I'll PHI ýIxv nm 13=ýD lp-M 1 31 :2 
1Dnm1:, 'mriml "rim zrnrýz) IM-1 
T)n 133 In3wrl ýIxlr till 2 1 :4 
2.33 These passages, then, are closely linked and the pattern that 
emerges is basically a tight one, The constituent elements are limited 
in 
' number, a 
hard core is present in each caseý even the sequenc6'is 
constant except where special factors have necessiMed P change (2 Sam 
2: 17). and there are some. close linguistic affinities. 
2.34 Bat this is not all, In two cases., I Sam 4: 17 and 2 Sam 114, 
the pattern overlaps with another, 'quite 
differents,,, set of parallels. 
The News of Defeat 
31 Sam 4-, 12-7 and 2 Sam 1-. 274 both tell of the, bringing of 
news of the defeat of Israel before the Philistines /11/. 
A man comes from the defeated armys 
2 Sam II Sam 4 
nDlynnM 7M12 rm 
min"I C3r=-*V 
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He-beers the signs of disaster /12/: 
13,17,117 1111221 Iml ýW, -Inul 1311y"117 rml 
... 1922 NI'll 
'. 1n, 2 Saii i lie goe's straight to David., whereas in the other passage- 
7there is some elaboration and heightening, of tension at this point 
he only reaýches Elis the key figure in the sceneS, inairedtjY, ---, David's 
first words to the messenger are to, ask Whence. he has come. In I Sam 
4. however,. probably because Eli has just, been described, as being ýblindq 
*it is left to the messenger himself to announce his presence and say 
Ydience he has come0a 
Ift "IMM11 4mm 
J". XMI'MI; 
orn "nol ID In wwl 'un 
David and Eli- tfien ask ihe some question /14/: 
Ibch messenger then replies that'(a) the army has flea., (b) that tliere 
has been great loss of life, and (c) that two people of great importance 
to the listener are., dead. (note the details of the language in the table 
set out above), * 
This lost pattern.. of course.,, brings us back to the "Battle" 
passages., for it is the, core of the moýro. specializ6d battle pattern 
that we have just previously been examining. (Mether'the 
out of. two people in each of these particular cases is mor6'than' 
coincidental is hard to-juage). 
Here the parallel ends. -1 Sam-4 adds that the ark has been 
captured. Following the messenger's report Eli falls back, depa. 
The episode in 2 Sam I also finishes wit4 a death though -this time it4 
is ithat'of the messenger. 
3-1 The pattern as a whole is obviously somewhst looser then the 
previous one., Certain clud; ers of, elements which'are given a fairly 
standardized expression are linked by the broad direction of the narrative 
moving from depiction of the messenger , 
to the end of his recitation. 
A looser set of parallels certair%rs but remarkqble. fOr all 'that. 
The ýatterning evaluated 
'What are we to make of. these patterns?, Fcýr a 'st'8rt'it li- 
iraportant,, to clear up two basic issues. 
4.1 Following Richter and Van Seters"I have tenaea to., tAk of 
"patterns" if not of "forms% - 'Bat 
is" it not possible that the 
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similarities noted among the passage s, are, sipplyXortuitous? li5l. 
After all., one could perhaps argue that given. a large enough number of 
short accounts of battles., some are bound to coincide -to some extent 
a point that is perhaps even more pertinent -in relation 
to Richter's 
delineation of "form" then it is in the case, of the particular battle 
accounts under discussion. 
It is hard to dismiss this possibility out of hand. - Never- 
theless one can weigh some of the factors involved and, remigin sceptical, 
4.11"' The parallels between the "Battle" scenes not only involve 
subject matter in common but an econonrj'of subject matter. It is not 
only a matter of what is said but of w4at. is not said. One can imagine 
a great many features of a battle that might have claimed the narrator's 
attention but which receive no mention at alL 1161. Moreover the 
rather tefse sequence, in markedly circumscribed language, occurs in the 
face of some important variabless, viz. the relative length and paiticular 
-details of the stories in which it occurs. /17/. 
4A 2 It is noticeable also that in 1 Sam 31 thýpattern in what 
seems to be its basic form (with virtually a single clause sufficing for 
each elewnt), while remaining an integral part-of the narrative asl. a 
whole.. rather spoils its flow since it anticipates the more aetai3ol, 
(ana 
aesthetically more satisfying) account of the death of Soul and his sons 
which immediately follows upon it /18/. In other words,, it could be 
argued that element 
(c) in its simplest form is narrated in' I Sam 31 
1 
despite the subsequent development of the passage, just because 
'it" 
is, 
part of a regularly emp; oyed sequence 
1191. 
4.13, The extension of the psrallels into the "Bringing of News" 
scene naturally compounds the difficulty in accepting simple coincidence 
_as an explanation of 
the similarities, ' For despite a general looseness 
in the parallel as a whole, there are some rewrkable pointsof close 
linguistic eina elemental correspondence quite apart from the actual report 
of the battle. 
4.2 A second consideration of primary importance is whether the 
resemblances-are clue in any way to direct literary dependence. Sinue in 
at least one case the set of similarities probably crosses an authorship 
boundar7 (I, Sam 31/2 Sam 1; see above,, n. 1), j it is likely to be more then 
a matter of the literary idiosyncracies of an individual tuthor.. -though 
even that would only constitute a partial answer. Rather the literary 
critic is likely to press for an explanation involving the deliberate - 
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assimilation of one passage to another: either an author has, moaelled 
one passage on'snother, perhaps in oraer, to evoke certain - connotatioilso 
-, -, or an editor has"glossea one passage by another, perhaps in-oraer'to 
fill inaetails or again to create a specific reference. /20/. 
'4.21 Probably the greatest single ptumbling block'to'any such 
m ýianation is' the complexity of the linguistic ý affinities" of the L 
"Battle" scenes, A glance at the table setting out elements 
., 
(b) ana (d) is suffici6nt to give 
.0 
re asonably accurate 
I, 
icprcnsi6fi-- 
of 'the'multiplicity of lines of both correspondence and aiff erence.. rf- 
A systematic, check., passage by passage and, element by, element., -simply 
. -confirms'theýimpr'qssion: it is virtually 
impossible, to, discern any, -ý-. 
consistency in'the'way''one passage relates to_ any-, other. or, others invý 
this respect, " "'There is too much varia'tio'ý`from. one point, of gompurison 
; to another. - 'Bven'vhere one might have erpe9tea the, closest parallelss 
in the case of, I Sam 4: 10 and 4: 17., it is har 
,d 
to, say, that-there is a 
closer relationship between these two than between,,, say., ý Sam 400 and 
2 Sam 18: 6-7 (except for element 2 (a)) or between I Sam 4: 17- and 
2 Sam 1 : 4. Perhaps 2 San! 2: 17 and 2 Sam 18: 6-7 may. be, singled, out: 
since they do appear to share several points of detail which are 
rather distinctive /21/, but' even so each contains elements or parts 
of elements whichý are closer to other passages. 
4.22 If further doubt remainso bout the probability'here of 
direct literary assimilation one has only to atteupt to account for 
the numerous small aiferences inthe, language of parallel-elements 
to dispel it. Such an exercise simply enas-in a degree of sibitrariness 
that is unacceptable4i 
4.3 The similaritiess, thens are in some I sense the proauct, of 
artifice ana yet not of airect literary assimilation or aaaptation. 
. 
Certainly, the simplest explanation, is to postulate that-we are, inaeea, 
j. 
dealing, with material that is., 'in some measure,, ` conventional. Alance 
it is reasonable to use-the term-"form"-or., perhaps better, "pattern" 
(since it avoias, some of the former's-impliea contrast with "content"). 
4.4 Several 'further. observations are in oraer now. 
4.41 Mrst,, we are aealing with passages of narrative, each of, 
which is"a'subsiaiary segment 'or constituent part of a larger story., 
In fact" in the cases we have lookea at it is hara to aetach any of 
them without aoing violence to the larger story, for they , 
are part ana 
parcel of it. This is particularly well illustratea 
in 1 Sam 4. where 
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-both patterns are part of a movement culminating in the aeath, -, of Eli, with 
the core of the bAtle account occun-ing again in. the messenger's report to 
Eli. Here the information conveyed to the old man., via, the pattern,, that 
is, is essential to the story.. Again., therefore, it is very difficult to 
see either pattern in terms.. says of an editor's gloss. -They are psrtýof 
the. basic shaping of the story as we have it. 
4.42 1 have used the term "story" of the larger context to which the 
passages belong: the dramatic account of the death of Eli (I Sam 4). the 
miserable fate of Saul (I Sam 31). Daviats shrewd,, flamboyant-gesture of 
respect, to the dead Saul (2 Sam 1). the creation of a, blood, fued between 
Abner ar4 the sons of Zeruiah (9 Sam 2),. and the crucial, testing. of David 
before his friends and attendants at the news of the death of Absalom' -' 
-(2 Sam 18) - most of these,, in turn, probably forming part of larger-story 
complexes. ' 'The last twoj. of course., come from our story *of -IUng David. 
C)n the face of it there is little here that is, '"annalistic" 
in to'ne,, certainly not if the Assyrian and Neo-Babylanian (or even 
Hittite) annals or inscriptions are -anything to go by /22/. These'stories 
are not dreary records,, mechanically rehearsing king-centred clichdsý 
-They touch the human condition,, indeed are directed toýthe common-Man-in 
a way that is rarely found in the annals of Idngs.. The-account of the 
suppression of Absalomla rebellidn has several distinct ' movements,, 
but 
they drive relentlessly towards that aesperate cry: "Would that 1, had 
died instesa, of you,, 0 11salom, my son, my son! " The king ceases to be 
king. 
. 
From this point on he is simply and essentially man. 
. 
The. blina 
.. 
Eli. sits alone, The bringing of the news,, that he too has lost his. sonss 
is prolonged. The shout in the town., to KLi,, is full of ambiguity. 
Even in this simple story there is an element of universality that is 
surely integral to the point of the narrative. 
The range of characters (what annalist would liaýe pauýsed 
'ihus 
over 
-1 
the details of thekaeath of young Asshels swift of foot as the wild 
gazelle? )s the frequent use of direct speech in genuine dialogue, the 
circumstantial detail In 2 Sam 2: 23, for example, all theze point in the 
same direction - this material is the stuff of the story-tener, whatever 
its historical status ancl whatever its redactional history. 
I 
4.43 These patterns then,, belong, to contexts where there is a good 
case'for'-seeing a basic entertainment orientationswheres in other words, 
the narrative has real value as story /23/. 
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4.5 Rnally, " it is significant that the occurrence of this 
kind of patterning is not limited to the "Battle" accounts. In facip the 
second 'stereotype that emerged in close association with one of the* 
instances c)f the '"Battle" pattern' is itself only a token of ý the. extent 
to which recurrent patterns can be shown to be a factor in the coirpos- 
ition of f these stories. In order to develcp this poiný., in the 
following section I shall examine a number of other patterns of this kind 
appearing in narrative. that, is congruous with the particular-'pas'sages 
which have been. the focus of attention, so for. -, 
', -. 
ý, r ,, ý ,I 
II 
Vimlent Death, 
-5. Six passages telling of aeathýby. violent means'appear'to be 
constructed on similar lines. They'are Jua 8: 20-2iq Jua 9: 54,1 Sam 
22: 17-189 1 Sam 31: 4 (= I Chran 10: 1+), 2 Sam 1: 9-10 end also vs. 15 /24/. 
It will be obvious that the passages from I Sam 31 and 2 Sam 1 provide 
the requisite link with the passages examined above, 
5.1 Each passage begins with a king or leader, speaking to,,, - 
another person (or, in one case, a group) standing nearby.. ý_, In two, - 
cases this is Baia specificsllyý'to be his armour-bearer (I Sam 21., 
jua 9). in 2 Sam 1: 15 it is one of his "young men"., in I Sam 22 the 
bodyguard dollectivelys in Jua 8 his eldest son., and in 2 Sam 1.. 9 a young 
Amalekite who had chanced upon Saul at Gilboa /25/. 
The speech'itself consists primarily of a pair. of -verbs in 
the imperative -a verb of killing (plus object)., preceded by a verb 
of "preparatory's otion" /26/t 
I Sam 31 
"IrIMMI 12-In JUCI 9 
1121IMMI 1` ft w . 7DW 2 Sam 1: 9 
13 YID 2 Sam 1: 15 
M1311D TIVIII 120 1'. Sam 22 
13117 Jud'8 
: rn ibur of the texts an explanatory clause is eaded'to the'instructions 
ana introauced by pen (I Sam 31., Jud 9) or 1A (2 Sam 1: 9,. 1 Sam 22) 
in the case of '2- Sam 1: 15'sna jua 8a reason for the killing has alregay 
been offerea in a speech immedately prior to the present one /27/. 
Repetition therefore., apart from being unnecessary, woula have been 
cl=sy. Each of the reasons advancea reflects. its indiviau3l 
context: 
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I Sam 31 lest these unCircumcised come and-thrust me through 
and make sport of me /28/ 
Jud 9: 54 lest men'say of mes "A woman killed him". 
2 Sam 1: 9 for anguish has seized me ova yet, my life still, lingers. 
I Sam 22: 17 ... for their hand also is with David.. and they Imew that 
he fled and did not disclose It to me., 
Yet even here there is a more precise parallel than the gewral structural 
one. i Sam 31 and jua 9 share a basic iae6 - the reason advanced by 
both the wounded kings for their wishing to have their lives ended is that 
they do not want to be made an object of ridicule or abuse. 
5AI The passages now move in one or other of two directions. 
Three simply recount the carrying out of the instructions, employing 
, again a pair of verbs echoing.. 
though not necessarily the same as, 
-those usea in, the 
instructionss 
In= I'l ; -I? -ll Jud 9 
-113YRI 2 Sam 1: 9 /29/ 
2 Sam 1: 15 
5.12 The other three passages elaborate the situation and dramati7e 
the serious nature of the action by relating the initial failure of the 
instructions to be carried outs 
rýz swinx ttýi _1 
Sam 31 
; -Iny 12H HýI 'I Sam 22 
Inn -IYI-, l Jýv x5l Jud. 8 1301 
Two of theýtexts then ccplicitly note the reason 
(which-in the furthe 
'r 
case of I Sam 22 is probably the some, fear being implicit in, the for- 
bidding phrase, "to put forth their handp to. fall upon-the priests of 
the lord"): 
limm MIT, I'D i Sam 3t. 
IVI UT17 Ilz 911,4z Jud 8 
Since in 1 Sam M Soul has no one else to 'whom he can turn he is throvM 
back on his own resources. He commits suicide (note again the pair cf 
verbs): 
In Jud 8 the initiative is also, thrown back on the initiator of the action 
(here Gideon), while the structural parallel between this passage and 
i Sam 22 continues,, together with some close linguistic affinity'/31/: 
I Sam 22 
Dip IT Jud 8 
IV 
The action is then carried -out. -, _ 
Thq_. pair of verbs used at this point 
in 1 Sam 22 is the same as that in its second set of., instructions rhiie 
in jua 8 the-pair is that of its first set of instructions, (the first 
of these verbs., however; '. that of "preparatory action" remains cchsteAt 
for the whole of each passage, viz. sbb in I Sam 22 and qvm'iiý Jua 8): 
1211111DI Hill W1011 173,7911 TT1 : 0111 1 Saku 22_ýr' 
13.1191 17.11H Pirn C)17'1 Jud 8 
5.2 This completes the scene. - T6 are now in a p'qsition., to wke 
several general observations. 
5.21 First, it is remarkable that-vdth only a few exceptions 
there is no elaboration (relatively speaking) in the structure of any 
individual passage which is not'paralleled in at least one other'' 
passage. 
The exceptions all involve the addition of a short_explanýtory 
clause with RT; and of the two such clauses in Jud 8 one merely further 
qualifies a (paralleled) explanatory clause relating to the falure of 
the young man to act as instructed (i. e. 9 "for he was afraid" 
par6llelea in I Sam 31, plus Pfor he was still a youth")7while the 
other belongs to the second set of instructions and., infbots parallels 
exactly the structure of several, initial speeches which were elaborated 
in just this fashion (i. e. I Sam 31., 'jua -9., 2'SamA : 9.. 1 S3m 22). 
Even these exceptionst therefore, are not without"a-certain similarity. 
5.22 iecond, ' it is - important to beer in mina, that the points ofl - 
similarity# whether linguistic., elemental or structural.. persist in,, - 
the face of some very real differences in the specific conteit. of thel, -, - 
-passages. Sam 31*., for example,, tells of Saulls, suiciae, in battlep 
whereoi 1 Sam 22 deals with the'slaughter of the priests of Nob by Doeg, 
on behalf of Saul$ and Jud 8 with Gideon's-execution of certain prisoners 
of war., Yet there, are perhapsmore aistinctive'ýBrallels betreen 
these three scenes than between 1 Sam-31 - and that other passage narrating 
the death of Saul$ 2 Sam 1:, gvhere similarity ndght have been- most 
expected. 
- 7he same point is well - illustrated by" tho s-e segments in 
I- Set 22 arý3 ý jua 8. where the failure. of the initial instructi. ons to 
be carried out is rectified by the issuiýg of a' second 'set of instruct- 
ions. The formal parallel here (including close linguisti(/oonnect ions) 
is one of the most striking of all*' - YA at the some time there is a 
fundamental difference in the roles of the characters involved: 
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I Sam 22 ana "Jua'8 
A says to B: 
x+ yC (where x and y are verbs of 'ýpreparatory action"'and of 
"Id1ling" respeotively) 
2. Bf ails to carry out instructions, 
I Sam 22 Jua 8 
3. A says to D: C says (so. to A) 
You (--D)z + yC You (=A)x + yC 
D carries out A carries out instructions. - 
instructions. 
That the formal narrative pattern persists "de'spiie" such - diff- 
erences makes it difficult to argue that it is merely coincidentalana 
that such dimilarities as we have pointed to are the purely natural and 
expected concomitant of the general subject inatterO 
The Gif t of Provisions 
6.1 Sam Z5: 18 and 2 Sam 16: 1 give details- of a gift*of provisions/32/. 
2 flým 16 provides a clear link with the "Battle" account of 2 Sam 18 
sipce both are part of the "Succew3ion Narrative". Both verses belong to 
a context where someone, attached to a potential enenW of Davia'but acting 
independently of him., brings provisions to David as aý conciliatory gesture. 
The people concerned are Abigail the wife of Nabal ar4 Me the servant 
of bbýhibosheth. In each case asses are used to transport the fooa'and 
in each case it is specified that David's ncrym, are. to partake of the gilrt 
(I Sam25s2l, 2 Sam 16&2)o 
6.1 Both lists begin with two hundred loaves Ab 
gift then 
- 
includes two skins of wine (nbly m), five "she'ep'reaay dressed" 
(ýý, n cdwyvrt) and five measures of parched grain, (s2ym q1y). The 2 Sam 
16 list aoes, mt include the sheep or parched grain but ends with a skin 
of wine. - Both continue with me hundred bunches of raisins 
(qmqym)., 
Then where Abigail's list notes two hundred cakes of figs Oblym) Ziba's 
list has one hundred "summer fruit" (qy? )o - it is'very likely'that theso 
fruits are'the same,,, vizo figs (Kennedy., 1903t'esý*'1571-2; -1904: 164.4', 
269; cfoBudde 1902. -, 275; HoSmith, 347; Driver 1913bj3t8). j%/Xhe quantity 
in i Sam 25, as with the wine., is double that in the other passage* 
IV 
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Leaving aside the two items in 1 Sam 25 Nvith no equivale# in 
2 Sam 16 (the sheep aria the parched', grain). we have a correspondence of 
content as follows (in_order of items in 2 Sam 16) /34/. * 
2 Sam 16 1 Sam 25 
200 loaves 200 loaves 
100 raisins 100 raisins 
100 summer fru: Lt figs? )_ .2x 
100 figs 
1-wineskin 2xI. wineskin 
There is even a certain correspondence of sequence disturbed only by 
the position of the wineskin(s)., lost in 2 Sam 16'but following the 
loaves in I Sam 25. 
6.2, Presumably the tendency by commentators to ignore the 
parallels betueen the'possages is b, ased on the view that they are 
simply'fortuitous., a coincidenoVof historical fact or narrative detail 
or perhaps a combination of both. This, of course, must remain a 
possibility. It depends really upon how impressed one is with the 
parallels that have been drawn and inevitably there is at this point an 
element of subjectivity involved in one's decision. 
On the other hand it nust be-borne-in'mind that it is not 
just a simple case of coincidence that is at issue. Not only is it a 
question of whether the particular foods involved are likely to have 
been included in any list of provisions 1351; it is also a 'matter of 
whether the quant1ies of the comparable items would be likely to be 
so similar - that is.,. precisely two hundrea'loaves. on e hundred bunches 
, of, raisinss 
and, where there is a difference, for it to be coftstant., 
exactly twice the amount of wine and figs/suýmmer fruit in 1 Sam 25 1361. 
FUrthermore there is the fact that the "coincidence" extends beyond the 
details of the Ust to'the peculiar circumstances of the gift (described 
above, at the beginning of this section). Such an accumulation of 
coincidence carries with it a certain improbabilityo 
6.21 A variation of the argument would be to concede a degree 
of stereotyping, -in th6--list but to consider whether in real life the 
offering of a gift, in such special circumstances might have followed an 
established set of norms., including the items and quantities involved. 
Against this is the fact that nowhere in either narrative, 
is any ifiaicatLon given that the gifts are considered by the narrator 
or by any of the characters to be of any sucVdistinctive type. . 
Nor do 
the particular selections of food and drink, receive special attention. 
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Hertzberg's impression (344-5) of the ad hoc nature of the selection iý 
Ziba's case is certainly that gained from a reading of the Abigail 
episocle. 
Pursuit and Death 
For the next pattern we turn again to the "Succesdon Narra- 
tive".. to 2 Sam 20: 10-22., and to another context which has appeared in 
the discussion earlier in connection -with the"Battle"pattern, viz. the 
fight between the men of Ishbosheth and those of David and the subsequent 
death of Asahel. The particular passage concerned here is 2 Sam 2: 23-32. 
Both passages are concerned with the pursuit by Joab, ana his brother(s) 
of certain enemies of David. (Abner and Sheba) and both include a link with 
a landmark of Gibeon ("the pool" ana. "the great stone"). In each case 
the death of an important person occurs (Asahel and Ama*S8) /37/. 
7.1 In 2 Sam 2 the pursuit has already begun with Asshel hard on 
thebeels of Abner,, but with the failure of his attempts to divert 
Asahel from his purpose Abner is forced to kill him. ' In 2 Sam 20 there 
is a meamre of structural similarity to this in that the death of Am3sa 
also occurs in the context of a pursuit that is already under way (that 
of Sheba) though the precise circumstances are quite different. There 
is some measure of obscurity about the passage describing tho death of 
Amasa, but the gist of it is clear:, Joab arranges his sword and clothes 
in some particular manner and then proceeds to use his left hand to kill 
Amasa /38/. it is a case of assassination by deception. This is very 
much like what we find in Jud 3. the story, of Ehud and Eglon 1391. '. 
'7.11 With the description of the ýatal blow the real parallel 
begins. Each narrative (ar-4 so too Jud 3) gives details of the blow/40/: 
2 Sam 20: 10 2 Sa m 2: 2ý, 
ým (b) 
ms-m rim JD" r.. Inm? j nnnn msm (C) 
Al/ rmv Mý' (d) 
A7311 rimn cv ýDn (c) 
TW Io ba sic ele - ments . follow this death$ (a) the place where 
the dead man lies becomes a rallying place for the pursuersA2/, a nd 
(b) the pursuit is continued. Both are more d eveloped in 2 Sam 20 
though without affecting the essential parallels 
/43/: 
,-I 
IV 
2 
-Sam- 
2: 23 -4 
½ 
. '1n 
', 1 
Cf. 2 Sam 20: 10-3 - 
411rim 9" WIN 191 "1 
. 7? nwl rýy x2m ýn ... 
nng trm ýn -1my 
IV '-Iris 9*7-1ý 
In 2 Sam 20 the. pursuit ends with Sheba, retreating to a 
walled town. Joab besieges it and is reproached by a wise woman. 
Likewise in 2 Sam 2, Abner, who has rallied his men and taken up a 
,;,. stand on a 
hill, reproaches the pursuing"'g-eneral. Notice the 
metaphors of - "=allowing up", and "devouring" as well as -the- emphasis 
on family relationship ("mother it and *"brothers"): 
"You seelý to"destroy a city which is a mther in 
, 
Israel; -why, will you-swallow up the'heritage 
of the Lora? " 
(9 Sam 20: 19) 
"Shall the sword devour for ever? you, not know 
that the end will be bitter? How*long-will it be 
before you bid your pecple. turn from the pursuit of, 
--, 
- 
their brethren? " 
(2 S6m^ý: 26) 
Joeb protests in turn that it is not his, intention to continue the 
slaughte rf 
"Far be it from me,,, far be it,, that, I should, swallow 
up or destroy! That is not true. " ' 
(2 Sam 20: 20) 
"As Goa lives, if you had not spoken.,, surely the men 
would have given 
, 
up " 
the pursuit of their brethren 
in the morning. " 
(2'Sqm, 21: 27) 
The upshot is that he is conient to, let, Abner., esespe, -although, ýit 
takes the surrender of Sheba's headtp settle the other matter, 
The pursuit is called off (see the. sectiqn'býelow; The, Tru et Call) 
and with this the effective perallel,, enas. 
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7.2 To sum up., there are two main types of similarity hore. 
First there is that between motifs. and constituent elements, such, as 
the sudden and unexpected death., the halting of the other troops_boside 1 
the dead body, the reproach igainst Joeb, and his protest. Second, 
there are the points of close linguistic -s'imilarity, pritwrily in the 
description of the fatal blow and the rallying of the pursuers beside 
the body. All this occurs within the' cont-4-xt of a similar overall 
movement in the'narrative,, frm pursuit., 
ýto death, to pursuit again 
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and confrontation. It is also interesting to see the connection with 
the Jud 3 motif of death by (left-handed) deception. 
-One 
is left vrith a 
strong impremi m that there are in these passages more resemblances 
than are likely to be coincidental. 
The Trunpet Call 
8. The two passages primarily concernea-here are 2 Sam 2: 28 and 
2 Sam 18. -16,, the former from a context which we have just been examining 
(Pursuit ard Death)., the latter from the story of the defeat Of Absalom, 
which contains, of course,, one of the "Battle" passages with vjhich we are 
concerned. Two other passages that bear an interesting relation to these 
two are 2 Sam 20: 1-2 and.. again : Linlrd with the imimcliately preceding 
discussion, 2 Sam 20: 22 /44/. 
8.1 The key phrase here is wytcf b6pr., heralding, the end of the 
military operation. Indeed nowhere else does it occur in connection with 
the withdrawal of troops., though it is, of course, a common expression. 
Most truapet blowing in the Old Testament-occurs at the beginning of 
battles, as a warning of dangers or as a festive gesture. 
8. il In both 2 Sam 2: 28 and 18: 16 it is Jo9b who blows the trumpet; 
then we are told that the pursuit of Israel by the army ceases; and a 
third element reinforces this point by reiterating or erpanding it: 
2 Sam 2: 28 2 Sam 18: 16 
11DITZ "I "I, n1l 11=3 "I vpnlll (1) 
owl ýD I-Tmv-l CY*, l -'I: m - 
(2) 
'V"-InM TV T-T-l" ltýl rnnx 9.1-In 
m*-Iý -71V 11DO, Rýl (3) 
Again in 2 Sam 20: 22 it is Joab who blaws the trumpet (wytc; ý bspr); 
the second element (wypgw mlýl h-yr) tells of the cessation of the siege 
ana clearly functions as an equivalent to the second element Of 2 Sam 
2: 28 and 18: 16; but the next phrase., ): ý6 3.3hlyw, though it certainly 
could be said, like the other third elewnts., to reinforce or underline 
the point of the segment as a wholev also functions more radically, 
providing here, in fact, a neat short-cut to the end of the scene as a 
vA-ioleA5/. ' 
8.12 The same phrase crops up again, in the fourth passage, 
2 Sam 20: 1-2. which starts with the familiar element of the trumpet 
call,, -this time by Sheba ben Bichri; it follavs this with a speech 
ul-raborating -the reasons for withclraw3l at this stage from an cperation 
IV 
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that ought to have finished only withýthe reinstatement of David in 
Jerusalem, and ends, in fact, with the phrase of homegoing (element 
(3)? ). The whole passage is then rounded off with a sentence that 
is strongly reminiscent of. element (2) in-the other, passagesO 
especially as expressed in 2 Sam 2 and 18: 
, III "ITIN72 tv, lv, m ýn ý ý17,1 20-. - 2' 
, vnrim mygmýnrmsm 2: 20 
12" "ITIM M71"I Zri 18: 16 
8.2 Even in Sam 20: 1-2, and 20: 22., therefore, it is possible 
to recognize something of the pattern that. emerged from the comparison 
of the other two passages. The inversion in 20: 1 seems to be due to 
the speech., which performs the function of an element (3) and, indeed, 
comes to a fitting climax with, the pithy phrase that we, find in- this 
position in 20: 22, but which, as the Imotivation 
for element (2)., 
obviously has to precede. it 
here.. 
In, fpct,, of course, the context 
in which 20: 1 stands. is rather different, from thatýof, the others in 
that it has been a peaceful operation 
' 
that has-been under way - the- 
withdrawal "from after", i)avia is not withdrawal from pursuit but -from 
following his leadership. There is. here., Ah, en., quite a striking 
adaptation (relatively speaking) -of 
the pattern to suit this part- 
icular context. 
The additional 28tterning_-evalusted 
rge- How do these patterns fit the'-requirements for comparability 
with those discussed earlier? 
I the preceding 9.1 First., as h; s'ýeený observed in the course of 
analysis, it seems difficult in most cases to dismiss the similarities 
as no more'than fortuitous. Then, as'far"as the type of narrative is 
concerned, qýwe'are only dealing with a limited number of new contexts 
the stories of Gideon's war with Zebah and Zalmunna, of the aeattn of- 
. Abimelech, and of 
Saul's action at Nob., part of a larger complex of 
stories about the fascinating relationship between David and Saul 
and it is hard to see how these stories could be radically differentiate CI 
from the others, There is the some heavy dependence upon dialogues the 
same development of inner tensions the fate of Penuel hangs in the 
balance, or the guardtat Nob shrink from killing the priests of the 
Lora - and the same instinct for humonity at large illustrated most, 
superbly in the proud retort of Zebah and Zalmunna to Giaeca 
(Jud 8-. 21) /46/. 
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9.2 The question of literary dependence is a -little 16ss'straight- 
forward. 
9.21 In the case, at least, of "Violent Death" such -a 
theory comes 
up against insuperable obstacles. Even more than was the case in the 
"Battle" accounts the relationship between the passages is too complex to 
be explained adequately in these'terms. This is most obvious if one 
examines the language of the passages, though, a similar case can be made 
out for the subtle structural relationships. Points of linguistic 
affinity shift continually from element to element. 
Thus., for example, in the initial speech the first element of 
vocabulary in Jua 9 is close to that of Sam 31.. the second is quite diff- 
erent (though that in I Sam 31 crops up later in Jud 9 in the narration 
of the act of killing)s and rather parallels 2 Sam 1: 9, -while in_the 
explanatory'clause that follows there is no linguistic pa. rallel between 
any of the passages (though t; he closest parallel of ought is between Jua 
9 and I Sam 31). In the subsequent section Jud 9 and I Sam 31 belong to 
different structural typesp while at the point where the elements of the 
two passages do converge again, in the narration of the act of killingg no 
parallel between them exists in the language, though Jua 9 has close 
affinities now with the language of the 2 Sam passages,, espeoial: br 2, Sam 1: 15. 
Similarly the element of refusal to act as instructed shmts 
initially a close linguistic parallel between 1 Sam 31 aro I Sam 22 
with Jua 8 out on a limb (although using language which takes us back to 
that of I Sam 31 and Jud 9 at the very beginning of the scene, in the 
initial instructions). But with the ensuing explanatoz7 clause we fincl 
that it is Jud 8 with 74iich 1 Sam 31 has close affinity., while Jud 8- 
in turn goes on to narrate a second set of instructions which beer., as we 
have seen already, a remarkably close, yet distinctirelationship to the 
language of I Sam 22. And so we have., in a sense, come full circle. 
9.211 Whichever passage one takes as one's starting point the sam6 
complexity emerges and any, hypdthesis of direct literary dependence would 
need to be similarly convoluted. Nor is it just a matter of the'number of 
passages intermeshed. As important is the problem of variation or lack 
of similarity in the context of similarity 
/47/o 
ply to the "Trumpet Call" passages 9.22 Similar considerations so 
but in the remaining two cases the issue is more open. This is largely 
because there are only two instances of each pattern postulated. Yet a 
fundamental problem with an hypothesis of deliberate assimilatioii still 
lies, in both cases, in the differences between the passages. For 
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example,, if an editor were deriving details of a provisions -list from' 
another context why the inconsistency in the- application of the gloýs? 
Why "sumer fruit" instead of . 
"figs" (or vice versB)., two skins of wine 
instead of one? . 
Ana similarly, if it weroeally a matter of overtones 
being created deliberstelys so that the reader was expected to connote 
Abigail' s gift when reading of Zibal a, then it must be" owned that the 
author or editor has set about effecting this in a singularly obscure 
way* 
9.221 In the case of "PUrsuit and Death" - Cook (168). suggest. -; in 
view of the similarities, that "the same redactor has worked at chapt. 2 
and 20". but offers no details of precisely how he envisages the 
redactor to have worked /48/. One of the points of similarity he notes 
is the manner in 'which the murders of Asahel and Am6sa are narrated. 
Indeed the sentences that describe the set of killing are a remarkable 
blend of similarity and distinctiveness-. wykhw ... b '3,1 hhmt ... wymt 
gives a common sequence., yet the weapon is different'and so too are the 
further details incorporated in the sequence. Structurally the only 
obvious candidate for classification as redactional would be one or 
other of these further details but this, of course, is out of the 
question as ±t is precisely at this point that similarity ceases. 
If there is anything reaactional here, then, it must be the basic story- 
line, a rather drastic assertion in the circumstances. Ana in fact 
similar considerations apply to most of the-other points of similarity. 
The problem this raises forthe notion of a redactor having worked - 
over one passage, let alone boths are considerable. 
In short, one ig faced with too much distinctiveness in 
the wrong places - in the expression of important common elements'in 
the story or major directions taken by it. i The upshot is-that one has 
to postulate such a basic shaping of the material, on the part-of the 
redactor., without any indication of how or for what reason the shaping- 
took place, that it is simpler to do without him altogether. " to 
look for another explanation of the similarities. 
Nor does my earlier argument (above., chapt. II) that the two 
passages come from the same author settle the matter: for it is far 
from clear that those elements which 2 Sam 20 and 2 Sam 2 have in comimon 
are primarily there in 2 Sam 20 in order to provide a deliberate 
reminiscence of the earlier episode. 
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9.3 This discussLon, therefore, leads to the same conclusion as 
we reached1n -the case of the "Battle"'azýd "N of Defeat*-"paftt'erns. 
Deliberate'Oorrowing" for literary effect, - , or direct literary dependence., 
is an unsatisfactory hypothesis by which to account for 
- 
the similarities. 
It, -is simplest to see them as'deriving from the convelitional or traditional 
nature of the material. This becomes even clearer if., as the additional 
evidence, suggests, the construction and deployment of such scenes or 
segments is seen to. be a regular part of the narrative tradition. Given 
the relatively limited amount-of extant text available for analysis.. it is 
reasonable to suppose that within the narrativespresently before us may 
lie other', 'perhaps many other., similarly conventionally fashioned segments 
now inaccessible to analysis through being solitary extant exauples., 
9.31 It is clear that though there is indeed a literary kinship (in 
the broadest sense of "literary") shared by the passagess its precise 
history nust 
'lie 
behind their present expression in'a now untraceable 
network of influences of story upon storys peszoge upon passages conven- 
tional structure upon conventional structure. - 
The patterning as oral traditional 
The force of the argument so for is to suggest that the stereo- 
typed aspect of the passages is part of the narrator's stock-in-tra-aes a 
conventional, probably traditionalitool of composition* lbrthermore, 
whatever the subsequent redactional history of these storiess there is 
about them,, as has been argued earlier, much to suggest that they belong 
to the, world of the story-teller, The question now is this: are there 
any indications that the tradition in which this kind of conventional 
composition, has develcped is likely to be primarily an oral or a literary 
one? Although this cannot be answerecl with anything like finality,, there 
is,, -I woula suggest, a clear primsfacie case that can be maae out in 
favour of an oral tradition. 
10.1 The first point is that some., at least,,, of thVW terial which 
has'been the object of analysis here is commonly regarded as having been 
derived originally from oral traditions just because of the period to 
which" it relates., together with general considerations regarding the use 
of wri+ 
This is 
, Jng in the earlier periods of 
Israel's histcryA9/. 
well-trodden ground and I do not propose to rehearse the arguments, 
it is sufficient to note that there is good reason for supposing that some 
IV 
of thýese"'st6riýs started'out in life as oral traditions and t"is 
_tha 
t, i 
hard to sei why the tradition^ that finally s aw, their recording basically 
as we have them now should not be essentially an extension of that which, 
originally preserved them. That is 1o say, even if some of 'the 
material 
had earlier been reco7: dea for the first time. ana then become part of a 
purely written tradition.. before being given its extant, expressionp it 
is likely that, it -would have- retained much of its oral traditibnal 
shape. 
-This is a reasonable supposition, -unl ss, -of course e the' 
literary traaition-that took-it, up'was already a highly -develcPed'one'"' 
derived' forms perhaps, from another culture, and', with its own distinctive 
and conventions, or'unless! a long, period had'elapsed between initial 
recording and, final expression$ during which time an'embryonic literary 
"tradition had ho'd time t6 become fully fledged and for "n6*, ' , genuinely 
written, literary foxýms It6 `6merge ýout"of a combiwtion of the old 
oral tradition with, -the new academic ý tradition" (Scholes, and Kellogg, - ý31) 
1501. In both cases'this'woUlaý-mean that'the'substance"Of"the narratives 
had changed rsaically--in th Ie 'course of its 'literary- his'tox, 7 from what it 
had beenWhen it first' entered 1 -the literary tradition'f rM the oral 
tradition., ý, Though both possibilitie's% must to some extent remain open 
the first suffers bad2y from the fact that such an extra-Israelite parent 
traclition'rewinqburely h*ypothetical-, 
If. on the other hand.. there is every possibility that some 
of 'the instancei, of " the conventions 1 patterns that we have 'examined 
reflectýclearly an oral traditional form then it is just as probable that 
theyýall doi. whether it is -a direct reflection-or one that ib' mirror6CV'- 
indirectly through an intermediary literary stage, 
10.2 _iecond"point is-thai, -a"reasonablýbo'm'pelling explanation The 
can be'given* for, the origination of such a techniqii6 of in 
terms of the exigencies of oral traditional-narration. ''- In such'a context 
the, impetus-to'-stereotype material'inthis way may spring from o'number" 
of'main sourcess one'of which ýis the facility it lends 'to the process 
of oral Composition --it helps the creative ý -'narrator 'to' comp os e at -speed 
and yet-with 'due attention-to detail'/51/ - and'another the'heage it 
provides around traditional subjeot'matter, foi, a u'sually conservatiV8 
audience to whom familiarity aria adherence, to tlie'traditi-on are 
esseritial ingreaients, of, the story. - It can also be 'agreat'help in 
the learning of- new stories: ' 'rather than 8, matter" of strict-,, memorization 
the'pr6c6SS MSy-'then be one'of'the'adaptationýof familiar-patterns and 
details to a new set of essentiaL data(or vice versa) 
/52/. 
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21 Nor is it difficult to demonstratefrom. c 10. 
_pmpprptive 
evidence 
that such recurrent patterns find themselves very. much at, home fn oral 
traditional narrative, in prose as well as poetry. Sokolový 
ý(432)s 
f cr 
examples writing about oral prose tales in Russiontradition lesoribes sc 
similar patterning and uses such terms as 
_"traditional 
formulas" or 
"loci connum-s" for these "typical episodes"; "Every : typical situaticns 
action, and figure is expressed by its own storytelling formuLas,,, hasits 
own loci communestl-(the italics axe his) 1531. 
10.211 Perhaps the most thoroughly observed-and-readily accessible 
analogies,, howeverj, are to be found-in recent-. work on compositional" 
technique in Southslavic heroic song and Homeric epic.. studies in-, the 
latter having been considerably stimulated by the field work "of ., Parry, 
and-Lord in the former /54/, A particular feature of oral-compositicn 
to, which thdy drew attentio#is the technique of composition by what Lord 
has called the "theme",, - He defines this 
(1951: 73) as "a -recurrent. 
,, element of narration or a escription in traditional oral poetry",, -, It -- 
,,, is not.,, he stresses, -limited to exact word-for-word repetition. 'ý 
"Typische Scenen" and "Kompositions-Schewta" are terms which, approximate 
roughly 1551. A common theme in. Southslavio oral narrative, for example, 
is the council where thq6n assemble.. one begins-to weep.. anoýher-asks, ' 
why he, weeps.. . and the reply sets the story in motion; another i s, the 
gathering of an army where a chieftain writes letters to other chiefs., 
preparations are made to receive the-assembling host and the contingents 
are described as they arrive: *the arrival of a messenger. -the-encounter 
-, with, outlaws 
in a forest clearing., the course of a battle 811, ý sreý: typical 
examples of story mgments that frequently occur in conventional stereoý- 
typed flom, 
10.212 In the, Southslavic narrative.. as in Hanert-diff erent patterns 
-, will very 
in length from a few lines to passages of considerable length, 
,,: hbreover., in its simplest form it may be little more, than a carefully 
memorized and faithfully reported narrative segment used in more than one 
particular context or story. -In more skilled hands,. however", largely 
complete "prefabrication" will often give way to the careful deploymentr.; 
of a kind of' framework (norm or type).. the content and specific texture, - 
of which will be shaped. and reshaped according to the particular context, 
of its use (Parry, 1936; Lord.. 1960: 93; Gunn,, 1971: 17-31, esp. 
22p 31). FUrtherpin the particular case of the H=eric'epic,, P. V. Jones 
has suggested that such patterning tends to be of two types:. it, can be 
tioit,. by elements, or looser., by a mixture of - elements and 
"'stages". 
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general airections which the action takes 1561. 
10.213 ý, - In, the. some tradition it is clliar that.. by and largp,, the 
individual traditionist leaves his own imprint on, the particular shape 
-and aicti6n-of atheme: "in otýerworas, the thems of the one individual 
can, often (though not"alwa'y's) be distinguished from comparable themes of 
another (Lord 1960: 93; 'Gunn., 1971: 1-14) /57/. Nevertheless onefinas in 
-the themes', bf-Ahe- aistriiA, 'say,, 
' a large measure of comparabilityq, 
reflectingiý'of course,, the fact it is still traaitio-,. ial or shared,, 
material-that is being' transmitted or recoqposeý /58/. 
10.214 Given all . 
these considerations, , then, it is not, sur prising 
to find that the observable relationships of structure,, elements and- 
language between a selection of instances of-& particular theme from a 
single author,, and more so f rom a group of authors., can diow a consid- 
erable complexity. For no theme has an llozýginalll; yet each instance 
of a pattern is likely to have been influenced by many others which, its 
author has heard from other traditionists or corposed and narrated himself. 
10.22- Here, 
-, 
thens we have a valuable, analogy fcrthe particular. 
aspect of' composition that we have been observing, in the, Ola Testament 
passages, The essence of the material is similar - it is narrative 
that constitutes story. We have noted sufficient examples of patterning 
in the material of Judges and Samuel (in the fade of a. limited amount of 
text) to suggest, the t the, technique i's not an isolated one but possibly 
a regular part of the*process of narrative, composition and. hence comparable 
with the process of "thematic" composition.., - 
In the complexity of the 
observable relationships between instances of "themes" we can see the! t 
interesting blend of similarity and difference' that marked the relýtionship 
between the vari-ous instances of the Old Testament patterns., especially 
the "Battle" and - "Violent Death" Vpes. And in the distinction that 
Jones has drawn between "tight"'and "loose" patterning there is a clear 
par"aillel, to'be'drawn with., on' the one hand, say,, the close elemental 
sequence of the 
i'Battle" accountss particularly that of the 
- 
messenger's 
report, and, on'the other, the looser pattern of the "Bringing of News 
n` or the "Pursuit -and Death"' episodes. 
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Conclusim' 
lie I have argued that a good case,. can be made out for, linking the 
patterning of the Old Testament passages examined with a technique of 
narrative comýosition which can be readily, associatea with oral tradition. 
This is not to deny the possibility of similar patterning occurring in a 
demonstrably written tradition. That is not really-at issue here (although 
it is not.. in fact, easy to find a oomparable, phenomenon in texts that 
are the product of a narrative tradition whose subject matter, style, 
form, and conventions are demonstrably "literary" in origin or at least 
measurably so) 1591. The present argument amount 
Ps not to an incontrov- 
ertible "proof" that the patterning mast be oral traditional but to a_ 
reasonable explanation which, all other things being equal, must warrant 
serious consideration and which, indeed., given on other grounds thelikely 
derivation of some of the material in question from oral tradition., becomes 
a particularly attractive one. 
I also wisVto stress that while it is important to, emphasise 
the probable traditional aspect of the patterning (which is not, of course, 
to deny that in each case there may also be a highly individual aspgot), 
the case presented here in favour of viewing the pattern as oral traditional 
in essence does not amount to a proof that the material as we have it comes 
to U's directly from oral tradition. Though that remains a distinct poss- 
ibility the degree to Yhich the "oral" end, the "literary" may have, become 
flused will always remain problematical. 
B, Airther evidence stereotyped -scenes 
and motifs. 
12. in the following section I ýdduce some. further. evidence of.... 
traditional story material in the "SuccessionNarrative".,. - 
These cases... 
vary from stereotypes that rpsemble the kind of patterning, 
discussed in, 
the previous section, though in no case are the 
linguintic correspondences 
between instances of a pattern as significant an aspect as in those examples, 
to the purely abstract motif, i. e. a traditional segment of narrative 
structure or a coherent cluster of elementss O'narrative 
image, which is 
defined without reference to specific linguistic expression. 
(Scholes"and 
Kellogg, v 27,131; Thompson, 
1/9-lis 19). 
ýý ýýi 
11 
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3h some cases'there is clear evidence of the existence of 
the stereotypet elsewhere in the'OT narratives of Genesis to Kings;,, in 
others the existence of: the pattern may reasonably be inferred from, i, ts 
occurrence as a story-teller's motif in other literature. 
])avid. and the Sons of Zeruish 
13. In-the highly contrived account (Jackson,, 194; Auzou. '395; 
Flanagan, 177) of David's withdrawal from and return, to Jerusalemi(2 Sam 
15-16,19-20) we notice on both journeys an incident involving Abishai`-4 
(16: 5-131 19: 6-23). The stereotyped nature of the segments is clear 
. enough. 
David is confronted by-on avowed - enemy, Abishai wishes to,, 
kill the man. David will have none of it and e:; ýpresses a sense of 
the 
dissociation or friction in terms that'begin' withtformula,, "What have Z, 
to do with youq you sons of Zeruish? ". '' The man is then allowed to go 
his way. 
If we turn back to I Sam 26'a similar pattern emerges,, except 
that this. time there is no explicit"expression of'friction. "JoBb's 
brother., Abishai the son of Zeruish, " goes'ýdýwn with David to Soul's 
camp. David comes upon the sleeping Saul. Abishýi wi'shes to kill 
him 1601. David refuses and -they go"-their way, 
13.1 Now it is noticeable in 16: 10 and 19: 23 that David does 
not address Abishai, by his own-personal name. Rather'he is seen as 
representative of the "sons of Zeruiah" (cf. 'McKane,, 1963 256 
J "the saying is directed against Josbý as , -well' '6s Abishai"). *' 'The 3-OPlic- 
ation is, that there is a characteristic relationship of friction between 
David and his nephews., 'the sons'of Zeruish; this kind of conflict might 
equally have been expected if it had been 'Joab (or Asah'el) instead of 
Abishai'who''was involved 1611. 
This brings us to the story of. Davia and Joeb iný2 Sam 3. 
Here the patternis modif iea in one important' respect: Da vid'isr not in 
a position to prevent death -(here- that of 'Abner). Nevertheless his 
attitude, is made clear to Joeb: , it wasý'tola, Joabo I 1AVner the 
'son of Ner 
Ci. e. the. enemy] came_to the king, ana,, he. let him-go., and-he has gone in. -. 
peace 1" (3: 23). Joab (and note. that in vs. 30 it is "Joab and Abishaill) 
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kills Abner. David's expression of dissociation then forms the basis of 
the rest of the chapter (note that Jo. 9b is made-to eat'huiable pie) and 
concludes, 9 in characteristic terms (3: 39). "These men, the sons of Zeruiah, 
are too hard for me. " 
The pattern surfaces again in the story of the death of Absalom 
in chapters 18 and 19. David orders Joab ar4 Abishai (and Ittai). to 
"deal gently for my sake with the young man Absalom" (18: 5. cf. vs. 12). 
Nevertheless when Joab confronts his (and David's) enen7, helpless in a 
tree, he kills him. Davia's reaction is to make it quite clear that he 
disapproves (18: 32 19: 5). In this case, however.. there is a nice twist 
to the end. The roles of the chEpter 3 incident are reversed: - the sense 
of friction is expressed with vigour by Joeb (vss. 6-8)-and it is David 
who is'obliged to back down. The wheel has come full circle., 
13e2 Finally it is possible to detect vestiges of the same'patterning 
in at least one other passage. In 21: 15-17 /62/ we read of David fighting 
against the Philistines, growing wearys, being rescued by Abishai., and being 
adjured by his men to go out to battle-no longer, In terifis' of the stereo- 
type we have David confronting an enemy and exhibiting "vwkness", the son 
of Zeruish as the man of action (who in this case, like Jo. 9b in chapters 
3 and 19j, actually kills the enemy) and there is an expression of friction, 
, which$ if the_I'men of David" are taken as, a surrogate for Abishai, has its 
particular parallel in the end of the Absalom episode 'where it'is Joab 
who berates David rather than vice versa, /63/. 
13.3 Now,. clearly this kind of patterning, particularly as it 
emerges in the first, two passages is very similar to'wh'st I have examined 
in section. A, above, except perhaps. that the individual segments do not 
exhibit such_close parallels of language as most of those examples. The 
stereotyped nature of the material is-also noticeable when' one realizes 
that between them- the passages account for nearly all the 'storieý'(as 
distinct from mere mention) of Ibishai, and for two of only eight stories 
of Joeb, in Samuel and Kings. In view, moreover, of the range of material 
in v&ich the pattern crops up., it seems fair to conclude that there is 
every possibility of its being a traditional one; in this case part of 
the stock in trade of a story-teller dealing with the stories of David 
and his men. The role of the. scns of Zeruiah vis4-vis David has in 
time been encýapsulated in a memorable and easily deployed stereotype. 
13.4 In terms of dramatic value this particular stereotype has a 
special piquancy. ' It is good story-telling material not just because 
it deals iffith conflict over whether to kill or not to kill., but because 
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,,, 
it en"ies a fascinating, love-hatýe -reli ti6n ship' 
between" 'the 
protagonists'. 
"What-have I to ao, with you; 'you bons'6f"Zeri! ish? 11 asks David'in 0s 
exasperation. The answer, of course, is "evezything" for they are 
his right, hand men. - Another answer might be that they are the sons of 
Zeruiah: - that is to'say., they are David lsý_sisterls -sons (according to 
I Chron -2: 13-ýl 7); : consequently they are bound in lo yalýty by ties of 
blood, In a sense,, therefore, -the matronymic is a constant reminder 
of this dramatic predics=nt,, /64/`, -_, 
The Judgement-eliciting Psiýble- 
In 2'Sam 14 týe women of Tekoa tells David'& fabricated, ' 
story (parable) designed to elicit a particular response which then pre- 
empts-his Judgement on a matter concerning himself. The same technique 
is, also used by the narrator in chaptar 12.. with Nathan's-story of the 
rich man and the poor man's lamb. A third example occurs outside the 
"Succession Narrative" in. a narrative in'l Kgs 20 where one of the sons 
-of the prophets-tricks the*king of Israel into'self-condemnation by Just 
.. such a parable, 
(Simoni 220-5; Hoft*er., 419-21). 
14.1 Simon(220-1; he adduces also Isa 5: 1-7 and Jer, 3: 1-5Mý 
terms, the parable's "'Judicial- parable" ý'ana stres'ses th , at the essence of 
the story is that-it poses a, "legal" issue ana*involves a 
ýproper) judge 
upon himself A64 Thui he writes (222) of ISS'5: 3-4 
as "no more than a rhetorical-literary transformation of the actual 
", -appeal, to the king or'Judges at the gate" 
/67/. 
4.11, Now if Simon really is suggesting,, as it would appear, that 
this is a "literary genre" with a primary connection with, a "legal" 
setting of kings and "Juages'at the gates"., then one must observe that 
, as-such it, can hardly have enjoyed mucli"of, a vogue. 
Af ter all it , 
, -presupposes the litigant having", a-cose ag , 6inst*ihe king *or'Judge together 
a willingness tos as it were., -pUt 
them in the dock by a deliberate 
-deception; altogethers I should haveýthbught, a rsre-aýd*rislq event 
--'tin the ancient world., unlesspexhaps 
it were puiely a prophetic genre for 
use in legal or royal situations. Rit then the woman of Tekoa is not 
a prophetA8/. 
4.12 On the contrary it seems to me that the legal element is. 
merely an accident of these particular cases where the one., to whom 
the, 
parable is addressed happens to be a king wI ith 
(implicit) judicial 
powers. Certainly this lends an added piquancy to the situation. 
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But in terms of the function of the perablei, in-these- stories, this', , is 
irrelevant, The Judgement may be any sort of'-Judgement -'moral; _'legal, 
or aesthetics to note but three possibilities., ý -All that'is: required is 
that the parable provide a sufficiently apt-parallýl to the addressee's 
situation that he make the right judgement (i. e.. one that suits-the 
deceiver's purpose) and that when the key, is, provided ("you areý jhe man") 
he cannot escape the force of its application to'his own case. - 
14.2 The essential features of these particular parables are, first, 
the deception (as Simon rightly observes 1691); the parable is presented 
in such a way that its nature as parable is not spparent to the addressee; 
second, the aptness of the parallel /70/; and third, a judS I ement or 
evaluation by the addressee that suits the deceiver', s, purpose. 
ý14.21 
All these features invite the recognition thats-as the parables 
stands they are. firmly rooted in their context. While Rofd (153) may- 
be right to say of the parable in general that it is "a story designed 
from its inception for its moral-" this is only true for our parables 
in the limited sense that they are designed by a, partioular person in 
order that another particular person may draw a particular lesson (1! moral") 
/71/. Apart from those persons these parables, are meaningless. 
14-22 Moreover., their significance in the- context is fundamentally 
bound ýT_with their success (the third feature). It is no accident that 
al. 1 these stories are stories of, successful deceptions. - If the addressee 
were. to give the wrong answer to the parable (e. g. if David had said, to 
Nathan., "Well., I'm sorry for the poor man, but there may be more', 'to this 
then meets the eye - take the case to the local examining magistrat6") 
the'parable would be ludicrously pointless., That is,, to says it is only 
the story-of effective deception by parable that bears repeating.. 
14.3 My point then is this. There ever else parables may occur 
, -(wisdom 
literature, prophetic oracles,, or whatever), -these parti cular ones 
are thoroughly at home in their'narrative setting. And in this setting 
the actual parable itself functions as one elemqnt1n,, a constellation of 
elements forming a narrative stereotype or motif - the imparting of self- 
knowledge by parable - which comes to concrete expression here in three 
distinct stories., The suitability of the motif for story-telling, is, 
obviouss it has.. built ins the favourite ingredients of d, eception -and 
irony., while an element of suspense., the risk of death., say, may also 
play some part., depending on the version. In addition the construction 
of the actual parable is a challenge to the artistic skill of a narrator. 
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14.31 That it, iss and has been., a popular motif of story-telling 
of many kinds (folk tales anecdote, novella), may be amply demonstrated 
from Thompson's Mqtif-wIhaex_(J 80-99) /72, /. 
14-311 Let me take one, example from a French fifteenth century, 
_-A. 
D. collection of novelle (Robbins rh tale 10). ' ichs in"conjunction 
with our OT examples., illustrates well'the'essential structure of the 
motif by virtue (if that is the right word . in the context) of the very 
difference of its particular expression, ana moral, tone.. -though its toop 
like the Nathan/Davia story, involves a ruler and his adultery. 
A young4ounsellor refuses to arrange extra-marital 
assignations for his newly rmrriea lords a great nobl&man of England, 
His master therefore sets about involving him in what is in this. case 
not a spoken but an acted parable, Taking, gooa care to disguise any 
-connection between what he is about to do and the earlier refusal he 
arranges for the young man to be fed no other food then his favourite - 
eel pies no less, After initial delight the counsellor comes by 
.4, -- degrees.. to strongly protest the monotony: ' - "By Goa, my lord,, 'order them 
to bring me some other food to recover my appetite otherwise I'll-waste 
away",. The noblemn then provides the key to the'parable. - -"And 
don't you think that I might be bored". T he counsellor takes the, ' 
point anathe nobleman resumes his affairs.. 
14.4 Thus in the "Succession Narrative", in these'anec; aotes of the 
juagemnt-eliciting parable, we have material' (that is, the structure 
or motif in question) that suits eamirably our focus upon the narrative, 
as a story. And once more it is material that is likely to be trad- 
itional. Given its popularity-in other litersturej,, the occurrence, in 
Kings and the fact that it is used twice in the "Succession Narrative" 
the presumption must be., I think, that our r%arrator was not the first, 
to deploy the motif in Hebrew story-telling. 
14.5 Whether these particular versions of the motif are them. - 
selves-traditional 
(in Whole or'part) is another matter. It is con- 
ceivable 
I that these are merely Davidic versions of stories told of other 
not 
prcphets or other kings 
(andýnecessarily kings) - stories of a prophet 
or counsell, 
I or rebuking by this means a ruler for adultery, or-of a 
courtier interceding thus on behalf of a ruler's 
son. The evidence 
for any final decision is lacking* 
Nevertheless there are some 
features in the story of the woman of 
Tekoaj quite apart from the use 
of the motif itself, that suggest a 
debt to tradition. 
.. 
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14.51 (1) The Woman Intercedes. In several respects the interview 
0- between-David and the woman of Tekoa'is-r'eminisc ent of the scene iý` 1, Sam 25 
describing Abigail's intercession witli'David (Hoftiýzer, 424-7; cf. 'Budae, 
1902: XVI; Segal., 1964-5 : 32.6)o 2 Sam 14"is a"more. coirplicated episode 
in that woven into it is the deception story; but otherwise both scenes 
involve a woman interceding with the king for herself and her'fimily., and 
both are concerned with themes of bloodshed and revenge. 
4 
14.511 In addition there are the following prallels of detail,, 
, 
(disregarding the order of the eleiaents). -' 
I Sam 25 2 %m 14 
1. (23-4) (4) 
Ind sh e fell before David And she fell on- her face 
upon her 
, 
face, 
to the ground; ' 
and bowed to the ground. 
and bowed and said. - She, fell at his feet and said, * 
2. (24) (9) 
"On me, my lord, is the guilt me, my lord the king,, 
(hcwn)II is the guilt (hcwn)" 
(This phrase occurs only here in the OT; cf. Hoftijzer,, 424) 
3. (24) (12) 
"Pray let your handmaid (2mh) 'Tray let y our handm'sid (6pýh) 
speak in your earsO and hear speak a word to my lord 
the words of your handmaicV the king. " 
4.05) 
And he said to her., 
"Go up in peace to your home; 
see I have hearkenea to your 
voice, and have granted your 
petitioný 
(8) 
And the king said to the woman,, 
"Go to your house, 
and I will give orders concerning 
YOUP 
14.512 Though I would not wish to press the matter too far., it seems 
to me that there are some indications here of traditional stereotyping., 
not only of the framework (the approach to the king, appropriate form- 
ulas of introduction, ldngts response) but also of the subject matter 
(themes of ievenge and blooc1guilt in the context of a woman's inter- 
cession with the king). 
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14.52 (2) The Rratricide., _One 
further. piece ý of evidenCe', 'for 
as 
tisAiiional'c6aposition in 2 Sam 14! has been observed (Klaehn,, 39; 
Menkinsopp., 1964: 449; 1966: 51), the fictional, tale told by the 
woman of''Tekoa has a certain parallelism not only with the Absalo%/Amnon 
'incidýnt -which'it is designed to parallel but also with the VVth of 
Gen 4: 1-16, the Cain and Abel story. The fratricide is in danger of 
imminent death and neeas-the protection, of a'royal/divIne decree; 
^in 
both cases they are out "in the field" by ýthemselves when the murder 
takes place; Cain is destined to be a "wanderer on the face of the 
earth". while to the woman there-will be'left no remnant "on the face 
of the earth. " 
I 
The Woman who Brings Death 
15. It is remarkable how in the Major, episodes of the'story of 
ring David (David and Ishbosheth; , David -and-Uiiah; David and -Abýalom; 
David, Solomon, and Adonijah)-a woman'is-so often an important 'catalyst 
in the plot (Rizpah, -Saulls concubine; Bathsheba; Tamar; Abishag., 
David's concubine). One is. reminaea of the key role of Potiphar's 
wife in the Joseph story. 
15-1 Blenkinsopp (1966: 52-6) detects-in the Bathsheba story- 
a motif'of the woman who brings death /73/, and observes that this is 
comon, in, ancient literature and', tha t it is also - t6 be' found in the work 
of the "J" writer (this is in line with 'the special interests of 
Blenkinsopp's paper) -, he notes (a) the case in Gen 38 of the marriage 
of, iJudah with the daughter of the Canaanite Shus (i. e. Bathshua; =? 
Bathsheba; cf. I Chron 3: 5) which is, followed by the violent death of 
the first two children born to their marriage; .,, and 
(b) the classic 
case., at the beginning_of the primeval history., of Eve,,, the Woman 
who brings death, 
15.2 But Bathsheba is only one woman who'brings death in iýe's: tory 
of King David. Each of the women listed above is a'catalyst in'a st'ory 
of death. , The quarrel over Rizpah, leads., indirectly but relentlessly,, 
io the destruction of both Ishbosheth (the owner) and Abner (the 
claimant); the seduction of Sathsheba brings in its train the death 
of Uriah (the owner) and the illegitimate child (a, token for David, the 
claimant? ); the rape of Tamar leads to the,. death, of Amnon 
(the claimant) 
and Absalom (her protector);, and finally Davial. s concubine. 
Abishag, is 
the occasion of th6 deaths of Adonijah, 
(the claimant), _ana 
Joeb /74/. * 
i 
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ý15.3, it- is also 'ifiteresting 'to observe the regular occurTence of- 
two deaths. This is also the pattern in the case of the Bathshua of 
Gen 38 ancl in a more obvious parallel to the motif in Genesis., viz. the 
story of Dinah' (Gen 34), where both Hamar an3, Schechem, meet their aeaths 
through the woman. 
15.4 Such observations,, therefore, lead'to the suggestion'that the 
_material 
isstructured around a traditional folk motif.. 
The Woman and the Spies 
16. The story of the lucky escape of Jonathan and Ahimaaz (2 Sam 
17: 17-20) is another segment in the narrative that brings one directly 
into the orbit of the teller of tales whjere stories of escape by deception 
ore legion (cf. Thompsono K500-699). In this case there are sufficient 
shared features with the stor7 of the, spies at Jericho (Jos 2) to again 
suggest a particular traditional stereotype /75/. There'are two spies in 
or at a city. The king of the city learns of their-presence and sends 
men to find them, They are hidden-in a house (under something) by a 
woman. The king's men come to the house and demand the spies be given 
up. But the woman gives false directions,, the pursuers go on their way'. 
fail'to find the spies, and return/t? he city. The, spies-esbape,,, ,rý 
There are., in addition., several further elements of detail 
that point to a comnon stereotype. 
16.11 It is curious that in 2 Sam 17 we read that they come to the 
house of a man at Bahurim., who had a well in his courtyard; aM, they 
went down into it. And the woman took and spread a covering over the 
well's mouth". Not "the man's wife'? or 
"his wife" but sioply "the woman! 
And in any case why not the man himself? It is as though at this point 
the conventional pattern (seen elsewhere in the Rahab stox7). is asserting 
itself. The motif required is one of escape thrcugh being hidden by 
(an unknown? ) womane 
16.12; t is also a curious fact that in neither case are we. told that the 
oýN arched the house. Rather the norTator-is content for them pursuer s se I 
to be given (false) directions by the woman. Yet this renders rather 
pointless the account of the hiding. In other words there are, really 
two distinct motifs here, viz. escape by a cunning mode of hiding ard 
escape through a confederate giving false directions., ar4 these have not 
been combined in a completely successful way 
1761. The fact that-both 
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stories offer us not only suýstantiallý`, the sameAwo motifs (of. the 
variety of suitable motifs in Thompson, K500-699; e. g. "disguise" 
instead of hiding")., with merely clifferenc&s. of detail,, but also the 
saw somewhat unsuccessful manner of constructi6n i argues strongly 
for their being derived from a common stereotype. 
16.13. In both cases--the pursuers-. assume that the spies are (or 
have-been) in, this particular house, This-is quite explicit in Jos 2: 3 
("Bring forth the ran that have come to you., who entered your house") 
and, may be inferred in 2 Sam 17: 20 ("Where are Ahimaaz and Jonathan? " 
And the woman. said, to them,, -"They 
have gone,... "), where-., the ý directness 
arid specificity, of the pursuers I qiestion (there is no, explanatory pre 
amble) afia'the manner of'the'Wbiman's'r6ý1y (she makýs no 
deny that she has seen the spi'es)-are not such as we might have expected 
were the narrator thinking of "this as a random eriquiry. 
16.131 Now this knowledge on the part of the. pursuers makes good 
sense in the Rehab story there the men go first to the w=3n's house: 
from the -context it is clear th6t they are seen there and the t this is 
'-'-reported to the king with the inference being drawn that they are spies 
(only the inference is given explicit cxpressions in the actual narrative). 
In the case of Ahimoaz and Jon athan, however, they are seen at En-Rogel 
and flee from there to 13shurim, and it is at Bahurim that they seek and 
find refuge in the house. How then do the pursuers know about this 
particular house? We need at least so= other indication of the two 
men having been "spotted^ again in oider that the pursuers knaaledge 
fit that narrative smoothly. 
planation for the 16.132 One ressoroble ex omission (though certainly 
'not'the only one) is that'the pursuers' knowlecIge belongs to the stereo- 
tyýe and that the stereoptype, is more suitably'aecked out inlsýsbls 
- clothes, so to Speak,, than those'of'Ahimaz and Jonathan. What has'-' 
gone amiss, in the "Succession Narrative" version is that, the narrator - 
has introducea Behdrim'into the story., probably because it proviaes 
"the fine irony that the scene of Shimei's cursing.. only a few passages 
earlier (16; 5-13),, is now the place of refuge for Davia, s spies who 
carry news that is crucial for his survival, 
Note finally that the false direction of the pursuit is 
connected in each case with water. 
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The Two Messengers 
17. The critic who wishes to press the "Succession, Narrative" into 
simple historiographical, political or didactic moulds is faced wiih 
intractable material in the account of the actual bringing of the news of 
victory and of Absel - oM's death to Dqvid at Mahanaim (2 Sam 18). For 
this narrative is-sheer entertainment. Itsads no-information of any 
ýicportanoe whatsoever for our unaerstanding-'of'the war pr. of'th'e motives 
- and roles of the leading characters, Nor does it teach us anything in 
particular; although it is possible that a didactic folk motif; viz. 
'the rouna-about'route may actuaUyýbe the more straightforw4id (cf. ' 
-Thompson, -J2119., 2.1 and-2; also J 266), underlies at'least in part the 
account, of the race, this is no more then hinted.. at. Rather the tale 
- 
-Of 
the race is essentially a tale of suspense v&ich at, the. same, time, by 
creating a "build-tip" to David's reaction to-the news 6f the battle, 9 serves 
to heighten the emotional impact of his response as well as the irony in 
the ambival I ence of his attitude to the victory /77/. 
17.1 The suspense lies not just in our being given "ample time to 
,, ponder 
how David is likely to receive the report" (Ridout,, 97) but also 
in the way this is likely to affect the messenger - will he ree-eivej6wara 
or might he,, like the messengers of 2 Sam 1 and 4 
/78/ be the object of 
violent displeasure (Gressmann, 182; Budde., -,. 286; Hertzberg, 360-1; 
IbKane, 1963: 266-7)? The ominous overtone is never made explicit but is 
ýimply, and, ef'fectively, conjured up by the hint of understatement in, Joab's 
words (! The king's,, son is dead ... you will have no reward for the, tidings") 
coupled with his extreme reluctance to let the young mon, run and the-fact 
that it is a (mere, disposable? ) Cushite who is d espatched first., 
17.2 But it is probably not only the clues provided. by the narrator 
himself that are meant to alert tha reader to this undercurrent of, risk., 
To, an audience fardliar with stories-of kings., wars ana gourtly. intrigue., 
the, aelicacy of the messenger's task and its risks and rewards would, be a 
theme to which it would be immediately sensitive.. (cf. Thompson$ J1675.2 
(cf. J815), F-14.9.. R3) /79/. As it turns out the young Ahimaz is more 
then equal to the task and manages to convey the news of victory yet 
equivocate on the potentially risIcy rwtter of Absalom's death 
/80/., while 
the narrator then disdpates the messenger-orientated tension in the 
introversion of David's emotional outburst., which then redirects the focus 
of the narrative. 
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17.3 The reception of the messenger is not the only element. in 
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the episode that is susceptible to interpretation as traditional story 
material. I have already indicated above the -oossibilitv of another 
motif (the roundabout way may be the quickest) underlying part of the 
tale; similarly the eagerness of the young hero to be in the fore- 
front of the action, against the advice of his older and wiser guardian, 
has a certain stereotyped quality that might suggest a traditional 
ba6kgrouna (cf. 11brry aril Lora,, 1/273-4; 419 ((10) and 11 )); 81-2). 
V. 4 Moreover, there axe particular aescriptive features in the 
passage that show signs of stereotyping. 
17.41 The report of a messenger's arrival is a favourite topic 
of elabpration in folk narrative (Chadwick, passim ; Lord, 1960: 80-1). 
Its dramatic potentialities are obvious: it provides a change of focus, 
a chance to express (if the narrator so desires) the expectations and 
attitudes of the receiving party, and,, of course, can act as a retarding 
agent (Riaout., ' 106-1) drawing Out the suspense. 
- Here the elaboration in terms of a watchman scene is remin- 
iScent of the scene in the story of Jehu (2 Kgs 907-20). In each 
case the watchman aloft has successive reports to make to the king end 
the movements of two messengers are the focus of attention. The 
identification of one of the arrivals forms the climax (and conclusion) 
of the watchman' s part in the scene (though in 2 Kgs 9 the two 
messengers are not arriving, but sent out., in turn., to meet the 
arrivals): 
"I think the running of the foremost is like the running of 
Ahimoaz the son of Zaaok" (18: 27)- 
, "Ana the driving is like 
ihe driving of Jehu,, son of 
Nimshi" (2 Kgs 9: 20). 
"17-42 ontains also a formulaic reminder of another messenger 18: 27 c 
-scene in the "Succession Narrative". Just as the watchman's iaentif- 
ication of Ahimaaz araws-the comment from the king that "He is a good 
man (1y& twb) and comes with good news' (LI b&wrh twbh yWl), 11 so in 
I Kgs 1: 42-3 the arrival of Jonathan the son of Abiethar with news for 
Aaonijph prompts Aaonijah to says "Come in (b'-' ) for you are a worthy 
man ()N& hyl) and bring good news 
(twb tbdr)" My concern is not with 
-the, rather curious ý notion, 
involved (see 141643ne, 1963: 267; Mauchlinej`2-88) 
but with its character as a clich6 in such a scene. 
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Urish's Letter 
18. The motif of a man carrying a, -written order 
for-his own exec- 
ution is widely attested in story the world over (Gunkel, 1921: 132; 
Thompson, t K978). Its inherqnt qualities of irony and suspense make it 
of the very stuff of story-telling. Indeed,, like the use of the, judge- 
ment -eliciting parable, one may be quite sure that it has thrived*more 
in the telling than in the event. Although this is the only occurrence 
we have, in extant ancient Hebrew -literature it is unlikely thatthe story 
of Urish was the first or only time such a motif was employed by Israelite 
narrators. 
Conclusion 
19, In this section (B) I have examined a number of passages that 
appear to be structured according to stereotypes which may readily be 
classed as elements in a story-telling tradition. In most instances the 
stereotype may be demonstrated from within the OT itselfs although in the 
cases of "The Two Messengers" and "Uriahts i6tter" it is a matter of 
inference from similar material in other literature. Cf'course, as 
already observed in conclusion to section A, none of this adds up to in- 
controvertible "proof" that the material as it appears in the story of 
King David is traditional: resemblances may be explained as coincidental, 
literary or histovical. accidents.. and in the case.. say, of Uriah's 16tter 
it is possible that such an incident aid happen, Just as it is reported. 
My argument is simply that. the presence of an accumulation of such apparent 
stereotypes, together with (a) evidence that the narrative is'highly 
crafted and artistically motivatea (see esp. Chapters I and III)and(b) 
the evidence', of the patterning examined in section A., makes it eminently 
reasonable to classify the material as traditional. How it might then 
relate to historical "fact" is a quite separate issue which being 
highly complex and strictly secondary to the matter in question,, I do not 
propose to discuss here, 
19.1 'Whether the stereotypes are oral as well as traditional is 
again a more difficult question. 'While it remains 'quite likelýr that-they 
Iý ý derive from oral tradition,, even directly so.. without the close linguistic 
- 
'r 
IV 
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correspondences between instances of a stereotype such such as'were -evident 
in Section AI cannot point as I did there, to a particular 
compositional technique that is so characteristically oral, Clearly 
motifs such as the juagement-eliciting parable and the Urish letter 
may be firmly 
? 
sconcea in a "written" literary tradition., as the 
extra-Biblical parallels show, In itself, then, the material examined 
in this section adds little to the conclusion reached in Section A 
concerning the problem of determining the precise relationship of 
the narrative to oral tradition. 
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'C'ýf A'P'T ERV 
CONCLUSION 
In recent years the so-called "Succession'Narrative" has 
beenvariously-desoribed as history writhigN, . theology, political prcy- 
agenda and didactic literature. I have argued, on the other hand 
(arZ particularly against the last two categories), that the narrative 
should be classed primarily as story or saga,, written (or recited) 
for the purpose of serious entertainment. It cannot be dated with any 
certainty and the widely accepted guess that it belongs to the 
Solomonic period has too often unduly dornina. ted the interpretation of 
the story. 
2. "Succession" is not its major interest., as Rost and others 
have claimed. Neither is Rost's definition of its boundaries satis- 
factory: these should include at least the bulk of 2 Sam 2-4 (2: 8 
or 12-402 or 50) together with most of 9-20 and I Kgs 1-2, 
3. The resultant story is a coherent one-of accession,, rebellion 
and succession. The theme of giving and grasping is central, providing 
a key to David's fdrtunes. Over against the king who is contentto 
allow the kingdom to be the gift of others 
(both initially and in the 
flight from Jerusalem) is set the king who is willing to use violence 
to seize the wife of Uriah, The grasping expressed in this pivotal 
episode is worked out at both political and private levels for David 
in the events that followp culminating in the Solomonic coup, an 
affair of some ambivalence but essentially an act of seizure. 
The author offers us a complex vision of life that is 
often comic and ironic in its'presentation of contrasting perspectives 
and confliAing norms. His acute-awareness of the frailty of man is 
at the same time a sympathetic one; in particular, his presentation 
of Davias despite the bleakness of the final scenes, is of a furid- 
amentally engaging cha"racter. The vision as a-whole is neither prop-, 
aganaist nor didactic but artistic. 
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4. The narrative, moreover$ has, a. markedly traditional character. 
Through an analysis of narrative patterns of stereotypes and motifs I have 
shown that the story belongs to a tradition of Israelite story-telling' 
which was most probably originally an oral, one and which is exemplified 
in other parts of Samuel and in Judges. Whether.. however, the narrative 
in its present form is directýy a product of oral tradition or Whether 
it. embodies originally oral techniques and, story'material which have in 
time become part of a written ("literary") 'tradition must -'rerýain "an cpen 
question. 
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A PPE ND IXA 
(to Chapt. I,, pars. 4.21) 
The "SucCesslon Narrative" as a dramatization of proverbial wisclom 
(Whybray, 1968 : 78-95) 
The w6akness of Why bray's argument may be clemonstrated by 
applying it to the patrischal narratives and those stoijes in Samuel which 
he considers not to belong to the "Succession Narrative"., The ess'e with 
which his "Proverbial" themes may be located in this non-Ilwisdod' material 
suggests that they cannot properly be employed, at least as Whybray 
employs them, as criteria for distinguishing "wisdom" or "didactic" 
literature. 
Patience and the control of the temper 
Jacob waits twenty years before taking -action against 
Laban;, David refuses to attack Saul. 
(Lack of) prudent consideration before taking action 
Shechem, the son of Hamar,, rashly has intercourse with 
Dinah; Saul acts precipitately at Gilgal. 
T he ability (or 3, ack of it) to learn from experienc 
Jacob's twenty years of waiting may also be an illustration 
of this'theme (in its negative' form); on the other hand, once he does 
learn he is'the master of deception; David rapidly learns from bitter 
experience to suspect Saul's expressions of friendship. 
Humility versus pride and ambition 
(Also of central importance for Hermissons 138-41j quoting 
Frov 16: 18). Jacob humbles himself before Esau; the fall of Goliath. 
Control of sexual passion 
Shechem again; Abner and Rizpah (Whybray considers 2 Sa. m. 3 
as lying outside the "Narrativd). 
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The use of speech 
(Also Hermisson,, 141-3). , The point is the ability to speak 
the right words at the right time: Jacob securing the blessing of Isaso 
or mollifying themger of both Laban and Esau; David* persuading Ahimelech 
to give him -bread and a weapon., or convincing Achish of his loyalty. 
The education of children 
I. e. failure to exercise proper discipline ov--r one's children: 
Jacob arj3 his sons in Gen 34; Eli and, his sons. 
Ambition 
(Prov 27: 20: "never satisfied are the eyes cfýman"). - Laban 
refuses to be satisfied with the gains he has rwde from Jacob-but has to 
have more; -Sarah's ambition for her son Isaac (Gen 21),. and. Rebecca's 
for Jacob (Gen 27); Saul's ambition for Jonathan to be king; David's 
ambition to gain the hand of the king's daughter. I. ý, T 
Frustration and fulfilment 
(Prov 13: 12). The dashing of Esau's expectation of the 
blessing; the joy of Abraham's servant-at the success ofý-ýhis. mission to 
Labon (Gen'24); Saulls_frustration to the point of madness over David's 
success and survival. 
Friendship, loyalty and treache 
(Also Hermissons 144-5). Abram and r-harach, Abraham and 
Abirnkech, Isaac andlAbimelech,, Jacob and Esau, the sons of Jacob and thd 
men of Shechem,, etc; David and Soul, Dqvid andýJonathan; Doeg and the 
priests of Nobj, Ainer and Ishbosheth, etc., 
Revenge 
"Absalom's fatal &at of revenge for the, rape of, Tamar was not 
in accordance with the prudent counsel of the wisdom teachers [Prov, 20: 22] 
who believed that retribution for misdeeds would come of its own accoid" 
(95). No more in accordance with such prudent-counsel-was the revenge 
of the sons of Jacob on the men of Shechem;, on the other hand., Beau's 
decision not to take revenge my illustrate the positive-applicption of 
the teaching; similarly David refuses to revenge himself forthe wrongs 
done by Saul,, and in 1 Sam 25 is persuaded to let retribution come upon 
Nabal of its own accord. 
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Retribution, (pp. 60-2,80) 
(Prov 13: 21. # "Misfortune pursues sinners,, but prosperity 
rewards the righteouslg. This scheme is usually seen as occurring 
through "natural" processes and often with poetic justice (Prov 
21: 792 26: 27). So Jacob who chests Esau out of his birthright is 
in turn tricked by Diban; Shechem's relationship with Dinah begins and 
ends with violence. 
Yahweh as the controller of hurmn aEstjnZ (pp. 62-6,80). 
(Prov 15: 3s 16: 9,19: 21). As Crenshaw comments (138-9): 
nhe hidden control*of Goa over human affairs despite man's intentions 
_is a 
basic assumption of the Yahwist, Elohis 
, 
t, aeuteronomist, and 
prophecy". This is particularly noticeable in the bulk of the 
yahwist's narrativewhere events-are allowed to take their own course 
and "the destiny of the characters Cis] seen to be working itself 
out naturally" (Whybray's comment on the "Succession Narrative") 
e. g. in the story of Abram in ZMt God only appears as the real 
power behind the natural phenomenon (the plague) that prompted Pharaoh's 
reversal of the mhole situation (cf. Yahweh striking dead the 
illegitimate child in 2 Sam 12). or 11orasirxing" that Absalom accept 
the wrong counsel, The them is also prominent in the stories of 
the early David ar4 the house of Soul. 
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APPENDIX 
(to Chapt. II,, para. 6.22, 
6.32 and 6.41) 
1. Inclusio'ancl'chissmus in 2 Sam 2-4 
2 Sam 2: 19 Ana Asahel pursued (after) . Abner. 
go 
(death of As.; ý note -play on Dlhr) 
24 Ana Joab and Asshel pursued (after) Abner. 
2: 23ý4 And all who come to the place ... stopped 
tooky. up a stand: c rrA); and Joab and 
Asshel pursued Abner. 
(confrontation between J. and Ab) 
Ana all, the army st2pped, ( cm3); and they 
28 pursued Israel no more, nor did they fight any more. 
2: 29 And Abner and'his men went (hlk) by the 
Arabah all that night; they crossed the 
Jordan and went (hlk) all the forenoon 
and came to 11ahamaim (i. e. destination). 
(details of aftermath of battle) 
32 Ana Joab and his men went (hlk) all night, 
and daybreak for them was at Hebrcn (destination). I 
2 Sam 3: 8 Am Ia aog, s head in Judah? (i. e. oath? ) 
(noted 18 1 am showing loyalty to Saul's house 
also by and have not giveft you into the hand of David; 
oc 
K8nig, 300 yet you charge'me with a fault concerning 
a woman today. 
+ oath (vs. 'g) 
3: 12 (To whom(does) the land (belong)? 
Make mur oovenant with me (2ty); ' 
and behold M hand is with you mk)., 
to bring over to you all Israel. 
3: 24-5 What halie you done? (mh cAyth) 
000 
(accuse . tion about 
Tbner: he came to 
spy and to knuw) 
what you are doing. (3t kl )Ir Oth f-Lh) 
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32-4 Týey buried Abner at H6bron; and -the 
king lifted up his 
voice ard wept at the grave of Abner: 
And all the people wept; 
(Davia, s lament) 
Ana all the people wept over him again. 
2 Sam 4: 8 IWiold the head of Ishbosheth (a), son of Saul (b)., 
your (c) enemy,, who sought your (c) life; 
hut Yahweh (d) has granted 
my lord the king (c) vengeance this day 
on Saul (b) and on his seed (a). 
4: 9-11 (The first and lost segments pose a soinewhat ir'6ýic contrast). 
As Yahweh lives, who has redeemed n-Zr life 
-from every adversity., 
(a) V&en one told mes "Behold Saul is deaa,, " 
(b) and he, was as one bringing (good? ) j! ews 
(mdrh) in his eyes, 
(a) I seized him and slew, him (hrg) in Ziklag.. 
(b) which was n7 reward, ýnews (bdrh) for him; 
(a) How much more, when evil men have slain 
(hrg) a righteous man in his own house upon 
his bed, 
And now,, shall I not seek his blood from your 
hands and destroy you from the earth. 
11. Vocabulary :2 Sam 2-4 ana the "Succession Narrative" 
The following items from the vocabulary stodc of 2 Sam 2-4 
appear to have a particular affinity with that of the "Succession 
Narrative" as it is conventionally defined(2 Sam 9-20 + 1, Ygs 1-2)o 
ymyn ("riEýit") + &311 ("left"). In Sam: 1 Sam'6: 12 
(Deut. Hist.? ),, 2 Sam 2: 19,21,9 16: 6. 
DtxwrJ, ("l9st"). In Sam. - I Sam 29: 2.. 2 Sam 2-. 26,, 19: 12.139 2331. 
Not in Jud; in Kgs only I Kgs 17: 13. 
5pr ("trumpet"). In Sam. - I Sam 13: 3, 2 Sam 2: 28., 6: 15,1500, 
18069 20: 1222 (and cf., 1 Kgs 1 : 34,39s. 41) 
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tqc ' ("blove" e. g. e'trunpet)' In Sam: 1 Sam 13: 3,2 Sam 2: 28, 
_ 
1806,20: 1; 22 (ancl, cP. I ygs 1-04139). ' 
ýýrbwt ("steppes"). In Sam: I Som, 23:? )+, 2 Sam 2429,4: 7., 
15: 28 '(Q)j, 17: 16. 
SLbr ("tcxnb"). In Sam: 2 Sam 2: 32,3: 32,4: 42,17-. 23. -_19. - 38 
, 21: 14. 
di ("weak"). In prose narrative: Jua 605, Z_Sam 3. -l,. 13: 4. 
Occurs mosily"in poetry (e. g. 14 timds in Prov), 
klb ("dog"). Uwed of person, in Sam: I Sam 24,05, Lýnli-B 
20,16: 9. 
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-Ihz ("grasp"), In-'Sam: 2 Sam 1: 9,2: 21, L: 10,, 6: 62 20-. 9 
(ana cf. I Kgs 1: 51). 
ýmg ("belly"? ). In OT: 2 Sam 2: 23,3: 27,4: 6 20-10 
nqy ("innocent"). In Sam: I Sam'19: 5., -2 
Sam 3: 28,14: 9. 
nbl' ("f oolish"). In Sam: 2 Sam 3: 33,. 13: 13. O=urs mostly in 
poetry, Cf, nblh ("folly"),; `in Sam: Sam 25: 25,, 
2 Sam 13: 12. 
brh ("eat"). In OT: q9l: 2 Sam 12: 17.. 13-: 6,10; piel: Lam 4: 10; 
hiph.: 2 Sam 3: 35 13: 5. 
I'm (to "taste", Ilp-erceive"). In OT: I Sam 14: 24.929,9439431, 
2 Sam 3: 35,19: 36, Prov 31: 18.. Job 12: 11,34: 3j, Jon 30. 
m3ýry kn ("afterwards"? ). 
2 Chron 32: 23. 
In OTs 2 Sam 3: 28,150., 
Alm (piel: "pay., requite., rewara,, ). In Jua-Kgss Jud it7s 
I Sam 24: 20,2 Sam 3: 39,12: 6p 15: 79 1 Kgs 9: 25, 
2 Kgs 4: 7., 9: 26. 
r-ph (vb. or'adj.: "be weak"., "weak"). In S3mt 2 Sam 4: 11 17: 2. 
Not in jua or Kgs. Mostly in poetry. 
_ý 
13: 30 grmvch ("news"). In Sam: 1 Sam 2: 24,, 4: 19.. 22sm, 4: 4 
(and cf. I Kgs 2: 28). Not in Gen-Jud. Mostly in poetry. 
mgkb ("bea,, ). In prose narrative: Bcod 7: 28, 2 Sam 4-. 5 , 7, iis 
11-. 2 
.9 
13., L3 --. 59 17 2 1 Kg sI 147 Kgs 6: 123 2 Chron 16i-14. 6 
-ios- AFF. B 
hdr ("chamber"). In Sams 2 Sam 4: 7.13-10 10.,, (and of. 1 Egs 1315) 
swr r35 (ftbeheaa"). In OT: I Sam 17: 46.. 3 Sam 4: 7,169. 
pah npS ("recleem one's life"). In OT. - 2 Sam 
Lbi, 
29 
I Kgs 1: 299 
Job 33: 28, Pss 55: 19,71: 23,49: 16,34: 23. Note the exact 
phrase in .2 Sam 
4: 9 and I Kgs 1 -. 29 ("As Yahweh, liv6s, rho 
has redeemea my life from every saversity"), peculiar to 
these two passages. -§ ý" ý- 
mgyd (hiph. part. of n9d). In OT: Gen 41: 24, Jud 14: 19, -2 
Sam 1: 5,6,13.. 
LOO, 15: 13 18: 11 + Est, Pss,, 2 Isa,, Jerj Amos,, Zec. 
bdr ("bea'r tidings"). In Sam: I Sam 40-17,310., 
1 
2_Sam 1: 20 (poem) 
4: 109 18: 19,20,20,26, (ana cf. I Kgs 1: 42). 
Not in Gen-%Tua., nor elsewhere in Kgs. ' 
bAwrh ("tidings".. "reward for news" In OT: -2 Sam 4: 101, 
18: 20,22,25,27,, 2 Egs 7: 9. - 
sdyq "righteous"). in Sam: 1 Sam 24: 18,, 2 Sam-4: 11:,. 23: 3 (pom)'., 
(and cf. I Kgs 202). Not in Jos-Jud. Mostly in poetry., 
tlh ("hang"), In'-Sam:, 2 Sam-4: 12 18: 10,, 21: 22, 
'Not in Jud or Kgs. 
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APPENDIX c 
(to Chapt. IV, para. 2.2) 
The, "Battle Reoort" : oral or scribal convention? 
Recently in a study of the 
, 
conquest of the'kingdoms of 
Sihon and Og' (in 
'N=bers., Toute'ronomy and Judges), John Van Seters 
has stressed the need to consider the possibility of a strictly literary 
relationship between narratives that show rwrkea similarity though not 
identity. - -It is -in line with this empha si's' the t when he looks at *the 
"form" of the various accounts"of the battle with Sihon he opts for its 
genesis or setting in: literary or scribal/annalistic convention rather 
than in oral tradition; in supp'Ort'he offers so I an views o; (the nature 
of oral tradition and adduces some-interesting comparative evidence 
from ancient near eastern annals (186-9). 1 would argue, however, 
that his treatment of the relevant evidence is inadequate, essentially 
an oversimplification of the issues involved, and camot be regarded 
as, gonclusive. 
I 
2. The basis of Van Seters' argument is Richter's delineation 
(1966a: 162-6) of the "battle report, " already noted above (Chapt. IV,, 
pars 2.1). Compare with thIsscheme the following accounts from the 
atory of Sihon (the bracketed numbers xefer to the appropriate'elermnts 
in Richter's analysis):. 
Num 21: 23-4 
'-ý, (2) He gathered (ý3 sp) all his 
ý4 
army together$ 
(1) and went out ýagainst 
(wyqý 
-lqr)t) 
Israel 
and come to Jahazs 
(2) and joinea. battle (wy34'm) 
with Israel. 
(3) Ana Israel defeated him 
(wykhw) 
... 
(4? ) and took possession of his 
1,9 nd ... 
Judg 11: 20-2 
(2) And S. gatherea all his army 
together.. 
(2) and encamped (Wýnw) at Jahaz, 
and joined battle 
with Israel. 
(3) And the Lord gave S. 
into the hand of Israel., 
and they defeated him. 
(4? )So Israel took possession of hir 
land . .. 
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To this extent., 
vice versa). 
then, the passages may be-saia to fit the form (or 
APP. C 
2.1 'What., Van Seters asks, is its Sitz im Leben?. Richter gives 
no certain answer but P28ger (16-9), whose discussion depends more heavily 
on material from Deuteronowj and Joshua, sees the whole schemi'ýaýs arIsing 
out cf a setting in the ancient amphictyonic institution of the Holy War. 
Van Seters, rightly, is unimpressed by the-imprecision of this suggestion. 
He points out that it is hardly a cultic form used qay,, as a preparation p 
", "for battle., but -a "recoraing" convention, 
2.11 Dismissing the possibility that the'form hasýs connection with 
the narrative conventions of an oral traditionýhe turns to"'s-corres- 
ponding body of roterial nuch closer to hand which has'been ignored in 
this discussion of form. These are -the victory inscriptions of the 
Assyrian kings so common down to the end of the Assyriari empire*- While 
these accounts are much more elaborate and verbose then the biblical 
counterparts, they are not essentially different in form. , In describing 
a campaign, they usually contain all the basic elements outlined in 
Richter's form. " It is, therefore, Us scribal convention of, recording 
military campaigns which was evidently widespread * 
in the Near East., cert- 
n 
sinly during the late monarchy and exilic periodsl which the deuteronom- 
istic literature was written. " 
Allowing for the moment the starting pOint'of the argument,, 
viz. Richter's identification of an OT "forml., let us look first at the 
argument against's setting in oral tradition (187-8)s "Now-in-a pre- 
literary society such 'records' or accounts of battles would be-handed on 
by barcls or the like. But does Pl5ger think that this prose formula is 
really appropriate to the songs of the bards? If the Ilisa is an, example 
of such a song or I songs, then we are in quite a different worlaýwith this 
fore, In further illustration of this point he argues that the 
"uniformity of style" between the' Old Testament Kampfberichte and the 
battle reports of the Assyrian inscriptions., where thexe are rarely details 
of the actua 1 course of the battle., "would appear even greater if, it were 
contr6sted With the heroic style in which the contest of battle., the' 
struggle, is the essential, elemant. 
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This "a rgument gaindits impetus simpýyby presenting what 
1s a false dichotomy* 
First s 3., 1 it i, clearly,, prejudicial.. when discussing a "prose 
formula"., to talk of the world, of oral trýdition-in terms only Of "bards" 
and "songs". Van Seters refers (187) to, ýthe work of 
Lord (1960), and., 
to be sure, the Parry Collection of oral. traditional texts 'which has 
formed the basis of Lorals work is concernea. with a sung, poetic 
tr I adition (Parry and Lora, 1,954). Yet there is no look of oral 
narrative 'tradition's where the., standard format is, prose., where the 
tioditionist is not a singer but a teller of toles (Chadwicks passijm), 
and there is little reason to doubt that such a tradition; -or traditions, 
once existed in Israel. 
. 
3.12 Nor is the use of the term "bard" altogethýr helpful. It 
my too easily inhibit a proper-consideration of the manifold possible 
sources of orally transmitted narrative traditions. 'While the images 
of, say$ the debonair court minstrel, or the blinawanderer singing 
by the campfire have their appeal,, they hardly exhaust the possibilities., 
as even the most cursory survey of comparative evidence will'show. 
Th6se can range through all classes of society and include not only 
the lay as well as the professional narrator, but-'s wide variety of 
professional traditionists (Chadwick,,,, III/876-903). ! --In some cases,, 
moreover, it is exceedingly difficult, to -distinguish clearly- between 
the "oral" aid the "literary" functions, of the traditionist concernea, t 
Such appears to be the case,, for, example.,,: with the ancient Irish, fili, " 
""who, as well as being a learned-poet, mpster of senchus (history) 
and dinnshen-chus 
_(placelore), 
had been trained to narrate the, chief 
stories of Ireland to kingss lords and noblemen" (Murphy.,, 1966: 102-3; 
cf. Murphy., 1953: 191-2). Sudi a one operated in a society that, was 
certainly not "pre-literary", yet where oral traditions of an historical., 
kind were valued and where the' traditionist stood close to the bureau- 
cratic centre of the society. He-was, indeed., a meeting point for 
oral tradition and "mitten" literature. 
In other words, the depiction of oral tradition as simply 
the province of the "bard" of the "pre-literate" society is quite 
arbitrary, _ 
3.13. Equally arbitrary-is, the implication. that the. particular-' 
elaborated heroia style of the iii9a is an indispensable indicator 
of oral traditional narrative. Certainly an heroic ethos is a 
APP. C 
cor=mplace of oral tradition the world over. On the other hand, it is 
no more a sine qua non then any other kind of ethos.. and, furthermore,, 
there are variations of the heroic just as there are of the non-heroic. 
The term is a useful classificatory norm but should not be allowed, 
_to 
obscure the variety of narrative that finds expression in oral tradition /I/. 
Given distinctive 'elements in Israelite religion and culture 
it would not be surprising to find some of these acting as determinative 
factors in the shaping of the subject matter and ethos of such verbal 
art forms as may have existed in the society from time to time. A 
particular feeling for the exclusive sovereignty of Yahweh, 
'for 
example, 
might. not only have proved ininAcal to elements of mythological and 
,,,, magical machinery 
that are commonplace in some traditions but nAght well 
also have had repercussions on such a notion as the all-sufficient "hero" 
and On the degree to which the role of the individual's physical prowess 
played in the gaining of a victory was considered to be a fit subject 
for elaboration, /2/. 
3.131 Of courses as for as relative elaboration is-concerned. the 
-terseness of much OT narro, 
tive generally, as well as in connection with 
I 
battle accounts in particulars has frequently been observed, and various 
explanations sought 131. Certainly this is underlined in a comparison 
with the Iliad,, - -Yet Whether this reflects anything more then., say., 
differences in taste or in the relative skill of the individuals whose 
narrative, happens to have been preserved, is a moot point., Also 
worthy, of consideration is the possibility that in some cases the stories 
concerned were deliberately truncated or contracted, perhaps along stand- 
ard lines. -alresay available in the oral tradition itself 
(if, indeed, 
they wereý, once, part of an oral tradition),. for purposesof recording 
/4/, 
4. So much., then., for the arguments against the, possibility of 
an oral traditional origin for the "form". But if these are less thah 
compelling there still remains to be considerea the positive implications 
of the Mesopotamian eviaence. 
4.1 Allowing Van Seters' demoilstration of affinities-between the 
ielirretea by Richter., we are annalistic convention and the OT "forre, as c 
th e clearly face to face with a certain coincidence if we are to maintain + 
possibility that Richter's Kampfbericht echoes an originally oral traait- 
ic)nal pattern. Yet it does not appear to be a coincidence that is 
aifficult, to accept, Van Seters says himself of the comparison (188),,, 
that "these accounts are mch more elaborate and verbose than the biblical 
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counterparts Moreover.. though it may be true that "they usually 
contain all the basic elements outlined in Richter's formll., it is also 
the case that the connection remains a very loose one. When 
particular passages are - compared. it is i=ediately 
obvious that there is a great deal usually that remains unparallelled, 
while the parallels in question are essentially simple end abstract,, 
not, in facts for removed from what might be expected in any report of 
a battle or campaign. In this respects then., a certain formalizing 
, along such lines is not remarkable in a narrative setting, whether 
it be a scibel/annalistio one in Assyria, say, or an oral traditional 
one,, perhaps., in Israel. 
4.2 It remains a question to what extent there exist more 
precise,, and hence significantp parallels between the two bodies of 
material. From a preliminary examination I'would suggest, for a 
start, that there is significantly more coherence within the separate 
bodies of text than between them, though the demonstration of this is 
beyond the scope of this short study 151. one of the real aiffi6ulties 
here is that Richter's discussion of the OT form is itself a somwhat 
deficient base on which to rest a comparison. It is much too general- 
ized., lacking in scope and precise attention to the circumstances-of 
particular passages, to provide an#hing but the. loosest indication 
of a possible OT stereotype. Obviously the looser the definition,, 
the easier 'it is to find parallels in the ancient near eastern 
accounts 161. 
III 
5. on these grounas, therefore, I wou13 contena that the 
basic issues, remin live ones. Is there a recognisable OT form - 
the "battle report"? Are there several such forms? Ana is its or 
are theys to be associated primarily with oral or scribal traaition., 
or might it be a matter., perhaps of both? 
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I Some of the points Whybray develops are made by Eissfelat, 1965040-1; 
see also Luthers' 194-9. and Jacob, 29-30'. 
2. Brueggemann's recent explorations of the theological dimensions of 
the narrative are interesting and valuable (see esp. 1*9729c, 1974) 
but in my view they exaggerate both the coherence and sophistication of 
, this perspective as well as its significance for the story as a whole. 
In fact the analysis (like that of von Rod,, 1966) concentrates on only 
a small proportion of the total material, in particular the three 
passages central to von Peals interpretation, viz. 11: 27,12: 24 and 
-17: 14, together with Ebvid's response to the aeath, of the child of 
-Paultery (12: 15-23). * ana David in the flight from Jerusalem (e 
A5: 25-6., 16-oil-2). (on von Rea see also belows Chapt. IIIj, n. 
)9: 
Riaout's claim (esp. Chapt. V., "Theology and Ehetoric", and p. 220) 
that the "major thrust" of the narrative is theological depends 
heavily upon the inclusion of 2 Sam 7., as a whole, within its 
boundaries - an inclusion I cannot accept (see below, Chapt. II., 
pars. 2.1-2.111) 
3. Eissfeldt (1965: 140-1) is a notable exception -, he rightly observes 
that there is nothing certain about the dating and suggests, tent- 
atively, a ninth centLwy-date (see also McKane, 1963: 19'21). Note 
also Wagner's recent words of caution over the tenth century date 
(136): "All alongs not enough attention has been paid to the 
question of dating the Court History". ' H81scher's ninth century 
, ýdate (see e. g. 77fT. s 98) is dependent on his analysis of the material 
as part of a "J" sources concluding with I Egs 12. Similarly Carlsonts 
late dating is bound up with his thesis of on-exilic "D-work" of which 
the narrative is a unified part, though having passed through an 
oral pre-Deuteronomio stage. Here I follow the consensus in finding 
neither thesis particularly satisfactory. 
4. Eissfeldt' s own suggestions that 2 Sam 20: 14 (LXX) may point to a 
mid ninth century date, is quite uncertain, as he himself admits. 
5. In a similar vein ts von Rad's argument for eyewitness authority 
(1966: 195): "[The outhor3 mabt have been one who had an intimate know- 
ledge of what went on at court. His portrayal of persmalities and 
events breathes an atmosphere which must silence any doubts as to the 
reliability of his account. " Cf. Ffeiffer,, 1952: 356-7. 
6. See also Eissfeldt (1965: 140-1)., though he is m6re reserved in his 
criticism: "This argument mst be limited to the point that an eye- 
witness account underlies it. " 
Qae important point concerns the use of the terminology "the men of 
Judah" and "the men of Israel"s another the significance of the Sýeba 
episode (of. Wellhausen, 1878: 227-8; Kittels 47). 
See e. g, Wolff (1966: 133-4) and the critique by Wagner (120-1); 
of. also Winnett (3-5) and the recent study by Schulte (following 
H81scher but with important differences) which re-cpens, the question 
in a radical way. 
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9. This is a decisive argument for Rost: referring above all to the role 
cf David in the Bathsheba episode he claims (233) that "Es ist kaum 
anzunehmen, dess ein spfiterer esjgewagt. h9tte, Dqvid ohne Grund in . dieser Weise blossAustellen". See further the criticisms of Carlson (136-9); but his own attempt to identify the "ideological tendency" 
of the material with the! Deuteronomic school is somewhat forced and has received, little support (of. Fohrer,, 1970: 222). 
10. This is not to deny the value of an understanding of the historical 
and social setting of a piece qf literature, where that can be 
ascertained; though I should wish to re-assert,, against the customary 
pre-occupation in OT studies with I'life-settingO the notion, of the 
autonomy of the work of art. This has been discussed recently in a 
paper delivered orally to the IOSOT in Edinburgh (19 August 1974) 
by Prof. L. Alonso-Sch8kel, entitled "Hermeneutic Problems of a 
ýLiterary Approach to the Old Testament. " 
11, In seeking textual support for this interpretation Whybray places 
much weight upon the remarks of Benaish, complimentary to-Solomon, 
in I Kgz 1: 37 (see 51-2; of. Rost, 234); this depends. on the large 
assumption that Bensish is the author's mouthpiece.. On the author's 
stance see further, below, Chapt. III. 
12. It is interesting to note e. g. the impact. of Delekat's paper on 
Brueggemann's interpretation of the narrative. David is "fully men. 1t 
fully free and responsible.,, and the narrative is little concerned to 
dwel. 1 on thqiieýative side of David (1969: 487,498); the-David who 
'suffers Joab's rebuke (2 Sam 19: 1-8) is presented as I's man, - indeed 
a king., feeling the freedom of his manhood .... He was as much as 
possible one who accepted responsibility, who celebrated freedom, who 
asserted authority., who risked decision" (1972a: 8). But: where 
-reference to Delekat first appears in Brueggemann's essays (1972b) 
we find the t "'Da vid is the d ea thbringer, who in his self-seeking,, 
calls down upon his people and his family death (108, cf. also 
106 on 2 Sam'19: 1-8). 
13. %Note Voegelin's description (265-6) of David as a "charismatic brute"! 
Auzou (43). of Davide. I'll provoque l1affection"; and even with his 
weakness., I'll fut jamais m6aiocre". I" 
14. Cf" Eissfelat's similar comment (1948: 25-6) when comparing von Rad's 
as; essment of the tendenz of the narrativa (the legitimation of ' 
Solomon) with thA7 -ofH81scher who saw 1 Kgs I and 2 as essentially 
hostile to Solomon and ragrking the beginning of decline.. an intimation 
of the disaster (the division of the kingdom) to come. 
15. Cf. e. g, the well known case of Jean AnouilhIs play,, Antigone, thich 
first appeared in France during the German occupation, and served as a 
rallying point for many Frenchmen "who could see their own struggle 
reflected in the conflict between the uncoupromising attitude of, 
Antigone with the irit of freedom.. and Cr6on with the Vichy govern- 
, ii . ment" (Pronko., x. i, others., however., maintained that the author was ,vI 
on Cr4nIs side (hence permission for the play to be produced). -There 
remains some doubt, however, that Anouilh intended his play to have 
the political meaning that was found in it. 
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16. Thus von Rad (1966: 195) notes, regarding the author's-interpr - etational 
-''standpoint, "the immense restraint which this writer practises". 
MaMane (1563. -275) observes: "A noteworthy-feature of the History of 
Succession is the impression of objectivity thich it gilves, it <. 
is not tendentious., nor does it strive to enlist the sympathy of the 
reader for one side or the other (see also 32). 
V. IwChapts. 11 (pars 7-7,42) and III below I shall further argue that 
"succession" has been greatly over-ratea ass primary them of the 
-story. This is also suggested by Jackson (185-6,194). 
18. In effect I am merely employing here against the oharsoterization 
of the literature as political prcpaganas (and the same would ly 
to the "didactic" category) the same argument Whybray (1968: 50? 
pses 
against those who-see the work as a moral treat (e. g. M. Smith): 
"[Such views] ... do not do justice to the author's subtle under- 
standing of human nature or his literary skill. Simple moral or 
religious exhortation does not conceal itself behind Psychological 
corplexities: to be effective, it must prepent its message in 
terms of black and white and point its moral explicitly. " 
19. It sometimes seems to be forgotten that., in terms of the available 
evidence, this must remain merely an attractive but highly specul- 
ative hypothesis, unless new archaeOlOgiC31 discoveries (relating 
say to-the Israelite court or to scribal schools) change its status. 
I note now in similar vein Whybray's recent. study (1974) costing 
doubt on the use of K516m as a designation of a professional class 
of royal counsellors"ý- ýc. 31,554) and making a fair assessment of the 
evidence on the existence of schools in ancient Israel, (32-43). 
20. -Hermisson's argument, that the narrative is not a textbook (lehrbucIP) but history writing ('Gesohichtsschreibung) or exposition (r, eschichtsdarstellunpýj -in the context of "wisdom" thought (, im 
'weisheif lichen Horizont5, is no less open to Cranshawl s basic 
, criticism than 
Vhybrsýls argument, as Brueggemann (who largely 
adopts the "wisdoe view) as much as admits (1974: 182)* 
Since completing the final draft of this dissertationWhybray's most 
recent study (1974) has come to hand. He, briefly alludes to 
_Crenshaw's article but does little to meet his basic criticism 
(which 
he indirectly acknowledges at several points in the book; e. g. 3,72) 
- he merely argues (89-90) that most of the "representatives" of 
wisdom (i, e. those who are called "vise" - by his mn argument not 
a technical term) play more important roles than Crenshaw will allow. 
But that they are more than the "minor" characters that Crenshaw - 
suggests is very doubtful (cf. jonaaab -or the women of Tekos, both 
called "wise"., with David . Joeb or Absalom) As for Whybray'S 
attempt to designate the work as belonging 
lo the "wisdom! ' tradition 
by a word study, the net result for the "Succession Narrative" is that 
apart from the occurrence of 4km (8 times), taken to be a character- 
istic term of the "intelleotu=atraaition" (but by no means exclusive 
to. the so-called "wisdom" literature, and certainly, as Whybray owns 
-W.. "no infallible guide" to the designation of such literature), - 
the only other relevant terms are from hi, s category 2. especially 
bN and cEsa, words in this category being, according to Vhybray 
(150) 
or-littl-eteliue for the purpose in hand "in view of their wide dis- 
semination in various traditions of the Old Testament". Thus I can 
see here no reason to change nW negative verdict regarding 
the 
argument in whybray's earlier*boolc. 
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21. Here I find myaelf in agreement withWhybray (1974: 3n*5)s. -, though I 
should'haraly have based my criticism, as he does, on theýclaim that the definition is too narrow. 
22. E. g. von Rad (1962: 1/418): wisdom is "practical knowledge of- the laws 
'of life and of the world based on experience"; Scott (1971: 22): "a way of thinkingrand speakings with a distir; ctive vocabulary and literary forms. It sought, in the first places to provide guidance for'living by prcpounding rules of moral order and, in the - second place 'to explore the meaning of life through reflection, speculation and debate, It was a striving, for a structure of orders meanings *and' 
value through cultivation of the mind and conscience"; Whybray (1968: 4): "Among its characteristics was a pragmatic and rational outlook. The 
wisdom of the scribes was an activity pursued independently-of religious institutions., which exhibited a detached curiosity about the natural 
world and about human nature" (of. nows 1974: 1-3,69-72: - those -inter- ested in this tradition "concerned themselves more thanthe majority 
of their contemporaries in an intellectual way with the problems of ', human 'life" (70)); Brueggemana (1972b: 97): "a world view and a model for manhood Specifically, the shift from a theocentric to an 
anthropocentric world view 
23. tý6. meant to*instructs having the ma=er---6f a t*ebcher. Whybray 
'entitles section IIIBy "The Succession Narrative as, Didactic Literature. " 
Moreover 240 sI suspect that the same would be true if one were to choose 
a work, say, of Scphocless Shakespeare or Dickens as one's testing 
ground. 
25. Appeal to irony to account for the mgative statement of, a theme is 
allowed by 7hybray's method; of. e. g. 85(a); also 1974: 90-1. 
26 Note how he acts unseen, through "natural -means., " just as he does accord- 
ing to Whybray (and of. von Reds 1966) in the "Succession Narrative" 
(see 1968: 62-6). If it be objected that nevertheless the consequences 
of Abram's action were not disastrous as in the pertinent "Succession 
Narrativellexamples (but this is only one type of situation allowed 
-under the definition) we must ask whether it is so obvious that the 
consequences of David's adultery with Bathsheba were totally disastrous, 
Whybray's political propagandist , would have to answer "not disastrous 
at all".. since David gained a wife A6 bore the son who was to be the 
legitimate heir to the throne (which isrhat is required to be proved). 
27. -Crenshew (139 n. 41) notes that Nathan's oracle is "one great exception I to Whybray's thesis about special revelation., as he himself admits (p. 69). ' 
28. The most similarity he can suggest (101-2) is that both concern a king,, 
have the court for a setting (or at least this-is the "normal" setting 
for the Egyptian genre) and sometimes the Egyptian texts give an*account 
of the quelling of a rebellion. 
29. In support of the claim that Sinuhe is greatly influenced, by didactic 
wisdom literature he cites (103 n. 32; 104 n. 42) Peet, 40-1. But 
although Peet does Indeed claim (41) that Sinuhe is Othe complete fusion 
of the two genres [didactic literature and the short-ztory] in a clever 
but artificial psychological story., " he offers no supporting evidence 
whatsoever for this claim and neither in his preceding, discussion nor 
anywhere else in the book (he has a separate section for "Visdom 
Literature" - Sinuhe is never mentioned in this connection) 
does he 
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treat the narrative as anything other then the kind of short story 
,, 
which on p. 27 he characterizes as "told for Eits] own sake"., "pure 
pastime, not propagandistic or aetiological in origin,, " "told 
for the pure joy of story-telling". Lefebvre (VII) terms the 
story "histoire romenc6e" or "roman"; Harris (232) describes it' 
as Ita novel" and lists 11acIventure, psycliolOgy., and sentiment" as 
its most characteristic ingredients. 
30. This claim that Sinuhe is a work of political propsgsýda appears 
to be based (a) on Posenerl s study (see esp. 87-115) of the story 
against its (claimed) political and social background, and (b) on 
, 
the, brief restatement by Aldred (112-20) which takes the argument 
a step further than Posener (though without adducing any further 
evidence). Posener himself is careful to qualify the extent of 
the link he sees between the story ("roman") and royal politics 
(115): "La peinture que fait le roman de Is situation detendue et,, - 
heureuse, a Is fin du regne de Sesostris jer, est toute ý llsvantýg6 
de ce roi. 1blgrý cels, et bien que l1auteur consacre beaucoup 
ae place I la personne due pharson, on ne peut dire qulil slagit, 
a proprement pprlers alune oeuvre ae propaganda politique". For 
a firmly negative response to-be po3itical'propeganda suggestion 
see also Harris (232), 
31. Note especially the euphasis of Luther who saw this material 
primarily in terms of the"Novelle"ana was accordingly cautious about 
- 
its value as an historical source (198-9). Caspari (1909: esp- 325- 
48), in qualification of Luther, argued that the material has the style 
and character of a"Novelle"but deals with real historical events. -* 
it thus embodies the transition from"Novelle! 'to"Geschichtsschreibung: ' 
Gressm3nn (152-96; cf. esp. 166,183-4,195-6) also characterized 
the material as"novellistischs' hofteit., in the case of 2 Sam . 15-20 at least, se'historische"rather then"literarische"(i. e. purely fictionil) 
Among more recent commentators note especially Jackson: PNovelle 
although he accepts, with reservation, the characterization 
"historiography" his account of the narrative is primarily in terms 
of categories such as character, suspense, m3jor and minor themes., 
scene and plot. Gray (1970: 17-22) rightly.. in my view, finds in 
this material "the substance of the novel" and also the 6tyle and 
"dramatic technicalities" of the "professional story-teller" or "narrative artist"; indeed he is preparea, to recognize "aromatic 
interest" as the preaominant'compositional principle; but despite 
this he is unwilling to accept "mere entertainment" as the major 
purpose of the work and defines this in terms of historical (and 
following Whybray) political arA didactic categor-les. 
32. The extent of this in the "Succession Narrative" d-iould not be 
exaggerated, as Flanagan's recent article serves to illustrates- 
whatever one's assessment of his argument overall (see belows 
Chapt. II., n. 20). Note the earlier treatment of this material 
as compounded of several self-contained narratives: especially 
Gressmann, and Caspari, 1909: 317-25.. 332-3; 1926. See also Eiss- 
feldt, 1965: 1,39,2-70-1,, and 116Yane., 1963: 20-1. 
33i Von Iba (1966: 192) specifically defines the "Succession Narrative" 
as "history writing" as opposed to "saga" - but only after havilig 
quite arbitrarily limited the latter term to one particular variety 
of (cult-orientatea) story in Judges. 
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34. Cf. 647: "It may be observed -ý tha tý [the ý Icelanclic'sagas] ýls'o 'contain large imaginative elements, which it is impossible to control, except 
where external evidence is to be found. " 
35. Scýoles and Kellogg discuss the term "traditional"'in, the pages. following. For discussion of the term "sage" as "It has been used in OT studies see Gunkel,, '1931 ; Koch, 1969: 148-58; ' von Rad, 1972: 31-7; 
and note now the article by Gibert. 
36. Bentzen (1/243; see also 244-5) argues that this story of David and his sons I'may well have begun as orally delivered tole". Note also Schulz's stylistic analysis (1923) which illustrates not only how 
similar is the narrative technique of the "Succession Narrative" to 
that of other parts of Samuels but also how readily it may be related to Olrik's conventions ("laws") of oral (folk) narrative composition. 
3.7o Jackson is not happy with a sharp distinction between the "Succession 
Narrative" and stories "just the other side of the 'borderline' between 
legend and history" (184); he refers to Judges 3 and 4 and cites the 
important study by Alonso-Sch8kel. See also Bentzen, 1/243-51; 
Gray,, 1970. -47-8,86; Schulz, 1,923. 
38. Indeed "Whybray himself admits (115) that "the Succession Narrative 
stands firmly in the line'of aevelcpment of the Israelite narrative 
tradition. " Note, also Schulte's recent study: one of his aims is 
., 'to show that 
"der Mitterboden Isrselitischer Geschichtsschreibung Ehe, 
- includes the "Succession Narrative" in a loose definition of this tem; 
cf. e,, g. 2193 nicht die Hofohronik ist, sonaern die volkstflmliche 
Br-z9h1ung. 11 In this respect at least it seems to me that his study 
is largely successful. 
39. I. e. q6iece of narratives tale of any lengths told or written in prose 
or verse, of actual or fictitious' events., legend, qrth., anecdote, novel, ' 
ranance (of. The Concise Oxford DictionaZy, 4 edn. 1951). On "narrative" 
and "story" see the interesting discussion by WeIlek and Warren (212-25): 
"The Nature ani Modes of Narrative Fiction". There is much that is 
pertinent here irrespective of whether the term 'fiction" is considered 
appropriate in the present context. 
40. While, I shall discuss the question of composition again in Chapt. TV 
below., I do not propose to speculate Airther concerning date or 
precise provenance. 
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Notable exceptions are Gressmann, and Caspari, 1909: 1926. Otherwise 
the only major disagreements over the wterial-titIan these boundaries 
concern 2 Sam 10-12 and I Rgs 2; (a) some scholars take 10: 1-11: 1 + 
12: 2-31, or some part thereof, as a separate (annalistic) source 
incorporated into the work to provide a frame-. 73rk for the Bothsheba 
episode, and there is also disagreewnt over the oririnality of 
the Nathan oracle in chapt. 12; (b) apart from a widely reqognized 
D--uteronomic addition in I Kgs 2: 2b-4,27., and the annalistic note 
in vss. 10-11, a variety of other interpolations in I Kgs 2 has been 
postulated. See further Rost, 184-9 and 193-200; Carlson.. 144-62; 
Noth., 1968: 8-13; Gray, 1970: 15-6; 1hybray (19,, 58: 8-9) gives a 
brief summary. 
2, Against this view: H81scher, 288 (he adds I Kgs 3: 48 9 16-8 + 12: 1 3b-14., 18-9); and- Kowinckel., 11-4 (he takes I I; ga 1-2 as the 
beginning of a Solomon saga). 
3; See also HenTelj 30; Hertzberg, 297., 299,. 376; Reriatorff, ' 429,, 4322 
437-9; Richter., 1966a: 264. Cf. earlier,, H. Smith, xxvi and 267-8;, 
Buaae., 1902: xvi; Nowack,, xvii-xxiii; Pfeiffer., 1952: 342-59; 
Caird, 859-60. 
4., it is almost universally exclOccl, even by Vriezen (170,, 187) who 
includes almost everything else from I Sam 16: 14 -2 Sam 21: 15. 
5. The link with 2 Sam 6 was earlier suggested, tentatively,, by 
- 
Wel: Lhausen, 1878: 222; ' and cf. Kittel., 46. 
As Ibwinckel (10) is not slow to observe. See the recent criticisms 60 
by Schulte (138-9) and on-chapt. 6, Carlson (92-6) with further 
literature cited there. For acceptance of Post's suggestion see 
e. g. von Rad, 1966: 176-7; Noth., 1957: 62; Weiser., 1962: 164; Hertzberg,, 
376; (? ) Auzous 364; (? ) Delekat 26, Jackson (183,186) gives 
qualified support to the chapt. 6 connection but finds little warrant 
for linking chapt. 7. Ridout (see esp. 171-6) ignores chept. 6 but 
includes the whole of chapt. 7. 
For criticism of his analysis of chapt. 7s 
view is-close to that of Mowinckel (10-1; 
without necessarily endorsing the details 
the chapter is "an Betiological legend, a 
learned one; " it is, moreovers largely a 
analyses such as Rost's look convincing si 
I 
see Noth., 1955 0 My own 
so also'Bentzen., 11/94),, 
of his "cultic" argument: 
typical, theological, 
literary unit and source 
apport in the text. 
8. Caird (856) contrasts the "turgia verbosity" of 2 Sam 7 with "the 
0 superb narrative prose" of 2 Sam 9-20; similarly Pfeiffer,. 1952.341; 
1937: 308; cf. Bentzen, 11/94- In my view., Ridout's unaoubtea -ý- 
literary tact aeserts him at this point in his thesis ana a Primarily 
theological or iaeological perspective takes over. 
Indeed the inclusicn of material through-the same thezrotic process 
need not stop vrith chapts. 6 end 7: Eybers argues (28-30) that- 
"Unity [of most of I anr3 2 Samuel +1 Kgs 1-2] may also be found in 
the puxpcca., if -this was to indicate that Solomon was the legitimate 
kiL& of all Israel, for this dt-. 3s nui. depena on 11 Sam 7 only, 
but also 
on the very origin of th. -iiaonarchy,, Which was instituted by 
Sainuel, 
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Thereforb the relevant history starts with Samuel and reaches a climax near the middle of the book (II Sam 7), followed by a, detailed des-, 
cription of how God's promise to David was fulfilled. " 
10. Ward,, discussing chapts. 2-1+ as part of a proposed "source narrating the 
story of David's rise (in both I ar-A 2 Samuel), 6ýserves (140) that it is the finest piece of writing in the vdiole composition. It is worth noting also that luther (194-9) puts this material (2. -8-3: 1,6-39, +., 4: 1-12) in the saw class of narrative as 2 Sam 13-19 (i. e. "novellistische Geschichtssehrelbuni6 
11'. Note the caution shown by Kenne4y, 1904: 234; Eissfeldt., 1965: 277-8; 
Mauchline., 241-2. Againpt: Segal,, 1918-9: 54,5; Hertzberg, 381. 
12. '-Cf. 'however Carlson (198-203)., though it is not altogether clear 
whether this is precisely what he is claiming; also Schulte, 139,166-9; 
Pfeiffer, 1952: 353; Caird, 859; Auzou, 364. 
13. ' It appears to me that Carlson's criticisms (199-200) of Segal (1918-9. - 51p-5) merely higýilight the literary discontinuity of the two stories (21: 1-14 and Chapt. 9); in which case questions of "priority" become 
simple, historical oness irrelevent for our enquiry. 
14. No other son of Saul is mentioned, not even v6en Abner is quarrelling 
with 
, 
kshbosheth; the murder of Ishbosheth in 4: 4 implies that, as far 
as the story is concerned, Mephibosheth is now the lost possible contender 
for the throne (and cf. 2 Sam 16: 3 where the some assumption underlies 
the narrative).. and it makes clear that he has been taken into hiding 
and out of the public (and David 's)eye.. 
15, The following argument was arrived at indepenýaently bf Segal's studies., 
which come to my notice only recently., and of Schulte's recent book. 
16.9his is also discussed by Segal (1964-5: 323 n, '5). In my view the 
author has seen the opportunity to include this piece of (foreshadowing) 
information following his momentary pausetD Bad the gloss (of his own 
making) abcut Beeroth; the transition to Mbphibosheth comes through 
the note of fleeing. Then when he picks up the narrative proper he , 
rein 
, 
troduces his characters by giving them their full names (vs,. 58., 
and cf. the end of vs. 2; virtually ripg-conposi7tion), This passage 
is generally taken as a gloss or transposition from chapt. 9-. see e. g. 
Wellhausen, 1878: 222; H. Smith, 283-5; Buaae., 1902. -216; Hertzberg, 264. 
17.1 Notice too that the incident mentioned in connection with Abiathar's 
punishment (1 Kgs 2: 26) is also one that is narrated in the larger 
narrative (reading -'Irns "ark". 9 with MT and not 2pa; "ephod" as suggested 
by Gray, 1970: 108-9T-- I find quite unec)nvincing-776th's rather extra- 
vagant analysis (1968: 8-13; followed by Gray, 1970116) which takes 
vss. 26-35s together with 13-25 end 36-469 as secondary, and vss. 
ý-9 
as tertiery, elaborations of the story. Ridout's excision 
(76-7) 
of vss. 26-7 on structural grounds has more to commend it. 
18. -Note that the pattern observed in the "Succession History" by Blenkinscpp 
(1966: 48-9) whereby each major episode-contains an important incident, _, 
involving a woman and an ensuing death (he expresses it in terms of 
"sin externalised in a sexual form which leads to death"; see furthers 
belows Chapt. IV pars. 15-15.4) may be observed here also. - the quarrel 
over the tormer king's concubine, Rizpah, leads eventually to Ishbosheth's 
ý--death. We are reminded of the final episode 
(Solomon's cou ) where 
Abishags formerly David's concubine. -, Ts the catalyst in Adoni5s)h's death. 
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19. Schulte (166) recognizes the difficulty ýnd Suggests that either 2 Sam 
5: 6-9 belongs to the story (but he rightly doubts this) or one or mbre 
episodes are missing from the extent compilation. 
20. This "break" provides a starting point for Flanagan's recent argumnt 
(1972) that I Kgs 1-2 was originally sepbrate from 2 Sam-9-202 which 
itself contains an originally distinct unit, 2 Sam 11-2. While I 
accept that Flanagan is right, to emphasize once more (so earlier, 
Luther,, Gressmann., Caspari; and cf. Eissfeldt., 1965: 139,270), the 
loosely structured,, episodic nature of the narrative,, and to stress 
the fragility of the "succession" theme in 2 Sam 13-20 (so also 
Blenkinscpp., 1966: 47), 1 do not find his main thesis of a major 
redaction convincing. W major criticism is that he fails to 
account for the material in I Kgs 2which forms a direct link with 
the, subject matter and characters of 2 Sam 13-20 (and 2-4., as I. 
argue in this present chapter) and, with the emeption of a few 
verses (esp. vss. 2-4.10-1, '27), o is extremely difficult to distinguish in terms of outlook and style from the rest of the "Succession 
, -. Narrative" 
(Whybray., 1968: 8-9; againstNoth.. 1968: 8-11). 
21". All it would require is something like "And- it come to pass when 
David dwelt in Jerusalem" or "After David had taken Jerusalem". 
22. Cf. Flanagan,, 1971: 50- - He links 10: 1-5 with 11: 1 but still sees 
tbi: s as part of a basic account of the war concluaea in 12: 26-31 and 
separate from the Bathsheba story, %, 
23, On the pertinence of the Ammonite cameo in the larger narrative (looking 
back to chapt. 9 as well as forward to 13) see below, Chqpt. III, para. ", 6. 
24. According to Schulte,, the "David-Saul-story" is found in. 1 Sam 16-20; 
21-3- 27; 29-30; 2 Sam 1-2: 8; -5 (these references are approximate 
onlyý though this has undergone a certain development and two stages 
(Teild5 inay be distinguished., particularly in chapts. 16-20.2: 10a., 
11; 30(? ),, 2-5.,, 10,30; 4: 2b.. 4 are considered not original to the 
major narrative of chapts. 2-4 (i. e. from 2: 12, the beginning of the 
"David-Story"); of. 165-6. 
25. Inaeea-the whole episode comes as 
where the implication is that the 
(of. 31: 2,6-7). 
something of a surprise after I Sam 31 
house of Saul has come to an ena 
26. Most of them belong to-larger hypotheses concerning the composition 
of the narratives in both I ar4 2 Samuel relating to the so-called 
"story of David's rise" ('Geschichte vom Aufstieg Daviad) seen 
variously as, running from I Sam 15 or 16 to 2 Sam 5.7.8. or even 9. 
Cf. recently Ulbel; Weiser., 1966; Ward; Gronbeek; and see further 
the literature cited and the sumnary of hypotheses in Schick1berger,, 
255-8. 
27. othemise in OT: Gen 29: 14., Jud 9: 2; cf. Gen 2: 23P Job 2: 5. 
28. As e. g. Schulte's "Davia Soul-Story". on the other hana there are 
some signs that 2. Sam 1 may also belong to , 
the "Succession Narrative": 
of. e. g. 2 Sam 40.10 and inaeed, the general ýarpllel between that 
scene and this. ' I 
29. The note about the -2pwa bd (vs. 14b)., Ndiatever this object wasq 
.g na=y 
to the ark story. probably belongs or3: 
-L-, --- 
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ý30. _ 
1 Chrm 15: 29 reads w-vhy instead of the curious whyh at thýe' beginning of the verse; see Titkin, 47. 
31. Notice the use of the term "city of David": it oocurs in Samuel only here and in 2 Sam 5: 7.9. 
32. Cf - also I Yýgs 1: 40 (Solom'on): "And all the peopie went up after him, 
playing on pipes [cf. 2 Sam 6: 53 and rejoicing with great joy"; also 2 Rgs 11: 14 (Joash): "and when she looked., there was the king standing beside the pillar and all the people of the land'rejoicing and blowing trumpets. " 
33. Another possibility is to separate 3: 12-6 from its present context, as Flanagan suggests (1971: 46).. Ona link it with 3: 17-9 and 5: 1-3. But the "Covenant" motif in vss. 12-3 seems to belong naturally to vs. 21 
and, more important, the key word 151h links it with the whole of vss. 20 ff. 
34. On I San 25, see also below., Chapt. IV., pars. 6-6.21., 14.51-14-512. 
Cf. the lists of wox%3-usage in Schulte., 90-4; see also e. g. Budde, 1902sXVI; Segal,, 1964-5: 324-32. 
35. Blenkinscpp (1964: 424) is close to the m9rk when he talks of "the 
conplicatea, as yet unsolved and probably insoluble skein of probleM's involved in the literary couposition of 1 and 2 Sm. " 
36. Notice too 
, 
the quite different role of David in this warfare: his ', 
absence from the military 90tivity of chapt. 2 conforms better to the 
pattern of chapts. 11., 15 and 18. 
37.1 use the term "style" with some hestiation as it is clear that & 
definition of style and the nature and value of stylistic analysis Cf 
literature are nvtters of some considerable dabate, See eg,, Spenceri 
Babb; Chatman. In -what follows I am mainly interested (so also Rost) 
in what might be termed "rhetorical devices" (but also in lexical 
stock and irony); see further Muilenburg; Alonso-Sch8kel, esp. 143-7; 
Blenkinscpp, 1966: 48-9,; Ridout.. Chapt. I. 
38. See Driver c ., 
1913b: 242. If yh1w is indeed "hardly possible"- after 
wypggwm it is simpler to r-e--aU-wayyipegO6a than to delete yhdw. 
39. yhdw is no insignificant word - it encapsulates the peculiarity of the 
9-R-653ote. Notice also the way in *hich the narrator uses simple 
repetitions 'to convey the "double" nature of the actioht wyq*-,,, yý, -w; 
51h cl hbrkh mzh '31h cl hbrkh mzh; wy-1mr ')bnr : 117 -- wy VvT 3 
yqwmv., viy3mir yw3b yq=. 
40. The examples set out in Appendix Bs below, may be compared with those 
presented by Ridout., 36-47. He discusses 2 Sam l4t25-7# 20: 1-22,, 
20: 16-20.. 12: 13b-14Y iKgs 2: 26s 2 Sam 16. -7b-8,19: 12-3., 1 Kgs 1: 24-7. 
2 Sam 13: 32-3 P1 Ygs 2: 42-3,, 2 Sam 17: 
8-10j, in that order. Rost 
merely lists his examples (221): 2 Sam 11: 20-1.11: 25bo 13: 32-3,9-" 
15: 19-20., 16: 7-81 10-11.18: 19-31,19: 12-3.9 1 Iýgs 1 o#24-7., 2.42-3. 
41.1 am not arguing here that these techniques which have been singled 
out by others as characteristic of the "Succession Narrative" are 
necessarily the exclusive preserve of this narrative but simply that 
Chapts. 2-4 share these characteristics and cannot on that account be 
distinguished from chapts, 9-20 +I Kgs 1-2, as, Rost's analysis implies- 
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42. See Ridout, (24-5) -where he summari2es: "In the case of phrases and longer units, repetition is normally varied in successive occurrences 
through the use of s. vnon-vms. omissions. additions. or alter., ati6ns of 
word order. The great variety which is introduced into repeated 
phrases, sentences and paragraphs is so pervasive as to force us to 
conclude that our author has consciously attempted to modify these 
iterations, " 
, 43. Cf. a similar structure in 2 Sam 18: 20-23 (Ridaut., 99). . 
Notice also 
that it is after the thiza statement about Asshel not turning aside 
tha t, the killing is recounted - of. Ridout, 120. - "There is considerable 
evidence that the third repetition of a series was a favoured 
climactic point for-our author. " 
44. Cn the text of this example see Driver., 1913b: 248. I follow LXX' 
in omitting 1pny. after ky 4m. 
45. Note that the chissmus has a single element at the centre and that 
- this is the focal point -of the speech. Cf. Ridouts 48-9: "In 
, 
practically all the examples of chissm which vie have identified in the 
"Succession Narrative, the structure has a single element in the 
center which is not paired with another element .... Rirthernwe, it can be said that the center of the oh: Lism is normally the most 
important part of the structure 
46. -He discusses i Kgs 2: 12-46 (25s 34.. 36), q 2 Sam 14: 13-20 (i7b,, M)s 20: 4-13 (79 10b,, 13b)s 18: 17., 19: 9 and 15: 13-16: 14 (complex and 
discussed in some detail)* 
47. The text of 4: 6 is difficult. For various attempts to resolve the 
problems (none wholly convincing) see Driver,, 1913b: 255; Hertzberg, 
264-5; Mauchline, 213. Adoption of LXX (so e. g. Driver, RSV) 
would mean the elimination of our particular phrase. 
48. On distinýtive authorship in a narrative tradition that employs stock 
patterning such as this, see belm, Chapt-IV, pars 10.213.. 
49, Flanagan (1971)., 'who follows some of the earlier "liters critics 
in assuming a two source theory in 2: 12-32, remarks (45-67%hat "the 
episode described in vv, 17-23 is not mentioned when Joeb and Abner 
meet in vv. 24-28, as would be expected if it were from the same 
tradition. 0 But it is precisely bwause the author does not develop'. 
the vengeance theme at this point that allows him the subtle luxury 
of foreshadowing the death of Abner (in 2: 22) whLle yet managing to 
retain in the account of his death an element of shock. Moreover the 
failure to mention the Asahel scene in 2: 24-8 is entirely in keeping 
with JoabIs character as presented in the "Succession Narrative" - 
above all he is a man - 
of deeds not words (the significant-exception - 
is in 2 Sam 19: 1-9), q and it is clear in 2: 24-8 that 
he realizes that 
Abner is safely out of his reach, short of a desperate battle. 
50. Acceptance of the "succession" nature of the, narratives particularly 
as it has been formulated by Rost (by no means the first to trace such 
a theme: of. e. g. Wellhausen, 1878: 224-5; Rtivers 1913a: J82-3) is 
almost a matter of course amongst commentators: sees recently. "Pohrers 
1970: 2220; Gray., 1970: 15; Mauchlines 240; Ridout, 212-3. - Cf. also 
Flanagans 1971: 97-8 and 1972072-3: he however sees this theme as 
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superimposed by redaction (the addition of Solomonic secti'n' upon o S), " 
an earlier "literary unit,, a Court History, that was intended to show 
how David maintained legitimate control over the kingdoms of Judah and 
Israel" (see above, n. 20), Blenkinsopp (1966: 47) also has. suggested 
a separation of "legitimation" end "succession" themes. 2L Smith 
describes the work as "a moral tract, " a "story of crime and punishment": 
the plot stems from David's sin in the Bathsheba episodev and "succession" 
is only a major element in the final episode (Solomon established on 
thqýhrone) where it is subsumed under the theme of reward and panishment. 
Carlson's criticism of Rost (he does not accept the existence of "a 
special ThronfoýgeZeschichte in 2 Sae) is somewhat diffuse but the 
importance of the "succession" theme does not appear to come under part- 
icular attack (cf. esp. 131-9. and 167). Jackson is strongly critical 
of Rost's account of the purpose of the story (i. e. it is written, to 
the greater glory of Solomon) and argues'that though the narrative does 
indeed provide an answer to the question how it cam about that Solomon 
gained the thrones this is of only peripheral interest - the story is 
much more concerned with the delineation of character and themes such 
-as 
" life and death, love and hatred, henour and dishonour" (194-5; 
cf. 185-6). The most recent criticism of Rost's definition of the 
narrative as a "succession" story is that of Schulte*(see esp. 138)o 
51. Moreover when 'Whybray (1968: 21) writes of this episode (Sheba),, as 
reminding us "of the latent possibility ... that David would not have 
. 
2nZ successor to sit on his throne" it seems to me that. he coula, not 
claim to be isolating a primary feature of the material. Where Sheba 
poses a threat it is clearly to i)avials grip on his kingdom: Vow 
Sheba ... Nrill do us more harm than Absalom; ... pursue him,, lest he 
get himself fortified cities., and cease us trouble. " ., 
Any suggestion 
that the threat should be seen in terms of the "succession" must there- 
fore be decidedly secondary to this emphasis. Indeed, as far as I can 
see it camot be supported from the actual text of the episode; nor 
t: ti-J's' obvious that the context places the episode in this perspective. 
52. Cf. Blenkinscpp., 1966: 47-8; also Carlson's exposition of 2 Sam 10-20 
(24) in terms of the theme of "David under the Ciarse" (140 ff. ). Note 
also von Rad's comment (1966: 196 n. 40) minimi: zing the importance of scarce 
problems in this section of chapt. 12; with this I concur. 
53. Jackson., 185 n. 15: ", It can hardly be regarded as laudatory to proclaim 
publicly the circumstances surrounding'Solomon's birth. " 
54. Cf. 'Whybray (1968: 27) on the Absalom episode: "Oetensiýly the central 
character in these chaPters is Absalom; yet in a deeper sense the 
reader is made to feel that it is David whom the author seeks to portray.... " 
So too Brueggemann (1974: 176) on 2 Sam 15-1ge 
55. Hence of course the claims that the story is written in majorem 
gloriam Salomonis (Rost, 234; so'Whybray, 1968: 53; Fo-hrer, 1970: 222; 
and nony others). 
56. ýHe attempts to overcome this difficulty by appeal to 
(hypothetical), 
circumstances of composition. Rost fails to see the problem. ,, 
57. Cf. WhYbraYs 1968: 22: "Bathsheba and her son retire into the back- 
ground" - which might well be termed an understatement. 
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58. If we are to go by the lists of 2 S8m 3. -2-5 ana 5: 13-6 he was at - 
best ninth or tenth in line of succession. See also Jackson, 185. 
59. Nevertheless I do not think that it stands or falls with this 
inclusion; although without chapts. 2-4 the interpretation 
woula clearly require sow restatement. 
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David's request for Michal appears to provide the excuse for Abner's 
visit. " That it was a significant move in establishing a claim to 
the throne., as seen by many commentators (e. g. Carlson., 51; Hertzberg, 
259; Ibuchline, 210; of. the caution of k6kane, 1963: 195).. is not 
evident in the story as it stands. 
2, 
'It 
is often asserted that Abner's dealings with Rizpah in some way 
constituted a legal claim to the throne (or could be so construed); 
see e. g. H. Smith, 275; Buade,, 1902. -209; Carlson,, 51; Hertzberg., Z57J 
Fohrer, 1959: 5; Auzou., 233. Note however the caution expressed by 
Tsevat, 241; : 96ICane. Mauchline,, 208-9. In support of-the , 1963: 190; 
claim reference is usually made to 2 Sam 16s21-2 (Absalom and David's 
concubines) and I*Kgs 2: 13-25 (Adonijah's fatal request for Abishag). 
Bat why should Abner go through such a rigmarole when he was already 
a close relative and power was his to seize at will? Ana why is 
there absolutely no hint of such an understanding in Ishbosheth's 
rebuke? Similarly such interpretation requires the implication that 
both AdoniJah ar4 Bathsheba (in I Kgs 2)'are to be viewed as imbeciles. 
In the latter case Solomon's reply to Bathsheba may be quite simply 
understood in terms of "ask an inch., take .9 mile": any request for 
anything would have served to trigger Solomon's paranoia (see also 
belows note /17/),. 2 Sam 16: 21-2 pictures a quite different situation: 
Absalom has already rebelled and claimed the throne; the public 
. possession oFthe harem is 0 as the text explains, a propaganda exercise designed to show that his. rebellion was past the point of no return; 
he behaves now as though he were indeed the king.. 
3. My emphasis here has points of similarity with that of Brueggermnn in 
discussion of some later scenes (the death of the child in 2 Sam 12; 
the flight from Jerusalem): "It is a mature faith which lets him 
function without needing to function where he cannot. Great freedcm 
and responsibility are combinea with an ability to leave other matters 
conpletely in the hands of Yahweh" (1972c: 41-2; cf. 1972a: esp. 14-7). 
My main criticisms of Brueggemann's analysis of the "Succession 
Narrative" are first (see also above, 
_Chapt. 
T, 
)n. 
2) that by c6ncentrating 
on a few episodes (eego -in chapts. 11 21 15-6 he exaggerates (as does 
. von iteas 1966) the importance. of Yahweh in the story as a whole,. and 
secýnd and more important,, that he fails to present a coherent account 
in which both positive and negative aspects of David are balanced (cf., 
the highly favourable characterization in., e. g.,, 1970: 371-3., 1971: 328-31, 
1972a: B.. 14-7. with the picture of David "the death-bringer" in 
1972b: 108-9). Nevertheless it should be clear to the reader that my 
own interpretation owes much to Brueggemam. 
4. Cf. H. Smith's observation (311) about the numbers of sons and servants 
and the implied extent of the estate, and MoKanels query (1963: 224) 
about the state of the text ("The difficulty is that., if Mephibosheth 
is to enjoy David's hospita3ity,. he does not appear to stand in need of 
the produce of his estate in the)way presupposed by the preceding 
half of the verse [i. e. vs, 103" * The text needs no emendation. 
5. Certainly the clues are laid in such a way as to suggest that it is 
Ziba who is lying (Hertzberg, 345; Klopfenstein., 327-8; 'Riaouti, 161-7) 
In my juagament the primary clues are (a) the insistence Of Mephibosheth's 
lameness (9: 303; 19: 27) in which respect he vas at the mercy Of Zibs; 
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and (b) the otherwise gratuitous note about his apparent state of 
mourning (19. -24). Gressmann (180,183)., however, sees it the other 
way round; and IbRane (1963: 273) comments that "there is no means of 
ascertaining whether the truth was with Zibs or Mephibosheth. " 
6. Deception and clandestine activity (and the relstpa theme. of conspiracy). 
i. e. the attempt to prevent someone from confronting the true state of 
affairs, play an important role in the narrative as a whole. Death 
by deception is the lot of Asahels Abner and 
, 
Amass. The deatho of Abner 
and Amass., moreover, as well as that of Ish*bosheths pre covert affairs., 
at least (the story stresses) in relation to the key, figure, David. - 
-Indeed, in the case of 
Abner and Ishbosheths the fact that the. deea was, 
from David's p61nt of views covert, and that. it was seen publicly to be 
so, is equally as important in its consequences as the deed itself, 
Deceit marks both of David's attenpts to pass on to Uriah the paternity 
of the illegitimate child and the manner of Urish's death (also a 
. 
clandestine act)s no less 'then the manner of David's reaction to this 
news. The Ammonites are sure that David's embassy is an act of decept- 
ion just as Josb apparently cannot believe that Abner could have come to 
-David's camp with anything but ulterior motives. By deception and 
clandestine dealing Amnon creates the opportunity to. rape Tamars 
Absalom the opportunity to murder Amon, and Joab the opportunity to 
secure Absalom's return to court. The woman of Tekoa deceives the 
king., just as. Nathen ha*d done in an evrlier scene, while a little 
"later Hushai makes possible the return of David by an elaborate decept- 
ion. Nor is the account of the death of Absalom free from this persist- 
ent motif:. the altercation between Josb and the. man who brought-him 
the news of Absalom's plight in the tree involves the question of whether 
or not the king can be deceived., while Ahimaaz.. bringing the news to 
",. 
David, does in fact attempt just this (18: 29., of. vs. 20). Deception 
is the mainspring of the Mephibosheth and Zibs story as we have Just 
noted. Ana., of course., the lost roin conspiracy of the story 
(I Kgs i) 
moves from the covert meeting of Nathan and Bathsheba to what seems to 
be one of the boldest sets of deception of them all 
(see further, 
below, pars. 3.2-3; 22). 
-. Mhst we are witnessing In all this material is a concentration of 
interest on the visy ments lives and responsibilities are bound UP in a 
world where what "seems to bell competes often on equal terms with 
"what 
is". A basic datum dogs the observer (and evaluator) of this worlaana 
'its inhabitants: man has a remaikable capacity for distorting or 
curtailing the perspectives of others., Deceptions therefore, is of 
hermeneutical significance in this story* 
7. There is a problem about the originality of this passage: see e. 9, 
Carlson (157-9; cf. Budde., 1902: 254-5) who takes 12. -7b-12 as a 
Deuteronomic addition. He ob serves (190) . however., t lie t even w ithout 
these verses it is possible to interpret the misfortunes which cane 
upon David in 2 Sam 13-1 Kgs 2 as 
"retribution 'in full measurel for 
David's crime in 2 Sam. 1i f. ' So also von Rad 
(1966: 196 n. 40: "the 
editorial saaitionwould be wholly in keeping with the spirit of 
the 
original"). and Whybray 
(1968: 23-4). 
8. Simon2 232: "Nathan's 'Thou art the man' and Davidis response:, 
11 have sinned against the Lord' derive their force from their 
quintessential brevity. " 
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9.,:, This perspective is explored-by Dalekat,, esp. 33-6. It should not be 
merely assumed, as by von Rod (1966: 198-203; widely followed), that, 
the few expressions of Yahweh's attitude (displessure,. love, etc. ) 
are to be identified with the author's own view. Moreover it is 
easy to exaggerate the significance of the few passages. where the narr- 
ator speaks of Yahweh's action or attitude (von Rod singles out 2 Sam 
11: 27., 12,., 24.9 17: 14., G- cf. Schulz.. 1923: 196-7). ' to say that Solomon 
was beloved by Iahwehj or that Yahweh ordained that the counsel of 
Achitophel be defeated does little more than add a providential 
dimýnsion (the working out of fate in some vague way through Yahweh); 
it hardly warrants the claim that Yahweh is a primary focus of interest 
or that the work is one of "theological genius" (von Rod, 1966: 202-3). 
loo Segal (1964-5: 331) rightly notes the parallel between the last clause 
and I Sam 20: 8b. There are other parallels in the same segWnt: 
father-son confrontation., threat to the throne, absence at a sacrifice 
used as an excuse. 
11.1 disagree with 'Whybray (-D68: 28) who takes the brevity in the narrative 
here to indicate how cold and formal the reception was. Cf. also- 
-above, n. 8. 
12, The phrase encapsulates the Froblem of Absalom's conspiracy against 
Amnon. That the author is interested in the variety of ways of 
viewing this action is most obviously demonstrated within the narrative 
by the arguments of the woman of Tekos and the action of Jo9b. 
Commentators are too apt to make rather facile judgements about 
Da-vid's failure here (cf. e. g. Hertzberg, 335; von Red, 1966: 182; 
Riaout, 148). 
For a grotesquely meloararotic account of Absalom here as a kind of 
"type" of the evil "seducer" (7erfflhrerý in the Bible (linked with 
the Satan of the Gospels) see Voeltzel., 33-4. He concludes. - 
". Absalom wgre also ein Punkt auf dieser im Grund- ungenauen., aber 
einzigartigý, bearohlichen. 9 realen, quglenden und schmerzlichen Grunalinie, die von der Schlange von Genesis 3,1 bis zum Satan des Evangeliums 
der als Engel des Lichts geschminkt ist, und zu der 'Alten Schanget 
der Apokelypse lsiuft. " 
13. Brueggewnn (e. g. 1972o: 41-2., 1974: 177-81,187) stresses David's 
I. 
trust in Yahweh; he is not hov! ever the only recipient of trust here, 
14. "Delekat is looking here for the "original" D)vid behind the claimed - 
tendenz of the writing (i. e. Jo9b's perspective? )* 
15. Contrast e. g. the scene of lament over Abner's death (3: 31-9)., Two. 
other occasions where inner emotion is revealed directly are 13: 37, 
39 and I Egs 1: 50. Schulz (1923) who discusses this feature of 
narrative style in Samuel as a 'whole cites (199) 19: 1 as a. normal case 
of grief indicated by externals, presumably takin Mregaz in a 9 W8yyi - 
purely literal sense(to quiver, shake). The metaphorical meaning is 
well attested (BDB., 919; Driver, 4913b: 333) and in my view better 
fits the context here. -- 
P 16. Note however that it is the end of the passage that is of significance 
for what follows in the., story: for it is Jo9b's view which finally 
dominates. The king reviews the troops in celebration of the victory 
and thus succumbs to the norm. As Jackson co=ents (194)., David is 
at the end reduced "to a shell of a man. " 
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often4cit 9he following two Vassages ý15: 24,9; 16: 5-13) 8re- -,,, ed', in illustration of a positive' side of David: cf. Napier, 139-40; McKane, 1963: 253-4,257-8; -Auzou, 389; and esp. Bruegg6mann, 1969: 495; 1972a: 14-7; 1972cs4l-2; 1974: 175-92, esp. 177-81. 
Brueggemann's exegesis (1974) in similar but he goes for beyond the 
text in his reconstruction of what Shimei ana'Abishai "stand for" in 
the tenth century culturalAistorical context in which he s ets. the 
composition of the story. 
19. Bewer (29) calls him a "chilcl of luck". Whybray (1968: 37) 'asks 
it It real greatness,, or was it luck ... which preserved David's 
.9 was 
kingdom? " Cf. Pedersen's analysis (188-90) of David's character in 
terms of his "blessing. " 
20. This is a point against those who see j)avia in this'episode as shrewdly 
calculating,, an initiator and strategist-* see esp. 'Mcl(ane (1963: 253-4); 
cf. Mauchline (277) and Napier (140: "he is still able to exercise the 
astute powers of strategy always characteristic of him"). 
21. Van Raa-misses entirely this deteriorating movement 13nd observes 
romantically (1966: 187) that "the noble behaviour of the king., purified 
as he is by suffering., shim s like a brilliant light on all around him. " 
Similarly deficient is Brueggemann's attempt (1971. -328-31) to analyse 
the restoration of David in terms of a symbolic restoration of 991bm (o3ýder and stability): "Me king. is the source of health, ordýr- and 
life for the community, It 
Note also a function both here and earlier of the Maphibosheth sub-plot. 
David's gain of thqthrone of Israel brings in its wake the gift of 
Saul's land to Mephibosheth. on the journey from Jerusalem David malcces 
a simple judgement against the Saulide. By it (a gift in fact to Ziba) 
David's loss of his kingdom finds its parallel in Mephibosheth's aepriv- 
ation. - "The king said to Ziba., OBeýold,, 93.1 that belonged to Mephibosheth 
is now yours. '" On the return journey the correspoftdlng judgement is 
now characteristically a compromise. Ar-dits terms ominously foreshadow 
what is soon to threaten David's fortune: "And the king said to 
Mephibosheth I... I have decided. - you and Ziba shall divide the land. 
22,1 take "man of Belial" in 20: 1 to mean a "reckless" person.. one who 
disregards the proprieties or disturbs the status qqo (cf. Hannah., I Sam 
1: 16; Nobal, 1 Sam 251-'17). Notice that nowhere is it said that Sheba 
actually engaged in an armed rebellion, merely that he called for the 
men of Israel to disband and go how, though of course the implication 
is secession. Caircl (1151) rightly notes that when vie next see Sheba 
he is accompanied only by his own clan. For a negative view of ])avid 
in this episode see also Schulte, 179. 
23-ý It is surprising how little is said of Arose. In fact, we are merely 
told of his parentage (he was closely related to both Joab and Davii) 
and of his appointment, first over Absalom's army, and second over 
Davia, s; then (nothing about his role in the disastrous battle in the 
forest of Ephraim) of his commission to muster the men of Judah 
(pres- 
umably for the pursuit of Sheba). It is not until this point in the 
narrative that we are expressly told of any action actually taken by 
Arose ( reviously he is simply the object of someone else's action or 
address . The stDrye-teller wastes no wordst 
"So Amass went to 
smmmon Judah; but he delayed beyond the set time uhich had been appoint- 
ed him" (20: 5). He next appears at Gibeon. Again we see himp 
fleetingly, in action: "Ana Amass came to meet him ... And Amass 
aid 
NAII 
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not observe the sword whidi was in Joab'S hand and he died" (20: 8-10). There is something almost cruelly comic about the portrait;, Amass was the man whose loss of a battle gained him a comsond, who 
failed to keep an appointment, and who could not spot the sword in, 
his rival's hand. 
24. Notice the balance between vss. 49 and 50 with the verbs of "rising" 
and, "going" being repeated but the key element of "fearing" varied (ýxd, yrl), The focus of the narrative moves significantly fran the 
m5-re ge-neral (the guests of Adonijah trembled and went their way) to 
the particular (Aaonijoh feared Solomon end went to the altar), 
25. Aaonijah is introduced in ambiguous terms: "And Adonijah the. son of 
- 
Haggith exalted himself (mtngl ) saying, 11 shall be king' (, >m1k). 
Then the parallel with Abskom (Carlson., 167; Whybray., 196873-0-1; - 
'Ridout, 151-2): 
, ? ve are 
told of his chariots, horsemen and runners (1: 5. cf. 2 Sam 150); of how handsome he was (1: 6, Of 2 Sam 14: 25; 
wilh Carlson, 184-8., 1 do not consider 14. -25-7 to be an interpolation., 
as ao. e. g. Hertzberg., 334, end lbuchline, 268, (see esp. Casp3ri, 
1909: 318-22): the apparent contradiction between this passagq and 
-18,08 is in my view (cf. Carlson, 187) better resolved by treating 
the latter as"seconapry, setiological, insertion); and of the fact 
that he was born next to Absalom (now mentioned explicitly),, so that 
we know thats'like Absalom, he is heir apparent (Noth, 1968: 4,5; 
assuming that the principle of the rights of primo-geniture is under- 
stood - an assumption that. lies behind most arguments for a "succession" 
theme in the story (cf. e. g. von RDa, 1966: 181) and is strongly implied 
in I Rgs 2: 15s 222 concerning Adonijoh). Further our attention is 
drawn to the existence of definite political factionst following 
-ýhich the parallel with Absalom, is broadened to include not only his 
action at the tim of his rebellion but also of his conspiracy against 
. hnon: he holds a feast (sacrifice) to which "all his brothers,, the 
king's sons" except! 'Solomon, his brother" are ihvited (1. -9-10; cf. 
.2 Sam 15: 7-. 12 and 13. i23-7). Just as Amnon in 13: 23-7 is singled out for special mention, so now Solomon in I Kgs 1: 9-10. Mile., therefore,, 
nothing explicit gives us grounds for seeing the feast in tems of 
conspiracy, by the end of the passage this possibility dominates = 
perspective. It is thus only too easy for us to accept Nathan's version 
of the event, as do Bathsheba and lbvid in the narrative itse'lf (so 
also many co=entators when judging Aaonijah's intentions: cf. e. g. 
Post.. 195-7; Whybray, 1968: 23i52; Mongomery and Dehmon., 70,73; 
Ridout.. 151-2); only with our growing sus]ýbion about Nathan's cnm 
actions is there an incentive to look again with other eyes at what 
has been recounted. 
This carefully constructed parallel between the two sons and its subtle 
drawtio contribution is a strong argument against Flanagan's dissoc- 
iation of I Kgs 1-2 from*2 Sam 13-20. His attempt (1972: 174-5) to 
play down the extent of the parallel by claiming that any. comparison 
nust be between Absalom and Sheba, not Absalom and Adonijahs depends 
upon an historical., not a literary, analysis. 
26. Two other pointst (I ) A, 5onijoh later says to Bathsheba,, and is not 
contradicted (indeed Bothsh6bals willingness to act for him suggests 
perhaps a certikin attitude of remorse): "You know that the kingdom 
was mine, and that all Israel fully expected me to reign" (2: 15); 
(2) tanas (cited by Montgomery and Gehman., 75) may well be right 
in suggesting that Solomon's reluctance to allow Aaonijah the gift, ol' 
Abishag may be connected$ in part at least, with the fact that 
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Abishag is 'the only witness to the conspiracy. Why else is Abishag 
mentioned in this crucial scene (1,15)?. Montgomery and Gehman 
offer the unlikely suggestion that the mention is designed to reinforce 
the point that Abishag was not a proper concubine (i. e. the king had 
not had spxual intercourse with her) since if she had this status, 
they claim, no visitors would have been allowed in the chamber. 
27, The parallel with Absalom is also drawn at -the personal as well as the 
political level. Just as Absalom killed his brother Anmon, sb Solomon 
has -Adonijah murdered. In terms of the theme of giving and grasping 
there is a further touch of irony in the fact that the occasion (pretext) 
for the murder is a Lift - the gift of Abishag. 
28. Whybray (1968: 50-2) depends heavily upon the identification (unjust- 
ified, as I try to show) of Bensish's expressed viewpoint (1',, 36,47) 
with that of the author, in order to show that the narrative was 
written in support of Solomon's accession. 
29. Kitel (175y' comnents aptlys David is "an old man, hardly any longer 
capable of making up his own mind., quite in the hands of his court and 
harem ,a society not over nice as to its aims and meons. " 
30. The accounts of the fates of Aaonijah.. Abiathar.. Jo9b'and Shimi are 
much more than mere "appenclices" allowing the "pulling together of all 
the strings" (Whybray., 1968: 39) following the conclusion of the real 
("Succession") theme: on my interpretation they play a key role in 
portraying the kincl of ethos that finally prevails over David. 
31. Solomon's speech concerning Joab (201-3) constantly reminds us of 
Davids cf. "my father's house, " "without the knowledge of my father 
Davids" "to David arY3 to his descendents and to his house and to his 
throne. " 
32. Blenkinscpp (1966: 49 n. 5) notes this as a possible definition of the 
term "theme". In t his sense it is closely related to "narrative 
structure" (cf. Wellek and Warren, chapt. 16., on "plot1t). 
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NOTES CHAPM IV 
I Sam 21 and 2 Sam I may well be from diiferent sources. A recent 
discussion is that of GrOnbaek., 216-21, with relevant bibliography. 
As clear a presentation as any of the case against a solution whereby 
the Amalekite's story is taken as a falsehood is that ýf Kennedy., 
_1904 
191-2. 
2. ', P18ger's' discussion (16-9) of the Kampfbericht follows somewhat similar 
lines., though it is more dependent upon material in Deuteronomy and 
Joshua. 
3., The limitation to juageszanaýSamuel is'basically related to the'time 
available and the need to keep this section of the thesis in, pro er 
proportion to the rest. There is in'this material (Jua, ana Sam3 much 
-narrative of 
the type that has often been characterized as "traditional" 
and it provides an opportunity to test the claim that the "Succession 
Narrative" is something quite distinct in kind from the earlier material 
of Samuel as well as that of judges (the classic argument'is perhaps 
that of von Pad, 1966). 
-4. 
'This analysis may be equated with Richter's scheme as follows: - 
I= Richter's 2; 2(a) =-3; 2(b) = 4; 2(c) =4 also? 
_. 
-In 
the analysis of this and other patterns-I have found it convenient 
to use the terms "element",, "structure", and "language The elements 
are the narrative or descriptive segments which together constitute the 
pattern (as itemized e. g. in the passages presently under discussion). 
The structure is the particular arrangement or order of the-elements,, 
and more especially the most important of-these. The language is the 
actual verbal expressionsthe wording., of the elements. _ 
6. It is possibles though this cannot be demonstrated herep that it may 
-be redactionals deriving from the transformation of 9 story about-the 
death of Eli and his sons into one primarily concerned with. the capt 
of the ark, the object being to build a bridge between the material 
o*6hapters 1-3 and that of 5ff- Most comentators see the process 
as rather the reverse. 
7. Perhapsp following Richter, this'element of initial movement shoul 
ad 
be included as standard. 
8, -"-, For element 1,, see the analysis of I Sam 41101 2 Sam 2: 17 ar4 2 Sam 
18: 6 above, In the case of 2 Sam 18: 6,1 would count vyq) ... lqrIt 
(= Richter's 1) as much a part of element I as wthy hm34; 
Th7= Rich-t; -F-s 
2). ,i Sam 31 has vp_11tym nlý bygr1l; cf. 
- I Sam 4: 10: 
wylýmw plItyM The note about the 
--ark is omitted from i Sam 400. 
The variation here (cf. I Sam 4: 17,31: 1., 2 Sam 2: 17' 18: 7),. may be--- 
pvernea by a desire to avoid the rather crude repetlion of "Ihilistines" 
'that we find e. g. in i Sam 3W-2. 
ý,, t, " 
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10. Both 2 Sam 2 and 18.1ack an equivalent Summary statement of element 2(c). The latte6roceeas directly to its elaborated account of Absalom's death. The language of the former momentarily raises the possibility that the three sons of Zeruish are going to be thus singled out ("and there were there, the three sons of'Zeruish eeell)eo and although this turns out to be, in fact,, the introduction tb a scene of pursuit., in the end the death does occur, and indeed it is Asa7hel., one of the three sons, who dies. Note that he is on the winning side, unlike the others whose deaths are related in these passages,, though 'whether it is. to. be his or the defeated Abner's death that is recounted hangs for a time in -the balance. There my be a deliberate artistic counterpointing here. 
1. Simi 1 rities between these two passages', are -noted, in- ýa-ssing by Klostermann 129; Nowack 35,36 and: 194; Schulz., 192300-1; Caspari, 
19263394. A little fuller are the"observations of LBhr 121: he notes 
not only the description of the messenger but also the question., and, to a limited extent, the form of the message (ns ... wgm wgm) So also Kermedy, 1904: 192. 
12. The expression "earth on the head" occurs again oay in 2 Sam 15: 32 (the "Succession Narrative") and in Neh 9: 1 (where it is 
- 
associated 
with fasting ana-sackoloths more 9'sign of contrition). Elsewhere 
it is ashes (see however Jastrow) or dust that is put or th * 
rown upon the head to signify humiliations contrition 
' or mourning. 
Cf. the 
-recent discussion by de Ward.. esp. 6-8. - Oý the tearing of clothes., 
see ibid., 8-10; note again the connection with 2 Sam 15: 32, both the 
phrase as a whole and the use of _qEj 
in the Qal part. pass. s, 
I Sam'402 WMIld CIT 
2 Sam 1: 2 wbgd qr-V w3dmh'cl r-16w 
2 Sam-15: 32 qrwc ktntw 
J, 
I. Cf. qrcy bgdym in 2 Kgs 18S37 Isa 36: 22s and Jer 41: 5. 
"ij. 'Reaaing*n4nh with LXX; UT hes'mcrkh., -perhaps a dittography from the 
next cla--M-, Cf, Drivers 191rbF. -W. This also noticeably improves 
the bala nee of the prose. 
1ý. 'Cf. Klostermanns 129s "Frage U. Antworý genau wie ISI+, 16ý17"-- 
15., As seems,, to be implied., in the case of t%e., messenger scene,, e. g. by 
Mr. 121 
16. E. g., the, drawing up of the cpppsing Fanks.,, details of, weaponsi-of - who'ett's'Oked first', or how, long before one side fled.., . Hence also '; ýan Seter's p'oint' 188), -about 
the lack of any "contest in OT 
-battle reports., in contrast with what he calls "heroic"., style;. on the, other 
hand we do find quite elaborate accounts of-the aftermath of th6 battle, 
as in 2 Sam 2 andIS. 
17.1 Sam 31 plunges 'straight'into the account of the'býttle, 'while I Sam 
4 has a preliminary skirmish and a scene, in tfie'Philistine Camp, and 
2 Sam 18 the episode concerning who is to lead the army inýthe field 
together with a description of the army marching out under review. 
2 Sam 18 and 1 Sam 31 elaborate the aftermath of the scene of the 
battle,, particularly in connection with the death of the leading character 
concerned (the former in considerable detail); but no details are 
given of the deaths of Hophni ana Ihiness. 
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-18. 
A kind. of-', 'dischronologizati6n11 (Nachh'olung), I results. ---, ý -Though this 
is by no means without precedent OT narrative (cf. e. g. Schulz.. 
1923: 10-1; Baumgartner., 150-5.157; Martin) it is rarely successful 
just because chronological sequence is by far and away the'normal Ultde 
of narration and one which, therefore, the reader or listener comes to 
expect. ý2. Sam-18 avoids the clumsiness, by proceeding directly with 
the detailed account of the death. Clearly the structure in its most 
basic form, i. e. with a sumnary account of element 2(c), is most - suitable in a passage such as I Sam 4: 10 where there i's no further 
elaboration. 
19, It is interesting to note that the use of standard patterns in oral 
traditional composition can lead to similar., and'sometimes grosser., 
infelicities: of. ' Lord, 1938: 439-45, and Gunn, 1970: 192-203, 
_where there is-further bibliography. 
20. An interesting exaMnle of the former being Postulated is van den Born' s 
examination (209-1ý) of Jud 19: he argues. in view of the many 
similarities between this story and the Sodom story in Gen 19 that it is 
a "pastiche" of Gen 19. (Similarly Jud 20 is "une cr4ation artif- 
icielle" based on Jos 7-8). The latter type ofý, explsnation seems 
to be that most often appealed to by coamentators, in connection 
with the'passages presently under discussion,, in the relatively few 
cases where not only-are similarities actually noticed but sane 
expýanation is offered. , (See the notes at the beginning of each 
pattern discussed.. above and below). 
21. ', 2(s) - wyngp(w) 1pny cbay dwa: where the close parallel lies in 
the construction and language of th. e element, as well as in the dist- 
inctive subject matter., viz. "the servants of David". 
2(b) - bywm hWl 
22. Against van Seterss Porter's discussion (20). is, pertinent; see 
especially n. %.. where. he comments regarding those Hittite royal 
inscriptions which have been regarded as most resembling Hebrew-. 
"historical cOM, Position"s "thdr narrative-form and style .. are quite 
different from the vivid use of dialogue and the dramatic scene'. 
construction, which mark the Hebrew prose stories" (of. also-Schulte,, 6). 
23. The importance of reading OT stories as stories and not, just'as'the*' 
- s= of their theological or dultic iago-rt or overlay has been 
stressed by Dorothy Thompson in her paper,, "Folktale Method and old 
Testament Narrative"s delivered at the 7th Congress of the IOSOT, 
Uppsala, 12th August, MI. ' She also arew attention to certain 
narrative "patterns" or story forms in Genesis and sow ancient near 
eastern narrative literatures though these, diff erea a little from 
those under consideration here' in that they were perhaps rather more 
abstroat and appeared themselves to constitute independent episodes 
or vdiole stories even -a characteristic of the'pre'sent "patterns" is 
that they function largely as dependent or subsidiary story elements., 
segwnts -which it is in most cases difficult to imagine as existing 
without a matrix. 
In connection with the definition of the type of pattern presently 
under discussionsýnotes too, the leck of any obvious theological 
pressures informing the basic shape. It is to be aistinguisheas.. 
therefore, fro4he kind of stereotype exemplified by 'the su=nary 
accounts in judges of Israel-lo re eatea apostasy, cry to the 
Loras 
promise of helps and deliverance 
fseee 
e. g. Beyerlin)s vdiich reflects 
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rather the interest of the liturgist., ýor,. literar'y*eaito'r"--'' theological aims. - ! -- Simil*'jjy 
with-didactic/ 
a onewould also went to have some reser- vations about the conparabi3-ity of some of the summary accounts of battles-in Joshua2 particularly2 where a Deuteronomistic theology 
pervades -the context ana. where-a strictly'dognatic interest in the-theme 
of the Holy War my well, be responsible for some-,, at least,, of the stereotyping. 
24. Apart from the fact that'2 Sam 1: 9 and I -Sam 31 '. 4 apparently relate to the same event (and therefore., as already, noted.. create a problem through their difference), the only similarity commonly observed by the commen- tator that between jua 9: 54 and I Sam 31: 4, usually by a passing 
reference, without further comment., either to the comparable phrase (e. g. Burney., 288, on "Draw : thy, swo. rd,, etc. or. Moore, - 268 on "his squdee ran him through"), q or', to the-passage in gewral: so Oettli., 262; Buade, 1897: 177; Mr., 119; Caspari,, 1926: 388. Klostermann. 
(130) notes a. connection between 2 Sam 1: 15 ýand I Sam 22: 18. 
25. Most of these are, in one sense or another, n4cirlms Jud 8: 20, Jud 
9: 542 2 Sam 1: 9 (of. vss. 5,6). 2 Sam 1: 15. 
26. Though the verb", in'. the' ihitial position in 7ud. 8 is 
-qwm,,,, 
the phrase 51p brb (I Sam 31, 'Jud'4) is, used in 
, 
the, next,, segment. uhioh relates-the "fail'ure to carry out the inptru. ctiops., wdqIMY, -, 
JI Sam 31) - the verb is used again in_these passages only in 1 Sam 31 and in the final segment 
of Jud 9: note again the agreement between,, these two passages. Pz! (2 Sam 1: 15) - for the sense of "fall upon uoplying, killing., cf. 
especially Jua 1502-3; "Swear to me that Zou will not fall upon me (pLc) yourselves. ' They said to him, No we will only bind you and 
give you* into their hands; we will not kill ypu (=t)"; . of., also 
Jud 
18: 25,1 Egs 2: 25 ff, and two of -the other passages under examination 
here, Jud 8: 21,1 Sam 22: 17-8. 
27. Jud 8: 19: -, "As the Lord lives, if you., had saved my-brothers alive I 
would not slay you*" 2 Sam 1: 14: - ýI'How 
is it,, you were" not 'afraid to 
put forth your hand to destroy the Loid's-. anointed? " That otherwise 
an explanatory clause would have been felt to be appropriate here is 
perhaps indicated by the fact that Jua 8 proceeds to_add one to the 
second, (and parallel) set of. instructions (see further below., pare . 5' . 12). 
28. wdqrny is lacking In -the parallel passages 1 Chroný 10: 4, -a rdg. fnv- 
red by Buddes, 1902: 191, with the ccmment: "Nicht den Tod sondern 
:, -, schimpflichen Mutwillen scheut Saul". So too Driver 1913b-. 228. This 
may be a case however of the Chronicler. smoothing -the , text'-", -- On'Saul Is 
reason. as a wholes, cf. 'Jer 3809. 
29.2 Sam 1: 9 adds an explanatory clauseý 'The Awlekite in justifying'to 
ý. David his"action reiterates, though in differentwords, Saul's own 
reason. - There is thu ,sa nice balance in the prose here. 
30o" Cf. esp. the language us*ed ea'rlier--in the segment*in'l Sam, 312 and 
Jud 9;, see above, pars. - 5.1. 
31. As in previous cases the only expansion-to'the simple-form of-the'spe-eches 
is the addition, of, an, explanstory clausWinýJua. 8., 
32., Cf. Hertzberg (344. )- on Zibals gift: -,! 'The, description, of 'his'-gifts 
reminds us of those which Abigailbrings to David iný 1.25.18 "; or 
.B 
udde (1902; 2-75) on 2 Sam 16: 1: "Auch die Massen stimmen mii jener 
I. 
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Stelle Ci. e., 1 -, Sam 25: 10; 'ýur class Abigail von dem Feste des Dcppelte 
an Wein mitnimmt. " A passing reference to Abigail's gift is"also 
-made 
by Mouchlinee, (275) and, amongst the older commentators., 
Klostermann (204), Kennedy (1904: 269) and Caspari (1926) on 2 Sam 16: 1. 
Note also Schulz, 1923: 24. 
ý3. LXT, has, phoinike "dates"., for'qyq here but not elsewhere. 
34. Methodologicallys there is nothing improper in setting to one side the 
two non-equivalent items in order to emphosi%e the. coriesponclence 
between the other four items, though'if the ratio of non-equivalent, to 
equivalent were the other way round one would have ressan to suspect 
-the procedure, 
35, This is a difficult questio n. which need, not be settled, here. Apart 
. from bread and wine the items in question occur in the OT as foUo*s; 
-I Sam 30: 12,1, Chron 12: 41; qyý/dblh - Amos 8: 1-2, Jer 40: 
10,12,48: 32, Mic 7: 1, ' Ise 16: 9, and TM755: 12.. lChron 12: 41, res- 
3ý7_eotively. The term used to describe the quantity of wine., nbl-M 
occurs in only three other contexts -I Sam 1: 24,10: 3, Jer 13: 12. 
36. - Thus when we turn to a comparable list of food.. I'Chron 12: 41 - com- 
- parable in terms of. general context and content (the bringing of prov- 
isions., which are listed, for the maintenance of so= soldiers in 
we find that though we again come across the connection with David) 
smqym and dblym there are no quantities given, let alone similar ones! to" s th6-reany correspondence with the order of, the items in I Sam 3. 
25 and 2 Sam 16 (cf. also Gen 43: 11,32: 13-15 or the presents in 
Gen 45: 21-23,, 2 Kgs 8: ý). 
37. - Similarities between the two passages have been noted by a number of 
commentators and usually taken as indication of a single author or 
redactor. Perhaps the most thorough observation is that of Cooks 
(168): "The resemblance which vs. 10b bears to 2: 24s leads to the 
discovery 9f severskoints of contact between the story of Amass azýa 
Sheba in chap. 20 and that of Abner and Ishboal in chaP. 2. - Both Abner 
and Sheba are followed by Benjamin (2: 25; 20: 14). The murders of 
, Asshel and Amass are narrated in very similar terms (2: 23 Rao; - 
20: 10a, 12,13a). Gibeon recurs in each (2-. 12 . 
2. q.; 20: 8); ., and 
end of the war is similarly described (2: 28; 20: 22b). Hence it is 
possible that the'same redactor, has worked at chaps. 2 M. and 20". 
Klostermann 136, takes 2: 23b as a gloss from 20: 10-4; followed by 
Buaaes 1902: 206, and H. Smiths 272; contra., Mrs 129. Note esp. ' 
Inther (195) who observes the similarity of the passages, in part- 
icular 2: 33b and 20: 122 and suggests that they (together with 204-6) 
are variations of one traditions but Wthout elaborating his meaning. 
38--For the problems in the text see Driver, 1913b, -343-4;, cf. most 
recently, Mauchline, 296-7; he maintains that to grasp a. man's beard 
was an offensive act - here,, however,,, the text plainly implies that it 
was a normal part of an act of embracing. 
39. On the deception see e. g. IbKane 1963: 279 ; on the parallel with Ehud, 
Hertzberg, 372. Indeed the connection with Jud 3 has been noted in 
some attempted reconstructions (e. g. Buade, 1902: 300; Driver summarites 
1913b: 243). It may also be possible that the difficulties in this 
section are more then textual (though theý are undoubtedly that as 
well) - that the nartator has attempted to adopt here a motif of 
assassination by deception which has appealed to him bat failed to 
cope adequately with the fact that it basically belongs to a left- 
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handed hero such as Ehua. The result may have been a confusion or 
vagueness in the original text, leading easily: to teittih--6orruption. 
40.3) In OT accounts of killing such details are' not commonly given; cf. however Jud 3: 21-2 (Ehua and Eglon: (a) ý (b), (c)), A Sam 25: 8 (Abishai 
to David., of the sleeping Saul: (a), (b)), and 2 Sam 3: 27 (Joab and - Abner: (a), (b), (e); note in (b) the term bm23 again - it occurs 
nowhere elsewith thisneaning (see Drivers 1913b: 255;, foý*2 Sam 4: 6)). 
See further Schulz, 1923: 11-12,, 14-. - 
The rdg. bo'2ahlre hahOnIt in 2 Sam 2: 23 has been, disputed (Isce 
further DFIEver., 191. 'ýF, 74377 Whether MT is retained meaning "with the 
butt. of the spear", or Flostermann's conjecture 311h3ranAt.. "backwards". 
is accepted, there is clearly some element of surprise or dec? ption 
involved since a blow with the butt-or, 
*a 
blovz 
" 
backwards (meaning that 
the spear was'us6d butt first? ) wo6ld'be, little,, expected (note, 
incidentally, the fine play on'words). Thus there is-probably a 
parallel here with the motif of death by deception found in 2 Sam 20 
a nd Jud 3.1 
41. Cf. -1 Sam 26: 8 
(Abishai - also' one of the sons of Zeruish). 
42. The, point in, 2: 23b is not that'tli6 people "stood still" (so RSV for 
wycm3 ; cf. Hertzberg, 372) but that the IAjo2ped" (with overtones., 
possibly. - of "took up a stand" see the use, of cm3 in vs. 25 and cf. 
2 Sam 20: 11), In chapt. 20 the same thing happens; , the body acts as 
-8 wgnet for those (probably,, as IbKane(1965: 279) points out, 'the 
militia) who are arriving along the highway presumbly to meet Amasa 
at the great stone at Gibeon; they are then in a position to set off 
in the pursuit tqZether. The point in chapt. 20 about carrying, the 
body into a field and throwing a garwnt over himis, nots in my view.. 
a rw tter of removing an impediment to the pu'r'suit (so most., co=erbtors: 
cf, e. g. McKane 1963: 279-30; Hertzbergs 373), but of giving the body 
a token burial. 
43., On (a) see the previous note' In thý, c'se, 6f (b). 
unle-ýs we are to 
interpret the text as an exa; P16 of incluasio (ring compositon), it 
(by would appear that Joab and Abishai are to be pictured as setting ofT 
themselves? ) i=iediately after the death of Arnasaq - to be. followed 
; later by the others -who have gathered in the meantime; whereas in. 2 Sam 
it is simply related that the two heroes and., it is to be inferred,, 
their men all set off after they have stopped,,, and,: organized -themselves. 
If the first 
, 
mention of the pursuit, however,,, is simply the first ring 
of an inclusio then the-narrative of the rallyinýg_becomes subordinate 
, to that, of the departure aria virtually equivalent. to a temporal clause - "When the had rallied they set off inpursuit". _ 
44, Similarities between 2 Sam 2: 28 and 18: 16 are,,, note, djbyE zPfe1dtq, F 
1931: 26, n. l.; -ý-l-'-`ý-" P IS r%lk F: ýSjuzy tY. I _rf., e, M, W. f 
th r rM &v. I 45. Contrast e cnger- ending'of 2 'Sam -2: 28, ft- -'fiot6_pjso, that- the 
only phrase occurs after the -6esýsiift&ý of hostili-ýileg 
W 2-1 am 18', but 
after the account of AboalcmIs burial, (cf, the burjAj,, cfbApaýje: ýJijý, IaO 2: 28ff. ) arY3 'Iise6- of - t' heý defeated a ýihidH teso 
but not- finally., Ahe scene 'D 
46, See also- the- comments some -of Ahis motor 101114 on' 
C co. h story, 220-222; surve"y' ýf tý-" Aime e. g, folloving a brief "" 
"I 
4,. r. ,,, - -) ý-'--- jL%I 6t "In these ministure'acti6ns", 6f war and in rjýP'4 6alo'do'y ani r, ýyengc., rý Pý tion" 'thýe r' o -, we have a kind of epitome, of all w3r, are,, _ý 
h Jurhin 41tua 
, (222)9 
N/I 
, --V 
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47-ý E. g., in the second set of instructions in I Sam 22 ari3, Jud 8, why 
does the one, use sbb and the other cBvm if the structure in which 
these words . are ým-bedded was the result of deliberate borrowing or 
assimilation of the one to the other? It is hard, on such an hypothesis., 
-tivation for the difference, to see any mo 
48. - A's noted earliers'Budde 
(1902: 206) claims that 2 Sam 2: 23b is a gloss 
from 20: 10-14. Tet 2: 23b sits where it is in the narrotive more 
-iecurely then the corresponding clause (the parallel is not exact) in 
chapt, 20 as witness the attempts to transpose it (e. g. RSV; cf. 
further 3X-fter, i9l3b: 344,, on 20: 12). The claim an ears to be quite lp arbitrary, particularly so when a host of other similarities are 
allowed to persist without com-ent. 
,,, ý-49. * So particularly the Judges material: see e. g. Wiaengrens 1948: 65-8; 
"Kraft., 1019; or gray 1967: 205-207s 222-30s where he frequently uses 
the term "sage". It is less obviously the case with opinion regarding 
the relevant sections of I Samuel and the first few chapters of 2 Samuel., 
7though a fondness for the portmanteau term "traaitionýl tends to'make 
an assessment of the point difficult (e. g. M6Kanels survey, 1963: 22-8). 
It does seem, however., that often it is oral tradition that is envis- 
aged (e. g. Hertzberg, 4 70 62-3,240-44). Generally the closer one 
moves to the narratives about David's reign the less the term 11traditioe,, 
let alone "oral tradition", is used, as e. g. in Hertzberg's notes on 
the formation and structure , of 
i Sam 7-15,16-2 Sam I. and 2-7. 
respectively. Cf. Widengren's rather arbitrary distinction (1948: 65-8) 
between Joshua and Judgess"based on oral tradition in the form of sagas% 
and Samuel, founded in part at least on "oral traditions which., howevers 
have presumably been put to paper not long after the events described"; 
similarly Gressmann, =-XVI 0 
"Tradition" of course is a term that 
, 
has rarely been used of the USuccession Narrative"; of. however 
Idowinckel, 13-4; Macdonald., 40-3; Porter, 22; Jackson., 183#195- 
For a brief but useful summ, ary of the problem of oral tradition in 
the OT in general see Fohrers 1970: 36-41. 
Clearly this, particular turn of the argument will not impress those 
who are convinced that from earliest times contemporary written 
records were kept by Israelites and that it is from them that most of 
our present text derives (cf. e. g. Kitchen, 135-8). 
50. Their comments earlier on the page, however, about the difficulties 
in postulating a "transitional text", overstate the case., perhaps 
because they are thinking primarily of "oral formulaic poetry" rather 
than traditional prose. Much of chapt. 2, "The Oral Heritage of 
the Written Narrativa"s as well as the bibliographical essays pp. 
303-111 is of interest in connection with the subject of the present 
paper. 
510 on this ana thefollowing points , see 
Lora, 196O: chapts. 2 ana. 4 (for 
this particular point see especially pp. 17.9 78-81). This reference 
anticipates the next section ana the force of it will become more 
obvious in the light of the aiscussion I that follows below.. 
para. 10.21-10.22. 
52. On the relationship of traaitional narrative to history s-ýe further 
Scholes ana 411oga, 30.40 f... 49; Culley,, 1972; Widengren., 1959: 
234-7. 
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Sqe .. also 405,4p7-8,! - and j- 6n 2the rp'6e. 
iical'býXli 30ý where,. he instances 
6616, otion,, by aknight""of'ýhoise"-, Bna,, equipWnt,,, )i3is, Srriv8l, -; St 
-,, court,, ' or. his , encounter -with'-sn--Bav; 
eisiiýý'in` the , field.,, ý, qf,, ý. Chadwiok,, 
IIA464- -1so, Lora., .1 960: notes I 
ý: and' 2"'io 
IC6 'i- .. ý'The Theme p er, on, 
chapt. 4ý; ' Nfgh xxxii, (ýste? Zeotypea'formu 0 V/Xvi ff. ý"elements 
of production"), quoted extensively by. the Chadw . cks Fý 
'. ", It -, "" ý. It I, i. --*ýi- 
ý) "ý"ý, 
ý; 
, 2.., 4 1II/i83-3-,,,,, 
_4learly 
lrishýprose, runsý a 6''a blos'ely., rPlated, phenom- 
,,, 
enon: cf.,, e. g. 
_,, 
Delargy, 
_208-9; 
' -'and e; 
ý;. Býiiford'(11ýý_ý0'9; ',:., Plso 
36-40), -'in ýexcelient, descriptive 'acdouzit"thouhý', some' of 
"his 
ýtheoretical 1"ý _. __ -7,7 Z" ",,, observpti6ni.,, (e., g. on-2the. ý derivation of oralý runs ahd,,,,. 7, indeed.,, ý, the 
basic preniis6 of _, the book) 
ire it. best unEiubst'Sntlaýtea q 4- 
-F 
54. It is 'difficult to find studies In'othý6iýa`r6as code 
with comparable control and thoroughness. --For an 
introduction! tcrthe 
1, ",,, r, " i, -, -- general background, -to, this work-; 'with ýnýOT a uaience'#)'mind, -,. 
-see' 
Culley., 1963: 11,4-25; 1 967: 3-27ý 
55. The references are-to Arena', and Gesemýnn 
-See also,, Loraq 1960: chapt. 4. A small- sample . -of 'Ytig6slalý ýi Homeric "themes" may 
be f ounO, set out fully in Gum., ' 19V : 1-ý31. '-% jff, N--jj 
The term "theme" can -ý'misle'Sdihg -here;. --., t4ere, is -ne- ed, -foi distinction 
between what might be call 6d'i_-ýý_te6hni6 1ý and- its -moreý genera As 'a tebhýicai. term applied, t-to oral" narrAive it literary usages. 
should be used as an inaicati6n, of t'he. presence oVa-! pbtterý6d sequence 
of events or descriptive elements*,,, _See- similarly., Scholes"and 
-Dopos; Kellogg (26) who suggest as, an alterna. tive, the term.. t cf. ý'Dlso 
Calley., 1967: 19..! 20. 
, '56. ' Private communication this work., as-yet-, unpublishea;, -is-7part of a 
London University doctoral research -programme ý on,, thematio, struCtUre 
in Homer. 
57. More generally (i. e. 1 
not'just in, relationto rthems tic'!.,. c6rep-o'sition) 
this kind of individual cbntribuýýio'n 
ýo the tradition hes. often been 
-, observed and 
in a wide range'bf-cOnt6xts: a, s -d'ampb6il, (i/1)", puts , 
it., 
"there are varieties in public, speakers'ýmongst,. the , p6o'plq- as', 
amongst 
.4'. ýotýý- prosy o - their representatives, 
for, some are eloquent, '_, s6me terse 
56. See Culley, 1967: 9,16. Of. e. g. Wgh's comm , 
ent., on, Hungarian- 
, oral . narrative 
0ýxiq: ,A_ Arong individ'ý4, 'stamp 
may and usually does emerge in the siory., '. but, 
',,, the 
7 
strict-, aaherence to 
_-,, the general- 
frame-work of th`ý 'tale ohd the use, of stýreot'y'ppd, 
ýormulas 
It is a positive must for the. stbryteller. 
`th6"nýed for the'; siereotype as a 59. Perhaps, for one thingo'because, 
teohnical device diminishes. it is also comon for the conc6ýt'of 
authorship and of individuality in relation to 
the, tradition,, to, change; 
and Kellogg"are" 3'. In" t: e r'e st in- Aliis 
`sdb j e6t: . 31,53-6 Th 
-,,., and cf. chapt. 6.. 
"Point, 6f View"'in"Niiýiafi-v: eil. )""' us one'findsj in 
epic,, - that tlie' 
kind ", ýf pAter'n'6a the-case of. the Homeric 
"theme" which -we have been discussing is virtLially-non-existent. 
in 
Apollonjus phoaius (Argonautice) or Quintus Smyrnaeub" Pjýtsomeri6ý) 
even though these writer- pciously imit-atipg, 
Homer. 
71 
60. Notice the hint of formulaic languo'ge, here: -`"Wowt4ierýý6'r' et- me 
pin him to the earth with one stroke of the spear and I sh 
11 in , otý 
strike him twice" (26: 8; cf. JoabIs killing of 
Abner in 2 Sam 20: 10). 
NIIV 
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61. Napier (143-4) describes it as "an antithetical relationship" ani "a 
involving tension". Schulte (150-4) characterizes these 
passages (16: 10., 19: 23'and also 3: 29) as later redactional insertions 
designed to vindicate David over against the sons of Zeruiah, part- 
icularly Jo9b (the original hero of the story); but he is hard pressed 
to find warrant for the excision in the*ýtexts themselves - his 
strongest point is the repetitiom na ture of 2 Sam 3128-39. For 
analyses showing how 16: 10 is an integral part 'Of the larger context 
see Ridout, 56-70 and Brueggemann., 1974: 177-81. 
62. There'-are textual problems in this passage., especially'st the end 
of vs. 15 and beginning of vs. 16. See Driver, 1913b: 353; H. Smith.. 
377-8; Lbuchline, 304. "Nith most co=entators (against Driver)"I 
accept the end of vs. 15 as it stands in MT awd) . and see it 
as providing the particular motivation for the attempt to kill 
ýDqvia (so also e.. g. Hertzberg., 386). 
63. Note that the motif of David and Joqb at cross-purposes is charaot- 
eristic of many of the stories of-Joab: in adaitio4o those already 
mentioned are (a) the end of the story of the kmnonite war (of. esp. 
12: 26), (b) the stcry in 2 Sam 14 of Joebs ploy to bring'Absolom 
back from exile,, (c) the story in 2 Sam 24 (of. esp. vss. 3-4) of the 
census, and above all, (a) the death of Joab (I'Kgs 2) as a, legacy 
of David. 
64. on the use of personal names to literary effect see Clin eýl recent 
study. ' It is a curious fact that the "sons of Zeruish" are never 
known by a patronymic, and, to my knowledge, such use of's matronymic 
is unique in the OT. Matever the reason for this it is clear that 
the usage suits the narrative tradition perfectly. Possibly the 
usage arose originally in a "narrative" context for these literary 
reasons. I 
65. However, like Hoftijzer (420 n. 3). I do not, flad these other 
parallels altogether. clear, andl, ccnvincing,, certainly not in the 
case of the. Jeremish passage which lacks entirely any aspect of 
"disguise" in the presentation of the parable. 
66; ý Cf. 221: "The legal issue ... is the hallmark of this literary Senre" 
and 226: "Nathan's story should be examined for traces of a real 
,. legal problem justifying it6 being brought by a third party (the 
prophet) to the notice of the king. " 
. '67. ' It is a similar focus that leads Hoftijzer to argue (421 ana'cf. 
`421-3, esp. 423 n. 1), against Simon as it happens., that "this 
procedure only makes sense, if one presupposes that the decision 
of the king in a special Juridical case was also binding for parallel 
cases, This means that in fact the king himself was bound by such 
- a precedent. " This seems to me to be a quite unnecessary inference, 
especially once one has put the legal aspect in its proper perspective 
(see further below,, pars. 4.11,4.12). 
68. Hoftijzer (442-4) rightly notes the "vulnerable position" of the 
worman and the difference between her situation and that of the 
prophets. ,, 
, ýr 
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69. Simon, - 221: it is "a disguised paivýlý'de . signed 
to'overcone 
man's 
own closeness to himself., enabling himto judge himself, by the sam 
yardstick that he applies to others. " 
70. It must be close to the "real" situatior/yet not so close-as-to be obvious to the person to whom it applies. See also Simon, 221.1 
71. They do not in, themselves serve primarily to tea-ch some general- doctrine 
or belief. Cf. Rof6., 154: "... in the specific case of prophetical 
parables ... the ideas represented are doctrines or beliefs relevint to the prophetic activity. " 
i 
72. Cf. Budde, 1902: 265 (quoting N81aecke - but from Vdaich work is not 
clear) for a similar story from an Arab source, - Gunkel (1921.6132-3) 
recognised the folktale (m8rchen) . chars ct'er of the motif and suggested in addition (35-6) that the story of the poor man's eým was itself a 
folktale, on the grounds that it has a certain poetic quality, ana -that it is not apt in its present context. 
73. Most of ýis discussiono however, is concerned specifically with the 
wiles (not 032 of which lead to death, according to his exanples) of 
the foreign woman. He also draws attention to the theme in Proverbs 
1-9 of the "foreign/strange woman" whose way leads to death. See 
also IbRane., 1970: 334-41., 360-9. 
74. Abishag also presides over David's'death, Blenkinscpp does not 
include the Rizpah incident (he is looking'only at 2 Sam 9ff. ),,. but 
cites Absalom's rebellion and occupation of his father's harem as an 
instance of the "pattern"; this, hovever., seems to me to lack the 
catelyst. quality of the other inciaents. Moreover., I carmot.. aocept 
that Blenkinsopp's definition of the pattern (in terms of "sin extern- 
alised in a sexual form which leads to death";. death in each case 
is "punishment") adequately corresponds , 
to 
i 
the presentation of the, ý-, -,, 
material in the narrative as it stands; partbularly in Adonijah's 
case there is no suggestion-in the text of sexual sin., and it is a 
moot point-(ana indeed, as I have suggested earliýr, deliberately 
so presented) whether we should infer rebellious intentions in him 
(Blenkinsopp,, 1966: 48). There are similar difficulties with Iesch's-, * 
intereting analysis of the story (74-9) in terms of these 
tt sexual , 
incidents" (he traces themes of sex relations ar-B political relations 
develcping in parallel). 
75. The main similarities are noted briefly by Kleehn (39), who is interested, 
however, in a literary connection (the"'YoWst") betý; en the two blocks 
of material. - Auzou (392 n. 37) observes that the one story recalls 
the other. on the Rahab story in oral tradition see Tucker, esp. 83-6. 
76. For the two motifs see Thompson, K649 and K646, respectively; cf. 
, 
also K515 (and 516-39) and K640-9. The two motifs are not in fact 
Ibli - the searchers could have asked the whereabouts of the inconVot. 
spies, been told that they haa-gones doubted this and searched the 
houses and$ having found nothing, taken the false directions as tho, 
truth. 
77. See also Mdout., 97: "This remarkable elaboraticn of vAlqt 
'could hwrc 
been told quite briefly serves the purpose of croating suspense for "t-i"a 
listener and gives him ample time to ponder how Davia is likely to 
receive the report of the momentous events of that 
day. " Cf. 102: 
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'We see that the entire episode is built on the ironio contrast of, 
good tidings over against bad tidings. The CýLMh- J [the key word, 
kdr., appears 9 times] has been good news for %ý! Fs forces., for they 
have been victorious in battle. But for David the Cýýhj was 
bad 'n died. for his so 
78. Though their situations are not directly comparable in that these 
men claim to be wre than just messengers, 
79, Note also Parry and Loord, 1/419-20 (0) and (16)), 325 (note the 
parallel in the news being distorted so as to gain a reward) and 209. 
80. Auzou (39)) describes Ahimaz here 
" 
as "infiniment d4licat et 
sachant menager le coeur du Pýre. Klopfenstein (330,345) 
claims that this evasion is motivated by consideration for the king 
rather than by fear of being struck down, but he offers no 
justification for his opinion. 
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NOTES - AEPENDIX C 
1ý 
1. Again the Chadwicks serve as a valuable source of reference here; 
of particular interest in connection with OT "historical" narrative 
are the specific comparisons they make viith certain forms of,, "saga"., 
'especially 
Icelandic: , see 
Vol. ý III, Fbrt IV,, esp. 635-7,642-39 
646-8 (for a useful survey of recent'debate over the ! 'oral" character 
of the extent sagas., see Scholes and Kellogg, 43-5is 307-11). Cr 
cf. the Tatar "non-heroic" sagas which "relate for the most part to 
well-known historical characters - the heroes of history in fact. 
They are told in a simple ana, direct style - what we may call the 
chronicle style ... " 
(111,114).. Prom further afield cf. e. g. some 
of the prope traditions collected frcm Polynesia by Sir George Grey, 
or from Scotland. %' by Wallace and MaoIsaao. 
2., -Even so, it is not simply a 
matter of the element of "contest" being 
absent from Hebrew literature of this kind. 
, 
In the cases e. g. of 
David and Goliath,, the capture of Jericho., and those battles where 
the Israelite force is split into separate parties (e. g. Ai,, Gideon 
against the Midianites, Abimelech at Sheche*m, Joeb against the 
Ammonites) the victory is not achieved as a stroke. There is 
tension and elaboration in these accounts. 
3. Thus, e. g. in connection with the battle accounts., Schulz (1923: 204) 
suggests, rather rashly in my view, that we have to do with a basic 
incapability on the part of the Hebrew narrator ("auf einem Mangel in 
K8nnen des Erzghlers") 'vdio was unable to deal with scenos involving 
large scale actions. He is followed by Alonso-Sch8kel, 162. On a 
more general level, Goitein seeks an explanation, for the sirplicity 
of Biblical stories in both social causes and religious factorsjo 
particularly that of monotheism (I am dependent for this infomation 
on the long review by Patterson). 
It is well known that not only can the narrator of traditional tales 
often tailor-make his material to suit his audience or the circum- 
stances of the narrative. but that the difficulbies inherent in 
recording a tradition., a; 
curtailment of the normal 
along standard lines see 
Homeric "typical scenes" 
flexibility of performanc, 
(V/xii ff., - quoted by the I 
sketch of twentieth centu 
to DSgh's edition of Hung, 
xlix) on nineteenth centu: 
may be sDun out to any ex 
e. g. by clictation,, can lead to fairly radical 
scope of the recitation. (on contraction 
.. g. Lord 
(1960: 102-23) cr s in respect of an 
kinn' (1971: 22-30). A classic a ccount of 
: in oral composition is given by Realov 
hadwicks., iit/184-5); cf. the interesting 
y Hungarian storytelling in the Introduction 
xion folktales; or Campbell (I/I and of. 
-y Scottish storytellingt "But thougýi a tole 
; ent. the very same incidents can be, and 
often are., told in a few words There is a useful surraing up Dy 
the Chadwicks, 111/854-75- On the exigencies of dictation ana the 
effect on the roterial recorded., note the'inportent observations of 
Radlov, cited and discussed by the Chadwicks (III/i7g.;. 80) and again 
in connection with the recording of ancient Irish narrative traditions 
by Murphy (1966: 98-9). Cf. the suggestion by Dillon (2). in account- 
ing for the "extremr. bareness of the narrative" of some of the oldest 
texts of ancient Irish "historical" tales., that they are little more 
than I'sumnaries of the matter of the story. " Lord discusses the oral 
dictated text: Barry arx3 Lora, 1954: 1/7-11; Lord, 1960: 124.4; 
1953: 124-34. 
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5. Thus in the non-biblical roterial (see e. g. . -, 
Pritchard,, 275-301) 
me is struck not only by the obviously different linguistic con- 
ventions. - such as the "terror-inspiring splendour of the king" and 
its consequences.,, but also by the much greater, ra 
- 
nge, -of - expressions for straightforward things like taking the bDoýty, 
6. This matter of definition is crucial; what I, 
_present, 
'above (Chapt. 
IV, para 2. -2.34) is a detailed analysis of certain OT "battle" 
passages -diich., it can be argued with some confidence, show eirery sign 
_of 
oral traditional, as opposed to annalistic, character. 'Both 
Richter and Van Seters generalize much too freely. 
In a comprehensive study of the "form" in th ,e 
OT we should-also need 
to consider the extent to which annalistic convention might itself 
have-been derivea from a convention in oral-, tradition, or the 
possibility of a coalescing of "forms" - the adaptation of an already 
familiar scribal convention by,, say., a Deuteronomistic editor,, in 
sympathy, with the existing conventiow of the traditional subject matter 
with rhich he was dealing. 
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